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From the Southwestern deserts to the Arctic ice floes extends 

the world's Housing Front against the elements; and there's 

firing all along the line. 

The Creole City has America's oldest market and means to 

keep it that way, modern gadgets notwithstanding. 

Push-button Architecture: Memphis grocer builds automatic 

store while the C:z:echs design desks which move through 

the air with the greatest of ease. 

Banks go mobile. In Los Angeles the car drives in. In Buenos 

Aires the bank drives out. 

Fairs, built and building: Paris opens late; New York builds 

a laboratory; Cleveland has Billy Rose. 

Frank Lloyd Wright "marries" concrete and steel in a new 

way and shows Wisconsin that there'll be no divorce . 

On the campus. New ·products. New trade literature. An

nouncements. 
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RA Photos Rothstein Lange 

:>N THE HOUSINC FRONT: UNCLE SAM HOUSES THE MICRANT WORKERS 

J. LABOR CAMPS: Not architecture-yet; but better than the slums they replace. 

I r· PART-TIME FARMS: Neatly planned communities for those whose work is seasonal. 

I 

FULL-TIME FARMS: Closest kin to RA's projects elsewhere, these are com
plete and permanent communities. 
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THE PROBLEMS which confront the 
Resettlement Administration are neces
sarily sectional-the tenant farmer in 
the South, the "Dust Bowl" refugee in 
the Middle West, or isolated groups 
elsewhere, hopelessly farming submar
ginal land. In the Far West, the major 
problem is that of agricultural labor. 
California and Arizona have developed 
an industrialized agriculture requiring 
a vast army of skilled and unskilled 
workers. But as this employment is 
seasonal in character, the laborer-un
less he has other means of subsistence
must pack up his family and goods and 
follow the crops. 

To RA's planning staff this program 
presented a highly complex task. Not 
only are conditions such as to set a 
premium on both time and money, but 
varying degrees of mobility, and very 
special problems of climate and geog
raphy, demanded nothing less than new 
standards in architecture and com
munity-planning. 

I. Migratory Labor Camps: Completely 
temporary, designed only to correct the 
appalling health and sanitary conditions 
of the Southwest's "rural slums," these 
communities are usually tent cities, with 
a semi-permanent nucleus of clinic, baths 
and laundries, community center, etc. 

2. Part-time Farms: Planned communities 
of detached or group housing with small 
individual plots. These communities are 
closely integrated around a center ( util
ities-especially water which comes only 
from deep wells-make "open" planning 
out of the question) which provides for 
group activities of all sorts-sports, meet
ings1 nurseries, etc. 

3. Full-time Farms: These most closely re
semble the RA projects elsewhere, ex
cept for characteristics imposed by the 
climate. In complete communities of 
permanent detached houses on 20 to 40-
acre farms, the houses are notable for 
their fresh, simple design and honest 
construction . 
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0 N T H E HOUSINC FR 0 NT 

10,000 Petition Congress 
THE Wagner-Steagall housing bill 
now pending in Congress would set up 
a $1,000,000,000 loan fund to finance 
municipally built and managed housing 
projects over a four-year period. The 
government would contribute $50,000,-
000 in subsidies, and loans would be re
payable in sixty years . Indorsed by 
such groups as the N .A.H.0. and A.I.A., 
the bill is regarded as the only encour
aging factor on the housing horizon. 
A petition for the passage of the bill 
signed by 10,000 persons has been sent 
to Congress. Senator Wagner estimates 
that his bill would result in construction 
of 375,000 new dwelling units, with 
rents of $5 to $7 a room. 

That such a program of building 
would only scratch the surface of the 
country's housing needs is borne out 
by N.A.H.O. figures, which estimate 
that 7,000,000 new dwelling units are 
required by 1945. The American Fed
eration of Labor places the need at 13,-
000,000. Vacancy rates have dropped 

.,753 since 1933 in such cities as San 
Diego, Des Moines, San Antonio, and 
Seattle. In Pontiac, Mich., the shortage 
of apartments has been so great that 
tent colonies have sprung up in the past 
few months. Less than one per cent 
vacancy of desirable quarters exists in 
many cities, says Joseph W. Catherine, 
Vice President of the National Associa
tion of Real Estate Boards. 

Low Incomes Buy Houses, Too 
WAGE EARNERS are home owners 
even when their incomes do not exceed 
$1,750 yearly, according to figures based 
on a survey of 28,520 Chicago nonrelief 
white families. From the $1,750 in
come class up, the proportion of home 
owners among wage earners is higher 
than among clerical, business or profes
sional groups. Home ownership in
creases with increase in family income. 
The low-income group which prefers 
home ownership to renting represents a 
sizable market for low-cost dwelling 
units. 

New York's Two Plans 
NEW YORK City's housing situation 
is confronted by two major proposi
tions-one to buy direct old-law tene
ments, the other to rent them at $1 a 
year. The first plan involves a long
range purchase of buildings. Under the 
second proposal, tenements would be 
rented for a period of three years at an 
annual rent of $1, rehabilitated, and 
then turned back to their landlords. 
That this plan would increase rents be
yond the means of low-income families, 
and cost the city millions of dollars in 
subsrdies to tenement-owning savings 
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banks, is the basis of opposition on the 
part of the City-Wide Tenants Council 
which represents fifteen groups. "The 
proposal to rent slums at $1 a year and 
repair them with ERB funds is a sham 
move on the part of politicians to milk 
the taxpayers," said the Council. "The 
slum dweller could not possibly profit 
by this plan." 

Life Insurance for Houses, Now 
LIFE insurance for buildings is now a 
legal procedure in New York State. 
One company already is in process of 
formation. New only in this country, 
this theory of insurance uses established 
mortality tables for building, machinery 
or equipment, on which premiums are 

· based. Under this system insured tene
ments, whose owners cannot modernize 
them because of increased rents, could 
collect insurance, tear down the build
ings and replace them. 

To Promote Home Ownership 
THE "Home Builders Guild," newly 
formed body of the Land Developers 
and Home Builders Division of the 
National Association of Real Estate 
Boards, will try to reduce residential 
building costs and thus make . the idea 
of home ownership more attractive. As 
a step toward this goal, purchase-pool
ing and other cooperative efforts will 
be undertaken and conferences with 
material manufacturers will be held. 

Will Guard "Public Interest" 
THE Vigilance Committee of the 
Construction Industry was recently 
formed to "protect the public from 
shoddy and dishonest construction and 
to safeguard the home buyer and in
yestor ." After eight months of research 
the vigilantes feel that the professionali
zation of construction and the elevation 
of its standards so as to produce safe 
and honest buildings is within easy 
reach. Committee consists of architects, 
engineers, jobbers, contractors, insur
ance and real estate men and bankers. 

Arctic Architecture 
NORTH POLE architecture, now 111 

the earliest stages, has developed a 
house which weighs only eighty pounds 

HOW TO USE GAS IN SLUM CLEAR· 
ANCE. This recent project in London 
demonstrates not only the practicability 
of gas as a fuel but also of gas works 
as a site. 64 fireproof flats built around 
a nursery school on the site of a former 
gas tonic. 

SWEDEN IS A DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY. 
In one of this row of 3-room houses re
cently erected in Stockholm dwells none 
other than the Swedish Prime Minister. 

and is weathertight. The hut has a , 11 
duralumin frame over which is stretch.ed / -
rubberized cloth, painted black for visi
bility to aviators and to absorb the 
sun's heat. A wall of air cushions pro
vides insulation. The whole is then cov
ered by specially treated canvas. The 
interior finish is fur and eiderdown. 
Four Soviet scientists and a dog will 
live in this specially designed dwelling 
for a year while they gather scientific 
information. (For earlier arctic models 
see Byrd; Record, July 1934.) 

PWA ALSO CAN ADAPT ITSELF to local 
conditions and traditions. 6-story apart
ments In Harlem give way to 1· and 2· 
story neo-Spanish row houses in Florida. 
Latest PWA project to reach conclusion 
is Durlceeville, near Jaclcsonville, Florida. 
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ON T H E HOUSINC FR 0 NT 

PREFABRICATION MOVES ON IN THE 
Midwest. The Cape Cod model labovel 
is a/I-steel arc-welded on the job, while 
the Regency was completely fabricated 
in the factory, trucked to the site. I For 
earlier Midwestern "truckable" houses 
see March 1937, page BT36.I 

FOR BUILDING DESIGNERS PLAGUED 
with the limitations involved in remodel
ing old tenements on interior lots, 
Egmont Merseberger, Hoboken archi
tect, has an idea: Enlarge glass areas 
in outside walls as much as structure 
will permit and set standard windows 
in the glass-block panel; rep/an interior 

HIGH IN UP-STATE NEW YORK'S HEL· 
derberg Mountains is this home of the 
elderly potter and once famous socialist, 
Bouck White. Starting several years ago 
with his bare hands and an ample supply 
of the limestone of the region, Mr. White 
evolved his own design. The details
windows, rainspouts, pottery-are both 
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so that all main internal partitions are 
likewise glass block. Shown I right 
above/ is one of Hoboken's "railroad 
flats" before Mr. Merseberger took hold; 
f/eft above/ the same when finished; 
flower right/ one of his interior parti
tions. Result: rents rose from $30 to 
$92 per floor. 

his design and his handiwork. Seen at 
left is Mr. White atop a tower which he 
no longer feels is adequate and which 
he is now supplementing with a "light
house." Planned to reach 150', "light~ 
house" will be of same general design 
and construction as main house. On 
it every night will burn a bonfire. 
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NEW ORLEANS RE-

BUILDS OLD MARKET 
CONSTRUCTION in the French 
Quarter has always offered problems of 
"style" to New Orleans architects; and 
they have not always been happily solved. 
New Orleans' historic French Market 
now stands r ebuilt for modern use, but in 
its original fo rm and style- a silent re
buke to many imposing new structures 

No city has a tougher nut to crack than 
New Orlaans in this ticklish question of 
restoration. For the first twenty years of 
the century, rapid extension of the business 
district threatened to engulf the Quarter 
with the then "modern" styles. Now, in 
revulsion against white marble Renaissance, 
the pendulum swings back. Even to its 
lampposts, the Quarter insists on its own 
Colonial idiom, I BOO A.D. 

which have invaded the Quarter. Only 
those parts of the market which could not 
be restored, were rebui lt. Architect Sam 
Stone, Jr., found that century-old cyp
ress timbers used in the Meat Market 
building were still sound, and relatively 
few changes were necessary. Air con
ditioning and screens have done away 
with the smells, and sanitary display 
cases have replaced the wooden tables 
with their heaps of sea food . Open 
arcades of squat Doric Columns sur
round most of the buildings, as in the 
old Market. The coffee shop, which 
once consisted of a huge copper kettle 
presided over by a mulatto woman, has 
been remodeled, and is at the south encl 
of this building. 

Located near the Place d' Armes, 
where stands St. Louis' Cathedral, the 
first market offered its bargains once 
a week to thrifty churchgoers. Soon 
the site of these transactions became 
permanent. In 1791 the Spanish Gov
ernor ordered the construction of a roof 
over these improvised markets. Then 
in 1812, not war, but a hurricane com
pletely demolished the shelter . One 
year later an open market was built 
with heavy masonry arches and a slate
covered timber roof, known as "Les 
Hailes des Boncheries." This is the 
present remodeled Meat Market. Other 
buildings were erected in subsequent 
years, until ten year s ago, the French 
Market Corporation was organized. 

Courtesy New Orlea11s Ass'11 of Commerce 
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EXTERNALLY, AT LEAST, THE NEW 
structures are closely patterned after 
the old. The new fruit-and-vegetable unit 
I above I has the same squat, plastered 
columns, the same tile roof, as the old 
building I right I. But concealed within 
are air conditioning, modern lighting 
and refrigeration. 

MEAT AND FISH-after and before restoration. 

~ 
I Ss Ip p I 

RIVER 

CHANGES IN THE LEVEE NECESSITATED relocation of the Market and railroad 
line;;. Shown in dotted fines are demolished buildings; in black, new ones. 
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Wide W orld 

MECHANIZATION HITS CROCE RY STORE, FILINC ROOMS 

Pictures, I nc. 

MECHANIZATION REACHES NEW HIGHS 
in the letter file of the Central Social 
Insurance Institution at Prague, Czecho· 
slovakia, where the desks go to the 
filing cabinets instead of the reverse. 
This file-world's largest-consists of 
3,000 drawers, each 10 feet long. The 
cabinets are arranged in tiers 16 feet 

high, reaching from floor to ceiling, 
covering about 4,000 square feet. In 
the rolled-steel framework are steel 
drawers equipped with roller bearings. 

Because of the size of the cabinets, 
special desks were built for those work· 
ing at the file. These are in essence 
electrically • operated elevators, con· 
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WITH TWO FORTUNES IN GROCERIES 
won and lost, Clarence Saunders, of 
"Piggly Wiggly" fame, is caught here in 
his new "Keedoozle" grocery. Built 
somewhat along the lines of the "Auto. 
mat" cafeterias, the gray-haired execu
tive's establishment is quite highly 
mechanized. A fiber rod about seven 
inches long with a knob on the end con· 
talning a red light, shown in Saunders' 
hands, is the "key" to his store. With 
it a customer walks past glass·incased 
shelves and inserts it into a correspond· 
ing hole at the side of the item he has 
selected. Her window shopping over, she 
returns to the cashier and surrenders 
the "key." Then, for the final act, the 
cashier inserts the "key" into another 
hole which releases all the contacts the 
customer has made. The articles are 
conveyed to a packing clerk by a travel
ing belt while an electrically-operated 
adding machine totals the cost-and the 
customer pays. 

trolled by a touch of a button, which 
rise or descend, move right or left, and 
stop before the drawer desired. The 
drawers, too, are opened and shut elec
trically. This installation now in use 
enables 20 employees to do the wark 
which, with the old-fashioned vertical 
file, would require 400 worlrers. 
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INCREASED MOBILITY ALTERS BUILDINC DESICN 

FROM A MODEST BEGINNING IN A 
drug store or garage, the nation's bus 
stations have become increasingly am· 
bitious, until they now have all the 
facilities of the average railroad station. 

Dick Whittin11to" 

NEXT TO DETROIT THE WORLD'S MOST 
motorized city, Los Ange/es has long re· 
flected the high degree of mobility in 
Los Ange/es life. Recently opened there 
is its latest contribution to the motor
ist - a drive-in bank. Located in a 
rapidly expanding industrial area and 
designed to meet the specialized needs 
of its customers, the new bank occupies 
a reconstructed garage. Noteworthy 

They have the advantage of publicly· 
financed and maintained rights-of-way 
enabling them usually to occupy a cen· 
t r al location in a given city. Since 
visibility is important, design of these 

are its wickets of the "bandit-barrier" 
type developed in the Middle West 
lsteel and bu/let-proof glassJ. There is 
no opening through which a bandit may 
force an entrance. At the level of the 
deal plate is a revolving circular drum 
through which the customer makes his 
deposit. This is operated by the teller. 
Special sound grilles permit customer 

and teller to converse in normal tones. 

two stations quite properly revolves 
around the sign . . T. W. Lamb designed 
the New York structure f/eftJ; Wisch· 
meyer, Arrasmith and Elswich designed 
Louisville station, T. W. Lamb, consulting. 

~OENTUNCE-
a:g 

IT WINOOWS 
.... , L 

IN SIDI! ....... ,.,.. 

- AUTO EJllT .. ~ 

UNLIKE MOST BANKS, THE "LOBBY" 
of the Drive-In bank is planned for 
easy movement and parking of cars. 

BUT IN ARGENTINA, THE PROBLEM IS 
reversed: and a big Buenos Aires bank 
recently purchased this specially· de· 
signed mobile "bank" to carry on busi· 
ness in the hinterland, where banks are 
scarce, autos scarcer. 

BU I LDING 
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"MUSIC IN THE AIR" KEEPS BUILDINC DESICNERS STEPPING 

CBS in Hollywood 

NO BUILDING TYPE IS MORE HAUNTED 
by the specter of obsolescence than 
a broadcasting station. Constant de· 
velopments in • acoustics, lighting, at· 
mospheric control - as well as in the 
equipment itself-demand the greatest 

flexibility in building design. And Ho/· 
/ywood, one of the world's broadcast· 
ing centers, feels this most acutely. 
Construction work has begun on the 
new Hollywood studios which William 
Lescaze designed for CBS. The model 

LICHT PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE IN 
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NBC in Hollywood 

(above, left/ shows a structure laid out 
to meet the manifold needs of modern 
broadcasting. MEANWHILE, NBC IS 
CONTEMPLATING expansion of a struc· 
ture (above, right/ buift on(y a year 
ago, now inadequate for its needs. 

COMMERCIAL WORK 

ALL CATS MAY BE GRAY AT NIGHT 
but modern commercial buildings can no 
longer afford such anonymity. 11/umina· 
tion has become an integra( part of 
building design, both within and (more 
recently I without. This new depart· 
ment store in suburban Chicago has 
both; besides high standards of interior 
iUumination, the long horizontal bands 
of glass brick are equipped with con· 
tinuous horizontal and vertical light 
troughs which flood them from within. 
Note a/so marquee, show windows a·nd 
signs. 

THERE WAS A TIME WHEN SHOW· 
rooms were more notable for external 
ornament than internal visibility; but 
this new auto "salon" in New York City 
is not one of them. The showroom was 
designed to display the maximum num· 
ber of cars without congestion; and the 
continuous windows are as free from 
obstruction as possible, thus permitting 
the maximum visibility by day or by 
night. 
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PELICAN STATE BUILDS TWO STADIA, ONE PAY-AS-YOU-CO 

Courtesy L one Star Cement Corp. 

KILLING TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE, 
Louisiana State University recently com
pleted this structure which combines 
stadium and dormitory into a solvent 
whole. Because the dormitory houses 
1,000 men in i~s 499 rooms I at a rent 
of $108,000 per school year), L.S.U.'s 
athletic association was able to pro-

vide seating space for 46,000 persons 
on the "roof.'' The New Orleans archi
tects, Weiss, Dreyfous and Seiferfh, de
signed the structure so fhaf the dormi
tory-entirely isolated from the stadium 
-consists of a 5-sfory strip of rooms 
served by inferior corridors around the 
periphery. The stadium proper has ifs 

own entrances, dressing rooms, toilets , 
etc. The entire structure is of reinforced 
concrete. 
ANOTHER W. D. & S. STADIUM IS THAT 
recently completed in New Orleans' 
City Park. Designed for track sports as 
well as football, this stadium is smaller, 
more simple and oval in plan. 

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF IN INDIAN CHURCH-BUILDINC 

NOT ONE BUT SIXTEEN SEPARATE TEMPLES, THE BE
wildering magnificence of Junaghar springs from its long 
and varied history-250 B.C. to the present. Using the 
pillar and lintel elsewhere, Junaghar architects built 
their domes with horizontal corbelling, usually closing the 
ultimate gap af the fop with a hanging pendant. Nof 
truly radiating voussoirs, the haunches of these corbels 
were anchored in place by the heavy pyramidal mass of 
the exterior of the dome, which was elaborately carved. 
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THE REMARKABLE ADAPABILITY OF 
Catholic architecture is nowhere beffer 
illustrated than in this model for a new 
Indian church lbelowJ and ifs ancient 
prototype, the temples of Junaghar in 
southwestern India lleftJ. Not only the 
style but the plan itse/f-inclosed court 
with altar protected by a second dome 
-flows straight from Indian temple 
building. 
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TWO FAIRS OPEN, ONE LATE: NEW YORK TESTS MATERIALS 
Wide World 

SURROUNDED BY FOREIGN DIGNITARIES, 
Premier Blum and party inaugurate the 
Paris International Exposition. Seen here 
on the approach of the magnificent new 
Trocadero, the party made a formal 
tour of inspection of the entire exposi-

TWO THOUSAND DINNER 
guests and 3,000 additional 
spectators are accommo
dated at one time in the 
huge marine theater· res
taurant at Cleveland's 
Great Lakes Exposition. 
Entirely covered by a ven
tilated roof, the structure 
stands on piling. A band 
of water separates the 
stage from the diners. 

tion . Draped tricolor did its best to 
cover the fact that some of the con
struction-much of which was unfinished 
-would not be complete until August. 
In spite of this, the Exposition is draw
ing record crowds. 
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THIS MODEL OF LENINGRAD'S FREIGHT 
port is from the Soviet building at the 
Paris Fair. It is part of a large ex
hibit which deals with present work and 
future plans of the Soviet transporta
tion industry. 

So,,foto 

IN ALREADY SHAKY FLUSHING MEAD
ows, New York World's Fair engineers 
have contrived a test building where 
foundations can be dropped, walls made 
to settle, etc. Purpose: To test under 

1 acid conditions the physical character
istics of various structural and finish 
materials to be employed in Fair struc
tures. The Test Building also houses a 
laboratory. 
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ON THE CAMPUS 
City Planning Up 
E VIDENCE of the growing impor
tance of City Planning study is the fact 
that special curricula in this subject 
have been announced by several uni
versiti es. The School of Architecture 
of Massachusetts Institute of T ech
nology will this fall inaugurate a new 
six-year course in City P lanning Prac
tice which will combine the realities of 
fi eld experi ence with profess ional train
ing. Prof. Frederick J. Adams will 
head the new divi sion. The course in 
ci ty planning practice, leading to the 
degree of Master in City Planning, will 
fo llow the procedure adopted for the 
Institute's cooperative cour ses in elec
tr ical, chemical and mechanical en
gineering . and marine transportation. 
The curriculum of the cour se includes a 
year of varied experience in the offices 
of local , state, and regi onal planning 
boards. Among the authorities associ
ated in conducting the courses will be 
Sir Raymond Um'Vin, Lecturer in City 
Planning and H ousing; Joseph T . 
\ i\i oodruff, Assistant P rofessor of Re
gional Planning, Dr. Thomas Adams, 
Research Consultant in City Planning ; 
Marjorie S. Cautley, Lecturer in Land
scape Design ; William Stanley P arker, 
Lecturer in Housing; and Ralph Eber
lin, Lecturer in Site Planning and Con
struction. V isiting lecturer s will include 
Russell V. Black, Clarence S. Stein , 
J ay Downer and Albert Mayer. 

The Harvard Graduate School of City 
P lanning has been reorganized as the 
Department of Regional Planning, co
ordinate with the Departments of A rchi
tecture and Landscape Architecture, in 
the Harvard Graduate School of Design. 
It is intended that students in r egional 
planning shall have effective access not 
only to instruction in engineering, but 
also to instruction in economics, gov
ernment, sociology, etc. Eight courses 
in Regional Planning will be offered. 
Courses in engineering include highway 
engineering, water supply and sewerage. 
In additi on there will be a cour se in 
municipal government ; one in principles 
of economics, and in introducti on to 
economic stati sti cs . 

Columbia Starts New Laboratory 
A LABORATORY for pure research 
in des ign correlation, unique in archi
tectural education, will be establi shed in 
the School of Architecture of Colm,1bia 
Uni ver sity at the beginning of the next 
academic year . Frederick J. Kie5ler of 
New York will direct the laboratory, 
which will operate in alliance with New 
York City workshops and with labora
tor ies fo r technological , soc inlogical, and 
biotechnical research. The executed de
signs of students will be housed in a 
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new museum illustrating contemporary 
development. General obj ectives are to 
define an approach to progressive in
dustrial design ; to correlate design to 
the physical and psychological needs 
of the human being; to develop new 
standards for small and large-scale 
manufacturing, in accordance with 
cx1stmg and projected industrial equip
ment in the United States. 

Cooper, Salvatore to Columbia 
MARIO COOPER, magazine illustra
tor and former adverti sing art director, 
and Ettore Salvatore, specialist m 
plaster castin g, have been appointed to 
the art teaching staff of Columbia Uni
Yersity. Mr. Cooper , who studied at 
the Oti s Art Institute, Chouinard School 
of Art, Los Angeles, and at the Grand 
Central Art School in New York, will 
have charge of courses in advertising 
art and illustration. Mr. Salvatore will 
supervise the casting work of students 
in sculpture. H e studied at the Beaux
Arts Institute of Design, Cooper Union, 
and the Art Student's League. 

Syracuse Offers 5-Year 

Landscaping 
THE DEPA RTMENT of Architecture 
of Syracuse University announces the 
inauguration of a five-year curriculum 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Landscape Architecture. An effort will 
be made to provide fundamental courses 
which will r ound out the student, pre
pare him for a successful professional 
career , and aid him in serving efficientl y 
phases of both profess ions. T echnical 
courses follow the basic cultural courses. 
Jn the fifth year experts from other 
departments of the University staff, 
practicing architects, landscape archi
tects, engineers, and other s fr om the 
profess ional and business fi eld particu
larly qualifi ed in spec ial problems, will 
be brought to the classroom for advice, 
criticism, and direction. 

IES Prizes Awarded 
WINNER O F a $300 fir st pri ze last 
month was C. Preston A ndrade of the 
University of Pennsylvania, in the an
nual Illuminating E ngineering Soc iety
Beaux Arts Institute of Des ign compe
tition. Second and third pri zes of $200 
and $100 r espectively went to Raleigh 
T. Daniell of Catholi c U ni versity, and 
Robert B. Little of the Univer sity of 
Iilinois. The problem this year was 
to design a hotel interior which would, 
by decorati on and illumination, serve 
three different uses and create a differ
ent atmosphere fo r each : convention 
room ; ballroom for small and private 
social gatherings; and banquet hall. 

IN A COMPETITION FOR DESIGN of a 
proposed housing development in Fields
ton , New York, for Teachers College 
faculty, Logan Chappell, Macon, Ga., took 
first place. Chappell received B. Arch. 
and M. Arch. degrees from Columbia . 
During 1936-37 he was University Fellow 
in Town Planning. Robert Murray, New 
York City, received second place. He 
holds both B. Arch and M. Arch. from 
Columbia . 

MATHEW LAPOTA of Maywood, Illinois , 
is the winner of the Lebrun traveling 
scholarship of $1,400. The competition 
subject was "A Library for a Woman 's 
College in the East." Lapota is a grad
uate of the University of llinois . 
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FOR RELAXATION THERE WERE GARDEN 
parties, clambakes, historic houses. Seen 
above ftopl is a group at Cambridge's 
Lowell House; at Dean Emerson's Cam
bridge house l center! for tea; one dele
gate poses, another snaps his picture, in 
the garden of the famous "House of 
Seven Gab/es" at Salem, Mass. 

Incoming Outgoing 

f ormer President Stephen F. Voorhees, 
of New York, yielded the chair to Presi
dent-elect Charles D. Maginnis, Boston's 

own church designer. 

PROFESSIONAL NEWS HERE AND ABROAD 

A.I.A. CONVENES IN BOSTON IN 69th SESSION 

MEETING last month in Boston, the 
American Institute of Architects held 
a leisurely 69th Convention, dividing 
its time about equally between business 
and touring the June countryside. Dur
ing the business sessions, A.I.A. mem
bers were pleased to learn that the In
~titute showed "a vastly improved 
financial condition" as a result of in
creased revenues from membership fees 
and other sources during the past year. 
They discussed a wide variety of sub
jects, accepted many Committee reports, 
most significant of which were those on 
Housing, Education and Public Works. 

Three ways of getting housing 
Most important was A .I.A.'s pro
gressive stand on housing. Under the 
leadership of Walter R. McCormack, 
Cleveland houser, the Committee on 
Housing submitted a fairly detailed 
analysis of the housing situation. Urg
ing support of the now pending Wag
ner-Steagall Low-Rent Housing Act, 
the Committee pointed to three reme
dies for the present housing crisis: to 
increase the income of the American 
people to the point where they can pay 
the rents resulting from the present cost 
of building; to reduce the cost of build
ing to the point where the ability to pay 
would enable a large number of people 
to secure satisfactory living accommo
dations; to partially bridge the gap by 
subsidy. 

The Housing Committee submitted a 
program which urged: 

A national real property inventory 
to determine just what the country's 
housing needs really are. 

Establishment of mandatory mini
mum standards of housing in each 
city. 

A grant of $200,000 to the U. S. 
Department of Commerce to find 
cheaper 'Nays of producing houses and 
a new technological approach to con
struction. 

Appointment of a national com
mittee to investigate the results of 
completed units in the government's 
slum-clearance and low-rent housing 
program. 

Cooperation with the national 
housing authority in working out a 
program of basic principles · for the 
national housing movement and study 
of the relation of housing to city and 
regional planning. 

Organization of local housing rnm
mittees. 

Meeks, Gropius on Education 
Best - attended of all sessions was 
that of the Committee on Architectural 

Education, at which spoke Yale's Dean 
Everett Meeks and Harvard's new Pro
fessor Walter Gropius. Attacking the 
"Foreign Influence on Architectural 
Education in America," Dean Meeks 
blamed the World War for the "de
featism" which produced the post-war 
design in France and Germany. But 
"the school of the ugly," the "gas pipe 
and cardboard" of modernism is already 
old-fashioned, according to Dean 
Meeks; "out of the cataclysm," said he, 
" is coming a very interesting and-it 
must be acknowledged-sane point of 
view towards stylism." 

Professor Gropius, Europe's leading 
modernist , made no direct reference to 
the style; instead confined himself 
largely to advantages of manual train
ing in architectural schools. "The basis 
of preliminary training," he said, 
"should be a comprehensive course in
troducing the pupil to proportion and 
scale, rhythm, color, light and shade, 
and allowing him at the same time to 
pass through every stage of primitive 
experience with materials and tools of 
all kinds in workshops." 

Recommends new method of selection 
The Committee on Public Works 
found it "evident that certain functions 
of the building construction work of 
the Procurement Division can only be. 
performed by a permanent organization 
familiar with the laws, regulations and 
requirements of the Treasury and other 
Federal agencies .... Under normal 
conditions the personnel required to 
conduct these functions becomes highly 
efficient in the routine work involved." 
However, the Committee felt that the 
architect in private practice is often 
"able to produce a work of greater free
dom and virility not always obtainable 
in a large, permanent organization." It 
therefore recommended, on all major 
jobs, that a private architect be called 
in. The Committee further 1·ecom
mended a 5-man board to draw up a list 
of eligibles from which direct selection 
could be made. 

Succeeding Stephen F. Voorhees to 
the A.I.A. presidency is Charles D. 
Maginnis. Other officers elected were 

From Londonderry, Ireland, in 1885 came 
ecclesiastic Charles D. Maginnis. Holder 
of many medals and honorary degrees, 
Mr. Maginnis is a member o f the Boston 
firm of Maginnis and Walsh and designer 
of a number o f Catholic ch urches and 
institutions throughout the country. 

Frederick H . Meyer of San Francisco, 
vice president; Charles T. Ingham of 
Pittsburgh, secretary, and Edwin Berg
strom of Los Angeles, treasurer. 
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Producers' Council Also in Boston 

CONCURRENT with the A.I.A. con
vention in Boston last month, was the 
14th Annual Meeting of the Producers' 
Council. Principal feature of the ses
sion was the presentation of a plan for 
an educational and promotional cam
paign to be carried on by the Producers' 

Affiliate of ·the A.I.A., the Producers' Co-un
cil is composed of forty-four of the princi
pal building material and equipment manu
facturers in the United States. For fifteen 
years it has been engaged in developing 
higher standards in the building industry, 
beiter understanding between its many di
vergent elements , and the furtherance of 
a more intelligent use of materials . 

Council and to take over the previous 
activities of the Manufacturers' Rous·· 
ing Promotion Council. As outlined, 
this program, which is contingent upon 
raising a $50,000 budget from volun
tary subscriptions of building product 
manufacturers, would consist of several 
lines of activities . 

R.l.B.A. Studies 
Employee Architects 

THE ROY AL Institute of . British 
Architects, "appropriately at the be
ginning of a reign, is revising its con
stitution," according to a recent issue 
of The Architect's Journal . Indorsing 
the move editorially, the Journal goes 
on to point out that the purpose of 
R.I.B.A. falls naturally into two divi
sions: "Narrowly, the R.I.B .A . exists 
to protect and consolidate the profession, 
to maintain its standards of qualifica
tion and conduct, to increase its prestige 
and to express its opinion on immediate 
questions where its advice is asked or 
the interests of members are affected. 
The wider purpose of the R.I.B.A. is 
to look ahead in a way architects can
not do individually and to make its 
preparations accordingly. 

"A first example is the changing sta
tus of the architect. With the expansion 
of local government activities more and 
more architects are becoming salaried 
men. In this matter the R.I.B.A. has 
made the mistake of thinking that what 
the majority of its members did not 
want would not take place. And by not 
exerting at the outset all its influence to 
secure good conditions for salaried 
architects, it has allowed their prestige 
and conditions of work to become estab
lished on a level which will take years 
to alter. 

"The next and overwhelmingly more 
important example is that of town plan
ning, together with its subdivisions of 
the location of industry and the sur
roundings of work and education. In 
1909 most architects thought town 
planning a bore, many still think so, 
and their representatives at the R.I.B.A. 
have only too faithfully acted on their 
views . 
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"Town planning, however, has con
tinued; with the result that architects 
are now being increasingly compelled 
to conform to regulations governing the 
size, shape and position of buildings 
which they had no part in drawing up 
and which are in most cases merely re- . 
strictive and defeati st." 

Spanish Architects 
Adopt Wartime Program 

THE PROBLEMS facing the architect 
in wartime have seldom been more 
clearly stated than in a recent issue of 
A .C., organ of Catalonia's G.A.T .E.
P.A.C. Indorsing S.A.C.'s support or 

Altho-ugh differing sharply in the past, 
G .A.T.E.P.A.C., an organization of younger 
Catalonian modernists, is now an affiliate 
of the larger, more conservative Svndicate 
of Catalonian Architects iS.A.C.)-roughly 
equivalent to our own A.I.A. 

the Loyalist government, the magazine 
says : "The Syndicate is the only pro
fessional authority that we recognize 
and support wholeheartedly, since it is 
from the regulations that it has set up 
that the concept of what the architect 
should be is derived. According to the 
Syndicate, then, there is a great task 
to accomplish : 

1. Rational distribution of work , 
obtaining for each architect the place 
which he should occupy according to 
his professional training and speciali
zation, and not according to influence, 
friendship or recommendations . 

2. Orientation of architectural edu
cation along the lines for which we 
have been fighting since the creation 
of our group. 

3. The creation of a Section of Cul
tural Relations in which architects can 
find support for their plans. 

4. Decisive action in regard to gen
eral questions of planning; intervening 
actively in all those questions which 
affect that branch of construction, in 
its great variety. 

5. Finally a multiplicity of enormous 
constructive aspects which will have 
to impress an enormous activity on our 
syndicate and which will involve a 
profound feeling of responsibility for 
its directors. 

"It is necessary that we follow very 
closely the far-reaching events through 
which this country is passing. It is 
necessary that the technicians interest 
themselves in social questions and ac
cept the responsibility of the moment." 

F. L. Wright 
Guest of U.S.S.R. 

ONE of the two American architects 
invited by the Soviet government to at
tend the recent All-Union Congress of 
Architects, Frank Lloyd Wright was 
forced last month to decline an offer 
of an honorary degree from a Con-

necticut college. ' · ln a choice between 
the field of action and honors for ac
tion in the past there is no question but 
that I must choose the field or action," 
Wright wrote the college in explaining 
his position. Best known i·n Europe of 
all American architects, Mr. Wright's 
"Broadacre City" has attracted wide in
terest in the U.S.S.R. He believes that 
the Soviets "see the possibilities of it 
and are ready to spend some money." 

FAECT Hears Wright 

ON HIS way to Europe, Mr. Wright 
stopped in New York long enough to 
address the Architect's Section oi 

Into the C.1.0. recently went not only all 
16 chapters of FAECT but also the inde
pendent Society of Structural Engineers and 
Draughtsmen; and negotiations for the 
affiliation of th e Society of Designing En
gineers of Michigan are now under way. 

FAECT. Speaking on "Economic Or
ganization and the Professional," Mr. 
Wright warned that economic security 
was all right-he would like "to see the 
whole country unionized to the hilt"
but that it wasn't enough. "We must 
have a dynamic security-a freedom 
which comes from within-from internal 
order"-as well as from without. 

Of current architecture, Mr. Wright 
was his usual caustic self. "Any build
ing you build is only a preliminary 
study for the final form. You can never 
achieve an ideal, but you can grow to
ward it. A building is an interpretation 
of the life of the present looking toward 
the future. The man who can't build a 
building that is 25 years ahead of his 
time shouldn't be allowed to build it." 

CIAM in Paris, 
Publishes Work 

IN ITS FIRST convention since 1933, 
the International Congress of Modern 
Architecture (CIAM) meets this 
month in Paris for its 5th Congress . 

Adopted in 1929, CIAM's program 9f 
"formulating the contemporary architectural 
problem, presenting modern architectural 
concept, struggling for its concrete realiza
tion" has led to a steadily expanding scru
tiny of the social and economic bases of 
architecture. 

One of the few architectural groups in 
the work\ organized around a long
range plan of research, CIAM will this 
year discuss "The Functional City," ex
hibit four years of research work by its 
component national "groups." 

Coincident with the Paris meeting, 
CIAM will publish "The Functional 
City"-a popular edition of its work, 
including its standardized analysis of 
twenty-eight world-cities. A much more 
comprehensive technical edition of the 
same material is planned in the near 
future. 
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60 TONS WITH EASE: When Wisconsin's 
Industrial Commission questioned design 
of a column Fronk Lloyd Wright intended 
to use in a new _factory at Racine, he 
promptly built this sample, loaded it 
while the townspeople looked on. De
signed to carry between 11 and 12 tons, 
it was loaded with 20 tons when the on
lookers "retired for beer"; loading con
tinued to 60 tons without cracking the 
column. Finally it was pulled down by 
the satisfied examiners who were inter
ested in architect Wright's speciolly
designed reinforcing, which substitutes 
on expanded meta/ netting for deformed 
bars. 

Western School has novel roof 
A HOLLOW girder roof, with hollow 
supporting columns, has been used for 
the fi1· st time in a building at the Brad
ford Ave. School in Placentia, Cali
fornia. The general basis of design is 
similar to that used in Pacific North
west bridges. The g irders have thin 
web plates of varying thickness, and 
6-in. top and bottom slabs. Top slabs 
were cast integral with the intervening 
roof slabs to form a horizontal dia
phragm des igned to transmit seismic 
forces to foundations by way of sur
rounding walls. The girders and col
unms form a series of five rigid-frame 
bents 26 ft. high, spaced 18 in. apart. 
The span is 77 ft. The girders carry 
one-fourth of the roof area, and loading 
over the remainder of the roof is trans
mitted by intermediate joists to the 
girders. Both girders and columns are 
a part of the architectural design, m
terior and exterior, of the building. 

Inexpensive device measures air flow 
AIR flow around buildings can now be 
studied by the building designer in his 
office without recourse to large and ex
pensive machinery. A fluid-flow analyzer 
which is small , inexpensive and simple 

SCIENCE SHORTS: NEW AIDS TO BUILDINC 

to operate, has been designed by H. L. · · 
Parr of Columbia University. The de
vice consists of a wooden box divided 
into three compartments: an air inlet ; 
a glass-covered chamber painted black, 
with shielded lights; and an air outlet. 
Models cut from y,\-in . rubber sheet are 
placed on the glass plate, and smoke 
produced by inserting titanium tetra
chloride in a sheet copper slotted trough 
passes over the model. The effect ob
tained in this way can be photographed 
with a camera placed above the appar
atus , with illumination from either top 
or bottom. 

New source of "dry ice" found 
SMOKING factory chimneys are po
tential commercial sources of "dry ice," 
according to Prof. R. H . McKee of 
Columbia University and E . A. Winter , 
research student, who have devised a 
chemical process for this conversion. 
The new absorption process consists of 
the combination of CO, flue gas with 
ammonia in the presence of water vapor. 
With an excess of ammonia in even a 
very short section of the absorption 
tower, virtually all C02 can be made to 
react. The ammonia present in the gas 
phase of the tower apparently acts as a 
catalyst in carrying CO, to a lye solu
tion. As ammonium carbonate forms, 
it is dissolved into the lye, which de
composes by its alkalinity the carbon
ate, and frees the ammonia. The process 
then repeats itself continuously, and CO, 
is boiled off from the charged lye. 

Base metals now electrically colored 
LIGHT-FAST color, electrochemically 
produced and free of dyes, can be ap
plied to practically all base metals by 
the r ecently developed Electrocolor 
process . Electrolytic in nature, thi s 
process gives metallic transparency 
as well as depth of tone and variety of 
shades and effects in a single bath. The 
range of colors made possible by the 
Electrocolor process is practically that 
of the spectrum. The fini sh on the metal 
may be of any desired character. Base 
metals of light shade, such as nickel
plated surfaces, finish in a lighter shade 
than base metals of darker color. United 
Chromium, Inc ., exclusive licensee of 
Kansas City Testing Laboratory, recom
mends that the color plating deposit be 
finished with clear lacquer, because of 
its high resistance to corrosives and 
abrasives. 

Porcelain-enamel bond improved 
SECURE bonding of porcelain-enam
eled sheeting to its backing is now pos-

sible by means of a new process devel
oped by the Porcelain Enamel and Man
ufacturing Company of Baltimore. 
Known as Pem-lox, this method elim
inates warping of panels, as well as 
the metallic, hollow sound frequently 
noticed in panels not securely bonded. 
Porcelain enamel panels are fini shed on 
the reverse side with a pitted, crater
like surface and the cement or plastic to 
which it is applied fills the holes and 
forms a strong bond. Cement, a finer 
grained and hard-setting substance, is 
recommended as the best material for 
this method. Pem-lox is applied by 
spray, and dried and fired as with any 
other porcelain enamel. 

Pittsburgh house uses steel planks 
WHEN steel planks were used in a 
house in Pittsburgh erected of materials 
developed by the Mellon Institute of In
dustrial Research, subflooring was found 
unnecessary. These planks, of cellular 
construction. are two feet wide. On the 
upper side of the floor, concrete may be 
used to fill the troughs, while the under 
side forms a flat steel ceiling. The walls 
of the house are of "bonded metal," a 
substance developed for fastening any 
kind of material to steel. Other ma
terials used are stone, wood and br ick. 

U.S.S.R. "plasticizes" wood 
WOOD treated with resol compounds . 
is now used in the U.S.S.R. where lead 
and metals were prev iously used. The 
treatment increases the wood's resistance 
to attack of hydrochloric, phosphoric 
and sulphuric acids, and gas mixtures 
with a 20% admixture of nitrous oxides. 
Resistance to pressure is increased 
160%. The Moscow underground rail
way recently tested brake blocks of 
plasticized red-beech wood and after us
ing them for 3,000 miles the blocks 
showed no trace of carbonizing. 

Impregnated wood developed in Germany 
WOOD impregnated with metal has 
properties of both its constituents in a 
comparatively easy and inexpensive 
process recently developed in Germany. 
Hot liquid metal is forced into dry wood 
under pressure. Full impregnation is not 
necessary; the amount is regulated ac
cording to species of wood, purpose. 
kind of metal and degree and duration 
of pressure. Fully impregnated wood 
has a metallic surface with a silk-like 
sheen . The new material can be sawn, 
bored, planed, nailed, turned, glued, 
rubbed and poli shed. It resis ts fir e, cli
matic influences and chemicals, and lacks 
a tendency to split, blister, or splinter. 
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS 

New filament saves 10% current 
A NEW tungsten-filament lamp which 
gives 10% more light without using ad
ditional current has been achieved 
through research by Dr . Irving Lang
muir of General Electric Laboratories. 
A "lighting bonus" amounting to $16,-
500,000 annually will thus be provided 
the public, it is claimed. The lamp con
sists of a tungsten filament drawn into 
a straight wire, 19/ 10,000 of an inch in 
diameter, wound around a molybdenum 
wire 355 turns to the inch, which in 
turn is coiled again on another molyb
denum mandrel. The coil, originally 20" 
long, is at the encl of this process 3.4" 
long. The coils must be as close to
gether as possible without touching each 
other, for this would short-circuit and 
cause the lamp to fail immediately. The 
new filament is mounted in the lamp as 
a cross bar between two lead-in wires 
with one support in the center of the 
filament, instead of the older method of 
looping the filament around three sup
ports. 
General Elect1·ic Laboratories, Sc/ien ec
tod31, New York. 

lgnitron spot welding timer 
SPOT WELDING of nonferrous 
metals, by the use of "Cupaloy," copper
chromium alloy, as welding point 
material, has been developed by West
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing 
Company. The ignitron spot welding 
timer makes simple such combinations 
as bronze to mild steel, brass to bronze 
or nickel silver, etc., while aluminum, 
lead and zinc are readily spot welded to 
themselves. 
Westinghouse Electric and M annfac
turing Company, East Pittsbnrgh, Pa . 

Portable air cleaner 
AN IMPROVED low-priced portable 
electric air cleaner unit is announced by 
Continental Motors Corporation. At a 
rate of 60 cu. ft. per minute, "Clean Air" 
can take care of one room change per 
hour, operating on 110 A.C. (D.C. is 
available at slight extra cost). The unit 
has a 1,000-watt heating element which 
can be switched on to supply warm air 
when necessary. Height, 13" ; width, 
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10"; ·weight, 10 lb.; reservoi r capacity, 
4-5 qt. water. 

Cu11t·inental Motors C orporat1:on, De
l roit, JV!ich. 

Nonshrinking mortar 
MORTAR VOLUME can be reduced 
so as to increase workability and de
crease the amount of excess water in 
mortar by the use of Truscon "Mortite." 
This new product helps to avoid shrink
age and consequent cracks. "Mortite," 
added directly to the mix, also insures 
integral waterproofing of the mortar, 
reduces lime solubles and efflorescence, 
and resists corrosion from smoke and 
gases. 
The Truscon Laborator·ies, D etroit, 
Mich. 

Insulating pl.aster 
INSULATING and fire-retarding val
ues are blended with sound-deadening 
prnperties in a new insulating plaster 
aggregated with mica pellets. The en
tire plaster load in a building is reduced 
60 per cent, it is claimed. It is formu
lated to provide strain resistance and 
elasticity which insures against cracking 
under normal conditions. 
F. E. Schundler & Co., Inc. , Long 
Island City, N. Y. and I oliet, Ill. 

Light for draftsmen 
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED for draft
ing boards or plan tables is this Sight 
Light plus Lamp with an offset bracket 

arm which screws to the underside of 
the board. Two arms with swivel joint 
allow light to be swung in a 4-foot 
circle. Other models, designed for 
various purposes, are also available. 

The Sig lit Light Corporation, Essex, 
Con11. 

Lightweight copper roofing sheets 
COPPER ROOFING sheets, weighing 
10 ounces per square foot, require no 
heavy supporting structures. The sheets, 
16" wide by 10' long, provide a series 
of panels 13" wide when laid by the 
standing seam method. 
Tlie American Brass Company, JiVater
b11ry, Conn. 

New holding members for glass 
GLASS HOLDING members have 
been developed which are of the semi
extruded, nonscrew type. This kind 
of holding member provides resiliency 

for both sides of the glass, and elimin
ates the necessity for back puttying. Of 
particular value in construction of store 
fronts, the new nonscrew members are 
expected to effect a substantial saving 
to building owners and insurance com
panies. 

The Non-Press11re Glazing Company 
Inc., 8206 De Lo11gpre Ave., Holly
u1ood, Calif. 

Sprayed insulation 
A NEW METHOD of applying insula
tion to surfaces is the spraying process 
developed by Keasbey and Mattison Co. 
Application is by machine, and requires 
less time and labor than other methods . 
The company maintains a spray school 
to train machine operators. Sealed as
bestos insulation providing 100 per cent 
coverage at any required thickness on 
any normal surface can be apRlied. 
Sprayed asbestos is especially recom
mended as insulation on ships . 

Keasbey a11d Mattiso11 Co., Ambler, Pa. 

Transformer for mercury vapor lamp 
A NEW HIGH-INTENSITY mercury 
vapor lamp transformer, used with the 
proper high-intensity lamps, provides 
greater lighting efficiency and better 
seeing illumination than ordinary in
candescent types of lamps . Special core 
manufacturing methods were created. 
which included the use of extremely 
thin laminations of high silicon steel. 
This and the oversize wire used for al~ 
coils help to insure cool operation of 
the functioning units. Coils are pre
cision wound, and are of the armored 
insulation type, double impregnated. 
Universal mounting features and remov
able mounting legs are other features . 
A thread coupling is an integral part 
of the end plates and is ready for 
pendant mounting by removing end 
plate cover. This transformer has two 
positive contact universal terminal 
panels each mounted in a large compart
ment with ample space for making con
nections. All connections to line or 
lamp are made at the terminal panels ; 
no joints or taping are required. Con-

(ConHnued on page 40) 
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS 

(Continued from page 39) 

nections may be made from either or 
both ends of transformer, for mercury 
vapor lamp or mazda or for combina·
tion use of both type lamps. 

The A cine Electi-ic and M anufacturi11g 
Co. , 1440 Hamilton Ave., Clevela11d, 
Ohio. 

Electric food conveyor 

THIS food conveyor for hosp ital use is 
of stainless steel throughout, including 
wells and utensils. Food is kept at the 
proper temperature by an electric heat
ing unit in the conveyor. 

Prometheus Electric Corporation, 401 
f!f/es t 13 Street, New York City. 

MARKETINC NEWS 

Color matching laboratory 
A CORNERLESS ROOM, known as 
the "Tunnel of Light," is Westing
house's new color matching laboratory. 
Combination incandescent-mercury light
ing with an effective intensity of 114 
foot-candles renders the all-white room 
shadowless. The 28 300-watt incan
descent and 11 400-watt mercury vapor 
lamps are alternated, spaced, shielded 
so as to give maximum light efficiency. 
The laboratory tests pieces of porcelain 
enamel ware for variations in color. 
All pieces pass through the booth on 
conveyors and are matched with three 
commercial standards. Previous to the 
installation of the "Tunnel of Light" 
rejects were 300 per cent higher. 

Committee gathers 
data on glass buildings 

INVESTIGATIONS of glass building 
units at the Pittsburgh Testing Labora
tories will make avai lable data on glass 
structures ;mc\ various types of windows. 
Air conditioning trends point to either 

entire elimination of windows, with 
complete dependence on artificial light
ing, or better window construction 
11·hich will include double, and in some 
cases triple, glazing. These trends and 
related problems will be studied. The 
work is being clone by the Technical 
Advisory Committee on A ir Condition
ing Requirements of Glass, headed bv 
JV[. L. Carr. -

NEW LITERATURE 

HANDBOOKS 

Architecture and Applied Arts. Genera l 
catalog of Architectural Book Publishing Co .. 
Inc., I 12 W. 46 Street, New York City. 

Architects' and Mechanical Engineers' Boo k 
of Yeomans Pumps for use in sewage drain 
age, water supply, air conditioning, etc. 
Yeomans Brothers Company, 1433 Dayton 
Street, Chicago, Il linois. 

A Guide for Sheet Meta l Workers. 
Steel Corporati o n Subsidiaries, 434 
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

U. S. 
Fifth 

Comprehensive Housing Legislative Chart. 
Indicates status of legi sla tion affecting public 
and private housing, as of March I, 1937. 
National Emergen cy Council, 2 Lafayette 
Street, New York City. 

Housing Index-Digest. No. 15 {918-1007). 
Reference gu ide to American and foreign 
housing literature. Library Section, Central 
Housi ng Committee, subcommittee on Re
search and Statistics , Washington, D. C., April 
I, 1937. 

Industrial Guide for the Selection of Wire 
and Cable. Anaconda Wire and Cable Com
pany, 25 Broadw.ay, New York City. 

Labor Requirements in Lumber Production. 
By Bernard H. Topkis . Serial No. R 529 , 
from the Monthly Labor Review {May 1937) , 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department 
of Labor, Washington, D. C . 17 pp. 

Metal Statistics 1937 30th Annual Edition . 
American Metal Market, I 11 John Street, 
New Yo rk City . Price $2. 

Official Bulletin of the Acoustical Materials 
Association: Theory and Use of Architectural 
Acoustical Materials; Sound Absorption Co
efficients. Bulletin No. V. January 1937. 
Published by the Association. 

Proceedi ngs of the Third Pacific Northwest 
Regional Planning Conference, 1936. Na
tional Resources Committee, District I I, Port
land, Oreg. 

Research Bulletin No. 23. American Institute 
of Architects and Th e Produce rs Council, New 
York City. 

Small Houses, £500-£2,500. By Myles A. 
Wright, M.A., A.R.l.B.A. Ph otog raphs, plans 
and descriptions, and discussion of problems 
which affect the small house. The Architec-
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tura! Press, 9, Queen Anne 's Gate, London, 
S.W . I. England . Price 7s. 6d . net. 

The People of the Drought States. Research 
Bulletin No. 2 of ser ies dealing with problems 
of Great Plains agricultural area. Division of 
Social Research, Works Progress Administra
tion , Washington, D. C. 

The Problem of Noise Abatement in Chi
cago. Report of the Noise Abatement Com
mittee of the City Club of Chica-go. 15 pp. 
April 26, 1937. 

U. S. S. Roofing and Siding Guide. Sales 
material cat,, Jog information, and tables . 
United States Steel Corporation Subsidiaries, 
434 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh , Pa. 

AIR CONDITIONING, 
INSULATION AND 
HEATING 

Air Conditioning Engineering Data Sheets 
SA-06-B, SA-06-C, 7-AC-2601, CLS-550-A, 
CLS-600-C. Westinghouse Electric & Manu
facturing Company, 200 East Fifth Street, 
Mansfield, Ohio. 

Anemostat Draftless Air Distribution . Two 
b ulletins. Anemostat Corporation of Amer
ica, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 

Economical Automatic Heat for Hospitals and 
Institutions . Bulletin No. 540. Detroit Stoker 
Company, Detroit, Mich. 

Economical Automatic Heat for Schools and 
Colleges. Bulletin No. 512. Detroit Stoker 
Company, Detroit, Mich. 

Ideal Boiler No. 21 for Automatic Coal Burn
ing. American Radiator Co., 40 West 40 
Street, New York City. 

Ideal Coal Firing Boilers: General Information . 
March 1937. American Radiator Company, 
New York City. 

Ratings and Data for Ideal Oil Burning Boil
ers. March and April 1937. American Radi
ator Company, New York City. 

The New Guide Chart and Manual of the 
Lamneck Simplified System. A prefabricated 
duct for forced air and air conditioning in
stallation practice. Lamneck Products, Inc., 
416-436 Dublin Avenue, Columbus, Ohio . 

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 
AND PARTS 

After 10 Years. Service record of lncor 
24-ilour cement. Lone Star Cement Corpora
tion, 542 Madison Avenue, Ne w York City. 

Cabot's Clear Brick and Clear Cement 
Waterproofing. Samuel Cabot, In c., 141 Milk 
Street, Boston, Mass. 

Srructural Clay Products. Statistics. U. S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census, Washington, D. C. 3 pp. February 
1937. 

Super-Harbord. Harbord Plywood Corpora
tion, Hoquiam, Wash. 

(Continued on page 42) 
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NEW WEATHERWOOD 

EX: 
INSULATING TILE AND PLANK 

Rich, Blended Shades of Soft Color 
. . . New, Interesting Texture 

•Your clients will appreciate your specifying this com· 
pletely new and interesting decorative interior finish ma· 
terial. Weatherwood * BLENDTEX is the only insulating interior 
finish key;)d to the demand for rich, blended shades of 
integral c o lors combined with a new and more interesting 
texture. BLENDTEX is applied to both new and old walls and 
ceilings, in homes, schools, churches, auditoriums, theatres, 
stores, offices, etc. It decorates, insulates, and quiets sound. 

These Eight Advantages Recommend Weatherwood BLENDTEX 
For Your Consideration 

1. Blended shades of harmonious colors combine with a new, 
interesting texture to add charm and dignity to the interior. 

2. Improves acoustics and quiets sound - at the same time 
insu lates against heat and cold. 

3. Durable-cleanable. Special toughening treatment of sur· 
face increases resistance to wear - preserves and prolongs 
the richness and freshness of colors and texture. 

4. Integral colors go clear through the material-not merely 
a surface application. 

One of the many varied and fascinating effects possible with the NEW 

Weotherwood BLENDTEX that decorates -insulates - and quiets sound. 

5. P=edecorated surface saves on time and cost of painting. 
6. Adaptability-the wide variety of shapes and sizes gives 

unlimited scope to expression of individual taste in design. 

Showing easy application of Tile ta 

ceilings, using adhesive. 

BLENDTEX Plank quickly, easily ap· 

p lied to both new and old walls . 

7. Quickly, easily applied to both new and old walls and 
ceilings-goes right over old walls. 

8. Economical - a popular· priced material. With all its ad· 
vantages, BLENDTEX costs no more than ordinary insulat
ing tile and plank. 

Weatherwood BLENDTEX is backed by the United States 
Gypsum Company's rigid high standard and years of leader
ship in manufacturing wall and ceiling treatments, including 
W eatherwood IVORY Finish Insulating Plank and Tile, 
Weatherwood Building Board, Weatherwood Hardboard. 
*Regis tered Trade-mark 

SEN D C 0 UP 0 N FO R FREE B 0 0 KL ET 

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY AR-7 
300 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 

Please send full information regarding the new Weather· 
wood BLENDTEX. 

Name ..... .. .. ... .. ............................ .. ... .......... .. .. .. ... .. .. ..................... ... . 

Address .................. .. .. .. .......... .. ....................... ...... .................................... ....................... ......... . 

City ...... .. .... ..... ... .... .. ................ .. .... .... .................... State. 

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY 
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NEW LITERATURE 

{Continued from page 40) 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Furniture Store Modernization-What to do 
and how to do it. By Robert H eller. Il lus
trated with photographs, floor plans, layouts 
and alternative color schemes. Masonite 
Corporation, Chicago, Ill. 24 pp. May 1937. 

The Kitchen of Today-and Tomorrow. Pure
air Single-Unit Kitchens, Rolph C. Spinning, 
Inc., 5057 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 

Mellow Wood Interiors. National Lumber 
Manufacturers Association, Washington, D. C. 
Price, $0.10 for postage. 

When Vacations Call. Sketches, renderings, 
photographs and floor plans of vacation cot
~ages . The Celotex Corporation, Chicago, Ill. 

DOORS, WINDOWS 
AND FLOORS 

Air Space Insulated Windows. lnsulaire Com
pany, 2423 McKinstry Avenue, Detroit, Mich . 

Living in the Sun: Glass windows and en
closures. Lord & Burnham Co., Irvington , 
N. Y., Des Plaines, 111 ., St. Catherines, On
tario . 

Modern Cornell Doors-Upward Acting. 
Cornell Iron Works, Inc., 13 Street and 36 
Avenue, Long Island City, New York. 

New Window Ensembles with Arco Radiator 
Enclosures. American Radiator Company, 
New York City. 

Personalized Floors of Sealex Linoleum. Con
goleum-Nairn, Incorporated, Kearney, New 
Jersey. 

Riverbank Sound Insulating Doors: Princ ip les 
of sound control as applied to doors. Hard 
wood Products Corporation, Neenah, Wis . 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Waterproofing of Floors; Drainage; Installa
tion of Scuppers. 
Blower Systems. 

Automatic Sprinklers. Suggested form and 
requirements for an ordinance on these sys
tems. 

Protection in Walls and Partitions. 
Reports of Committees, National Fire Pro
tection Association, Boston, Mass. May 1937. 

MATERIAL PROOFING 
AND PAINTS 

Paint Specifications and Detection Charts for 
Douglas Fir Plywood. Douglas Fir Plywood 
Association, Tacoma, Wash. 

Rust-Don't Coddle It-Kill It. Bar-Ox 
Formula "97" for iron and steel protection. 
Bulletin 441. The Truscon Laboratories, De
troit, Mich. 

S P E C I AL E 9 U I P M E N T 

Miami and Carey Bathroom Cabinets. Miami 
Cabinet Division·, The Philip Carey Co., Mid
dletown, Ohio. 23 pp. 

Patterson Freon Water Coolers. Patterson
Kelley Co ., Inc. , East Stroudsburg, Pa. New 
York Office: IOI Park Avenue. 

Residence Elevators-"Elevette" and "lnclin
ator." ln clinator Company of America, H ar
risburg, Pa. 

Yeomans-Shone Type SEC Sewage Ejector. 
Bulletin 4050. Yeomans Brothers Company, 
1433 Dayton Street, Chicago, Ill . 

MECHANICAL E(j)UIPMENT 

Tested High Quality Packings. Metalistic 
Manufacturing Corporation, Hackensack, N. J . 

Worthington Opposed Steam-Driven Com
pressors. Bulletin L-612-B3 . Worthington 
Pump and Machinery Corporation, Harri son, 
N. J. 

ELECTRIC POWER 

Brown Pyrometers, Millivoltmeter Type. 
Catalog 15-c. Brown Instrument Co., Phila
delphia, Pa . 

Yesterday's Luxury Is Today's Necessity. 
Descriptions of latest "Mark-Time" devices. 
M. H . Rhodes , Inc., Mfrs., Rockefeller Center, 
New York City. 

I ANNOUNCEMENTS I 
THE STRUCTURAL Clay Products 
Institute, Inc., announces a small house 
competition open to architects, opera
tive builders, realtors and contractors. 
$5,000 in prizes will be awarded. The 
contest has three main stages, each with 
two divisions. Stage one calls for the 
design of 1, 1,Y:l or 2-story houses built 
of structural clay masonry. Stage two 
calls for photographs and plans of 1, 
1,Y:l and 2-story brick or brick and tile 
houses built since 1928. In each of 
these stages there are two classes: 
houses of 3-5 rooms, with 1 bath; and 
houses of 5-7 rooms, with 1 or 2 baths . 
Stage three calls for sketches or photo
graphs of decorative or structural de
tails built of clay masonry. Class A is 
made up of architectural (decorative ) 
details, and Class B of practical con
struction details, or structural clay 
products. The contest closes at mid
night, September 20, 1937, and all 
entries should be sent to Structural Clay 
Products Institute, Inc., 1427 I Street, 
N. W., Washington, D. C. In addi 
tion to the above prizes, the Insti 
tute offers $25 for each house submitted 
by architect, builder or contractor, and 
selected for publication in its literature . 
Photographs, floor plans and four eleva
tions of brick or brick and tile houses 
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are required . For brick or clay tile 
details showing ingenious uses of cl~r 

masonry for decorative or structural de
tails in any type of building, the Insti
tute will pay $10 each on selection. 
Acceptance of an entry for publication 
does not bar it from competition . 

ROBT. S. HALE, 
Cincinnati , Ohio, 
submitted the first 
paper in the compe
tition of The Jame; 
F. Lincoln Arc 
Welding Founda
tion . Mr. Hale is 
construction engi
neer for the Pro
curement Division, Public Buildings 
Branch, United States Treasury De
partment. 

The Foundation will award 446 prizes 
totaling $200,000 for papers on redesign 
or new design of existing machines, 
structures, buildings, etc., or organiza
tion and development of a welding ser
vice. Preference will be given to papers 
that describe products which show the 
fullest use of arc welding, although the 
product may be designed only in part 
for such use. Machines, structures , 
buildings and products must not have 
been designed for welding and sold in 
the open market or generally used prior 
to January 1, 1937. Papers must be 
mailed before June 1, 1938 and must 
reach Cleveland before July 1, 1938. 
All communications relative to the con
test should be addressed to the Secre
tary, The James F . Lincoln Arc \Veld
ing Foundation, Box 5728, Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

The RECORD publishes changes of address 
only on request ; on file with Sweet's Cata
log is the nation's most complete, up-to
date record of all changes in architectural 
offices. 

CALENDAR OF EXHIBITIONS 
AND EVENTS 

• July 5-11-lnternational Housing and 
Town Planning Congress, Paris , Frarrce . 
• July 5-0pening, summer session 
courses in architecture, Columbia Univer
sity, New York City. 
• July 5-0pening, summer session 
courses in architecture, Syracuse Univer
sity, Syracuse, New York. 
• July 17-0pening, F·ourteenth Inter
national Congress of Architects , Paris, 
France. 
• July 19-23-Competition for graduate 
scholarships, School of Architecture and 
Applied Arts, New York University, New 
York City. 
• September I-Closing date , National 
Alliance of Science and Industry Compe
tition for Cemetery Memorial. 
• S.eptember 20-Closing date , Struc
tural Clay Products Institute competition. 
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The Conduit Thal Never Fights Back 
Youngstown is the conduit to specify when you are 
out for the lowest bid consistent with quality. 
Specifying Youngstown Buckeye Conduit is like rec
ommending a friend that never lets you down. 

The same qualities that the contractor admires 
are an assurance of no kick-backs to you. The very 
ductility that makes it easy for him to set bends 
quickly with the hickey is assurance that outlets will 
be flush with plaster trim and exposed work neat 
and attractive. The tensile strength, that prevents 

him from having trouble fishing wire past a flat in 
a bend, is assurance to you that there will be no 
pinched wiring. The easy threaded jointing, that he 
knows makes for speed in coupling up, is assurance 
to you that the electrical connection of the grounded 
side is continuous. 

Youngstown Buckeye Conduit is indeed "the conduit 
that never fights back" and it never talks back either. 
Specify Y ounqstown Buckeye Conduit with confidence 
in the future. 

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY 
Manufacturers of Carbon and Alloy Steels • GENERAL OFFICES • YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

Conduit • Tubular Products • Sheels • Plales • Tin Plate • Bars • Rods • Wire • Nails • Unions • Tie Plales and Spikes 26-2 



•••• 

22% more light per watt .. . instant starting .. . high power factor . . . 
plus the long, detail-revealing light source which more than a million 
workers and their employers now enjoy. They are all yours in the new 
Horizontal Cooper Hewitt Lamps. 

These "24-hour skylights" of low intrinsic brilliancy need no diffusing 
medium. The soft long-source light gets down into deep recesses , 
illuminates vertical surfaces and rests the eyes. All jobs are made easier 
-wherever sight is used. 

Get the complete story of these new lamps. Let us explain why you 
can run many more of these light units per circuit with no increase in 
copper. Write for Bulletin 827DM. General Electric Vapor Lamp Com 
pany, 807 Adams Street, Hoboken, New Jersey. 

GENERAL-ELECTRIC 
VAPOR LAMP COMPANY 

826 
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ARE SllENTITE TOO! 
• In 1932 , Curtis intrnduced 
Silentite- the " Insulated" window 
-marking the first major improve
ment in double -hung windows in 
300 years. Since then Silentite has 
made window history and today is 
America's fastest selling modern 
window. 

With Silentite launched on its 
career, Curtis engineers- never 
content with past achievements
then started to design a companion 
product- a Silentite Casement. 
After 5 years of thorough testing 
in laboratory and field, it bas now 
proved worthy of the Silentite name 
-a vastly improved, weather-

Compl ete unit includes scree ns and in 
sul a t ing g la ss. A ll parts ma.chined , p re
fit a nd carton-packed . 

A ll fram e parts are inte rchangeabl e and 
sash ma y b e instal led to o p e n from 
e ither side . 

The adjuster at mid- he ight- and direct , 
p os iti ve p ower app l ied to ce nte r of sash 

stripped wood casement- with 
n ew operating princip les, new 
b eauty, and new features covered 
by exclusive Curtis patents. 

Compared to other types of 
casements, this new Insulated 
casement should reduce heating 
costs about 17%-a finding based on 
tests made by Curtis in collaboration 
with the Pittsburgh Testing Labora 
tory. From the standpoint of beat 
loss or heat transmission it proved far 
more efficient- more weather -tight. 

When Silentite is closed, no hard 
ware is visible on the outside. In
side, the hardware is all concealed 
excepting the adjuster face, flush 

- p revent warping or tw ist ing act ion . 
New paten ted wea t he rstrip o f non-co r
ro sive meta l does no t requi re nailing . 
Sash comp le te l y weathe rstripped on al l 
4 sid es . 

D raft less ventilation . 

A ll p arts gi ven preserva t i ve oil dip fo r 
lo nge r l ife. 

with the woodwork and up off the 
sill out of a child's reach. The self. 
locking sash opens to a 4·5 -degree 
angle, permitting ventilation over 
practically entire opening area. 
Silentite is draftless; cannot rattle, 
vihrate or swing in the wind. 
There's no seepage of rain or· snow. 
Sash may be easily cleaned from 
indoors. 

With the beauty of Curtis nar
row mullions and division bars, 
Silentite casements may be used 
singly or in multiples, with or with
out transoms, affording the ai·chi
tect an unusual flexibility of design. 
.But you ' II wish to know all aLout 
this new "baby" of the Curtis line. 
Just mail coupon. 

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU, DEPT. AR-7, CLl:'<TON, IOWA 

Send, today, for complete injormatiun on th e udvunta~es uf the :)i.entite Casement. The cuapun is a cu1wenient way lu ~el tlw ju.els. 

TU£ 

Cunns COMPANIES SEnVICE BunEAU 
Depl. AR-7, Cli nton . Iowa 

Curt.is \'Vuodwork is avai lable t hr.ough the followiug disLribu t.or:s: 
Allen A. Wilkinson Lumber Co., Ind ianapolis, l11d. 
Rust. Sash & Door Co., Kansas City, M issouri 
Morrisou-Merri ll & Co., Sal l Lake Ci ty , Utah 
Hallack & .Howur<l Lumber Co., Dcuver, Colonido 
Cumpbell Coal Company , ALlanLu, Geor gia 
Jacksouvi lle Sash & Door Co., Jacksonvi ile, F lorida 
\ \T. P. F uller & Co .. l:Soise, Por Llanc.l, Sacra meulo. 

Scali.le, Tacom:.1. Spokane. 

CAS£m£nT 
111/flDO/U 

Name ______ --- - ---- ---- - ----- ---- -- ---- ------ --

D P lease send me fur ther in formalion on the new 
Curtis Silen t,it.e Casement ' Vin dow. 

SI reel _____ _ _____ _ __ __ _ ___ ----- ___ _ -- - ----- -- --

C: it y - - - - - - -

D For information on other Curtis products. as lis lerl 
above. check here. Stale . __ ___ _______ __ __________ _____ ------- -- -- --
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GIANT EMPIRE FLYING-BOAT 
First of the Atlantie Fleet 

·~a 

Mid•hip Cabin'"'"" accommod1cion 

G• npar to upp e• du~ ~0: 1 J .. ~::.:•"I•" d.,rinf 1hr day and 

P•<>m•nld• u.bl" •ith • ccommodHi
for I pas...,r•'" dwrint: th • dlJ .,.4 
4H "ii111 

THE EMPIRE FLYING-BOAT 
28 ARE NOW BEING BUILT FOR IMPERIAL AIRWAYS 

lencth, 88ft. ; Height from water line, 24ft.; Speed, 200 m.p.h. (approx.); Span, I 14ft.; Weight fully loaded , nearly 18 tons; Crew, S; 

Accommodation, 14 passengers on day stages and 16 on night journeys 

w ITH the recent launching of the mighty "Cavalier" the New York-
Bermuda service now becomes a reality! From the pressing pace 

of the world's largest city to the leisurely life of a semi-tropical British Isle 
will be only a matter of hours. But even more significant, the New York
Bermuda hop forms the first link in the proposed transatlantic service! 

As with all such great achievements, this one started with pencir ana 

paper. From the original sketch to the precise, finished specification 
drawing, pencils were used. 

The makers of Venus Drawing Pencils are proud of their share in ma king 

possible today's outstanding engineering and architectural feats. For, in 

the drafting rooms of leading firms in America , England and throughout 
the world, the preferred pencil is Venus. 

Venus Pencils are as precise as are the professional men 

who use them. There are 17 shades of black, for example. 

Each is accurately graded and tested-triple-checked 

to be sure every pencil in each grade is always identical. 

The famous Colloidal* process used in making Venus 
Pencils guarantees smooth , even lines. 

If you are not already using Venus Drawing Pencils it 

will pay you to try them. 

* U.S. Pat. No. 1,738,888 

Try Venus Coloring 
Penci ls . Thin lead . 
Stronger. Longer
lasting . 26 colors . 

ENUS 
PENCILS IOc 

AMERICAN PENCIL COMPANY • Hoboken~ New Jersey 
Also made in Canada by Venus P encil Company, Ltd ., Toronto 
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To Simplify Heating and Air Conditioning Proble1ns 
We offer a Free and Practical Consultation Service to Architects 

Consider 
Winter Air Conditioning 

as protection against 
obsolescence 

• 
The new Delco Conditionairs have 
the advantage of meeting the require
ments of any house, large or small. 
They use either gas or oil.They provide 
com pl ere, practical winter air condi
tioning at the cost of auromatic heat
ing alone. 

If the ducts are properly designed 
~.t the start, cooling equipment for 
summer can be added at the time of 
installation, or at any convenient time 
later on . With the Delco-Conditionair, 
you can offer your client economical, 
approved heating, plus definite pro
tection against the chance of his prop
erty becoming obsolete overnight. 

W HATEVER your immediate 
problem may be- stores, hotels, 

residences, offices, theaters-any build
ing with cooling, heating and condi
tioning requirements, we believe you 
will find practical help in Delco-Fri
gidaire' s new consultation service for 
architects . 

Staffed by a group of competent en
gineers, this service is available to you 
at any time and without, of course, 
placing you under any obligation what
soever. Authoritative information, per
tinent, practical facts gained from years 
of experience are ready to aid your plans, 
save you time, trouble and money. 

If you have been unaware of this 
service, or if for any reason you have 
hesitated to present )'Ottr problems, we 
cordially invite you to communicate 
now. Wire or write to Delco Frigidaire 
Conditioning Di vision, General Motors 
Sales Corp., Dayton, Ohio. 

What Controlled-Cost 
Air Conditioning 

means to architects 
It allows you to specify . .. 

1. A system that gives the desired 
atmospheric conditions -your client 
pays on/;, for what he needs. 
2. Equipment of exactly the right ca
pacity- neither too small, which would 
mean unsatisfactory service; nor too 
large, which would be wasteful and 
costly. 
3. A method of installation that suits 
any bui lding - whether remodeled or 
new, therefore controlling the ulti
mate cost. 
4. More cooling action with less cur
rent consumption . Hence a control 
over operating costs. 
5. Dependable, proven equipment for 
low maintenance cost. 

A::ld gives you and your client a pres
entation of all the facts, so that you 
wi ll know and can therPfon control the 
entire cost. 

The Air Conditioning Division of General Motors 

AUTOMATIC COOLING, HEATING AND CONDITIONING OF AIR 
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111 48 YEARS OF SERVICE 

l\l~SLl~f3 
~L~VATUl2S 
and ()f)f)[2§ 

LIMITED HEADROOM 
The Commercial Elevator can readily be installed where 
the floor to cei ling height on the upper fl oor is limited, 
as it only requires a height of 9'0" on the upper floor . 

"LJGHT-0-MATIC CONTROL" 
SELF SERVICE-PUSH BUTTON 
ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION 

You furnish the hoistway- We furnish the rest. 
Blueprints and specifications on request. 

JOHN W : 

1809 ATLANTIC 
AVENUE 

& SON, Inc. 

BROOKLYN 
NEW YORK 

JEFFERSON 3-3320 
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AND WE DON'T 
HAVE TO COME 
IN OUT 0 FI 
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ONLY A 

GROUND AND POLISHED 

L .. 

T HE matchless beauty of smooch, rich 
surfaces ... the perfect, mirror-like re

flections which are so vital in creating truly 
distinguished toilet rooms ..• joints that 
are absolutely true and free from lippage ... 
these can be obtained in toilet room walls 
and partitions only by the use of a structural 
glass that has been mechanically ground 
and polished. Carrara is such a structural 
glass. It represents the highest quality avail-

GLASS GIVES 

able today. It is extremely versatile, adapt
able to many kinds of treatment, imposes 
no restrictions on the architect. It is per
manent, easy to clean, impervious to pencil 
marks, moisture and chemicals. For toilet 
room walls and partitions, specify Carrara 
... the structural glass that is manufactured 
exclusively with a mechanically ground and 
polished finish. Send the coupon for our 
book giving complete facts about Carrara. 

CARRARA 
9k~~F 

~··~~~=~~~~~ 

THE Pittsburgh Plate Glass 

Company maintains a staff of 

special architectural representa

tives. The whole duty of these 

men consists in rendering the 

architect every assistance within 

their power in connection with 

the use of glass and paint. We 

urge you to call upon us at any 

time when a visit from one of 

our architectural representatives 

would be helpful to you . 

A complete line of Pittsburgh Prod

ucts of the joOowing types is available 

through our7 4 branches in leading cities: 

PITTSBURGH GLASS 
PRODUCTS 

Polished Plate Glass 
Pennvernon Window Glass 
Carrara Structural Glass 
Ornamental Glass 
Pittsburgh Mirrors 

PITTSBURGH PAINTS 

Sun-Proof Paint 
Wallhide Paint 
Waterspar Enamel 
Waterspar Varnish 
Florhide Enamel 

PITTCO STORE FRONT METAL 

See Sweet's for complete specifications, 

and for addresses of Pittsburgh Plate 

Glass Company branches. 

~ o~-it", PITTS BU R.G H. ,11,a,n11 
~ PLATE GLASS COMPANY ~ 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, 
2339 Grant Building, Pittsburgh Pa. 

Pl'ease send me. without ohligatioo, your 
new book enti tled ••carrara Modern Struc
tural Glass.'' 

City 
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For Bars - - BETBLEBEM 
BARS for forging, cold drawing, or other processing; 
for bolts, nuts, rivets; for automotive springs and 
bumpers; for railways ; for the warehouse and agri-

Long steel billets, of proper quality, size and length 
to produce the required bars, are fed into a huge 
gas-fired furnace. Slowly they move through . In a 
predetermined time they have been heated to a 

Next comes cooling, and here the route splits: 
Bars to be shipped straight pass through a tube to 
the hot bed (see foreground of pain ting). After they 

cultural-implement trade; for concrete reinforce
ment and for tools. Round bars, square bars, flat 
bars, hexagons and innumerable special sections. 

bright orange. One by one, 20 seconds apart, they 
are pushed out through shears which cut them to • 
proper length. Then they begin their trip through 
the eight or ten stands of the rolling mill. 

cool on this rack, they slide onto a roll conveyor 
and go to the shears. Cut to length, inspected and 
bundled, they are ready for shipment. 

BETBLEBEM 



Bars of iron, of carbon steel, alloy and stainless. 
Bars in straight lengths, bars in coils. Bars for a 
thousand different uses. Bars- the most widely 
used of all steel products. 

However varied the demands for bars, Bethle
hem is ready to serve. Bar mills in eight plants, 
convenient to industrial centers, can turn out bars 

First come roughing stands. Slow-turning rolls 
grab the billet, squeeze, knead, change its shape 
from square to oval to round. Without pause, 
without reheating, finishing stands take the rough-

Bars to be shipped in coils go through tubes to a 
coiling machine (see background of painting). 
They whirl into coils and drop onto a belt con-

in virtually any tonnage required by industry. 
And always on call are Bethlehem's metallur

gists, ready to focus on your particular problem 
the experience gained in years of con tact with 
every type of steel consumer. 

Here is a continuous bar mill in action, at one of 
Bethlehem's plants. 

rolled bar. Each succeeding pair of rolls turns 
faster as re<l-hot steel becomes smaller and longer, 
accelerates its pace. In 40 seconds the finished bar 
shoots from the final stand at I 6 to 20 miles an hour. 

veyor. Hooks pick them up, carry them along a 
trolley until cool. Ends are trimmed, coils in
spected and tied for shipment. 

STEEL COMPANY • 



Continental Can Company's Ho11sto11 , Texas, Manufac· 
turing and Warehouse Building. Prutected with 50,000 

sq. ft. Ruberoid Built-up Roof 

THE ROOFING requirements of indus
trial plants are exacting. Protection 

against the weather is only one factor. 
Fire hazards, the biting fumes of acid or 

alkali, special conditions of climate, roof 
design- all these must also be considered. 
Under these circumstances, architects and 
engineers both appreciate Ruberoid's 
policy of manufacturing built-up roofs 
in a multiplicity of types, thicknesses and 
finishes. From this wide range, the proper 
specifications can always be made, to meet 
the exacting problem. 

Today, The Ruberoid Co. manufactures 
all three popular types of built-up roofs
asphalt-saturated asbestos felt and as-

RU-BER-010 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PRODUCTS 

BUltT-UP ROOFS 

ASBESTOS SHINGLES 

ASBESTOS SIDINGS 

ASPHAIT SHINGLES 

ROCK WOOL 
HOUSE INSULATION 

ASBESTOS 

WATERPROOF 

SHEATHINGS 

NEWTILE 

NEWMARBLE 

Plans-Company Engineer. Roofing Contractor-Lone Star 
Roofi11g Co. , Housto11, Texas. 

phalt, tar-saturated rag felt and coal tar 
pitch, and asbestos-saturated rag and 
asphalt. Each is offered in multiple layers 
to fit the job. There is also a choice of 
top-surfacing finishes to provide a custom
built roof. 

When desired, Ruberoid specifications are 
further protected by a guarantee of both 
workmanship and material. Such roofs 
are applied by Approved Roofing Con
tractors only, and the guarantee is backed 
by a National Surety Bond. 

When you have an unusual roofing or re
roofing problem, a Ruberoid engineer 
will be glad to consult with you. It's a 
sure way to secure the most value for your 
roofing dollar. 

RU-BER-OID 
ROOFING AND BUILDING PRODUCTS 

THE RUBEROID CO. EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 
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individual c/ot,es storage for dJ(j) 
''THEIR UfE WILi. t'UT 

8UIJ.[)IN~ CQ!TJ l/~()£l1()N 
EVERY RQ0/11 IN THIS SC/lf()L'' pupils 

Double Tier 
Lockers 

Two-Person 
Loe leers 

I N SPACE ONLY 18'4" x 

C/oo/crobe il
lustration shows 
typical interior 
arrangements 

• Space conservation ... full air circulation about garments . .. 
individual clothes storage ... single master door control ... are Cloakrobe 
features that win the approval of both school architects and superintendents. 
In a 10-room school of typical 22' x 32' forty pupil class-rooms, with floor-to
floor height of 13' 4" Lyon Cloakrobes permit substantial savings in building 
costs ... often as high as $1,239.00. 

Built of steel ... Lyon Cloakrobes will not warp, shrink, bind or sag. Steel 
construction also reduces fire hazard, accidents, contamination, and main
tenance expense. Mail coupon for complete orchitectural details, including 

Lyon Steel Folding Chairs meet every 
school need for auxiliary seating 
equipment. Silent. Sale. Encourage 
correct posture. Four sty/es including 
straight or curved seats, with and 

without arms 

data on method of recessing ... distinctive princ'iple of .-----------~=~--1 
ventilation ••• and variation of interior arrangements. METAL PRODUCTS, IN~O.RPORATED 

LYON . S 1 Aurore, llhnoos 
2407 Rover tree ' . . 

II . f rmatoon on. . 
Please send fu on o 0 Steel Folding Chairs 
0 Cloakrobe 0 Lockers 

Name------ - - ----:-

Address•-----------

- - -
City·-. - ---
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SEND FOR DEMONSTRATION 
BLUEPRINT AND SAMPLE TURQUOISE 
PENCIL TO MAKE YOUR OWN TEST 

So opaque and densely uniform is every line from a 
TURQUOISE lead that you can make sharp, perfect 
blueprints direct from your uninked pencil drawings. 
Specially blended graphites, super-refined clays 
and days of extra grinding make TURQUOISE 
leads unequalled for draughting purposes. The 17 
accurate and uniformly spaced grades are made 
from 17 basic formulas. The leads are waxed for 
smoothness alone....:....never to create two or more 
grades from one formula. 

"Chemi-Sealed" TURQUOISE gives you the 
smoothest lead and strongest point in any drawing 
pencil. Eagle's patented, super bonding process 
seals in the lubricating waxes for permanent smooth
ness and welds lead and wood so inseparably that 
they combine their full strength against breakage. 
To prove all this, write for Demonstration Set, men
tioning this publication and your supplier's name. 

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, 703 East 13th Street, New York 

:;:::: -----JI ! 1 • ~ 

fAGLf 
-111-111-• 

·~-a~"TU 
(SUPER BOND_ED) _ _ 
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How can blueprints or charts be made more intelligible to 
the layman as well as to the specialist? Years of success 
are behind Dr. Otto Neurath's graphically illustrated answer. 

With one eye on their adding machines and the other on 
the future, mortgage lenders and appraisers consider modern 
design in domestic architecture. 

Photography (via television) may become an integral part 
of the architectural scheme. Frederick J. Kiesler, in his 
"Design-Correlation," presents Part I of a novel history of 
photography. Part II will appear next month. 

J. Andre Fouilhoux designs a 6-story annex to American 
Radiator's tower building in New York-including a double
story showroom. 

Hotels can be made to breathe new life by the addition of 
up-to-the-minute cocktail bars and cafes. Holabird and Root 
have developed a formula for such rejuvenation, the effec
tiveness of which is attested by the Keyhole Bar and Cafe, 
Cibson Hotel, Cincinnati. 

Van Pelt and Lind were commissioned by the Elite Cleaners 
of Pasadena to increase the size of their original structure 
to cover more than twice the former ground area. 
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Representation of Architectural Problems 
By 0 TT 0 NEU RATH, Director, International foundation for Visual Education 

I. Ceneral Architectural Problems 

City planning and home planning are concerned with 
life planning in general, and architects must often co
operate with technicians such as builders, carpenters, 
and plumbers on the one hand and, on the other, with 
specialists in social sciences, with social workers, physi
cians interested in public and individual health, geolo
gists , meteorologists and other people who deal with the 
environment of our social and private life. The reason 
for this is that architects are people whose profession it is 
to make the entire lives of human beings as happy as 
possible and that their theoretical view is not only 
founded on principles which determine certain technical 
functions but also on ideas of happiness of human be
ings as a function of architectural activity. 

If we wish to explain the general importance of a new 
architectural project or idea to specialists in various 
branches as well as to laymen, we must show how people 
live and act within buildings such as houses, schools, 
factories , hospitals, museums, libraries; how men walk 
along streets, go by car or other vehicles ; how men use 
parks, beaches and other places of recreation. We must 
also show how buildings, streets, parks and other archi
tectural elements are important for the entire life of a 
community. That is to say, it is not enough to represent 
location and motion of men, vehicles and other things
one must also give a picture of the factors which con
dition human happiness. This implies a checking of all 
these correlations; such a checking is not so simple as 
the testing of new traffic regulations or similar under
takings. Therefore the representation of architectural 
problems often means the representation of something 
extensive in character. 

Consequently it is not sufficient to show the exact 
technical layouts of plot plans together with exact three-
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dimensional exhibits, and more or less romantic pic
tures and models, because architectural problems in a 
wide sense are not exhausted when one has shown the 
shape of buildings, the arrangement of parks, beaches 
and other places of recreation. We need more than this ; 
we need information on various other subjects, on the 
single factors which condition social environment and 
the standards of living of different social groups. 

II. Humanization by Visual Coordination 

The purpose is to represent the entire life of commu
nities or individuals from an architectural point of view 
and to humanize architectural problems. We can speak 
of "architectural education" as we speak of "public health 
education" or of " traffic education." Such an educa
tional activity in the field of architecture is addressed 
not only to poorly educated people; in a great many 
cases men well educated in the field of planning parks 
and other recreation grounds may not be able to under
stand without difficulty bar graphs dealing w:ith problems 
of agricultural or public health statistics. We know men 
well educated in projecting schools and h6spitals who 
avoid fuller information about the social background of 
their business because they cannot read and analyze 
statistical tables and statistical explanations. The coun
terpart of it: people well informed about the situati-on 
of a community are not in a position to discuss special 
technical questions which are connected with special so
cial questions. Therefore we have, if possible, to build 
up a method of representation which gives enlighten
ment both to poorly educated people and to people 
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Second version of a section of the 
same map. 

educated only in certain fields, that means in the end to 
all people, since no single individual is informed in all 
fields of knowledge. 

A suitable basis for such a common education and 
information is visualization of all important problems. 
We need for this purpose visual aids which are self 
explanatory, if possible. The ideal types of expositions 
and picture books would be adapted to humanizing the 
problems but not in contradiction to a serious and sci
entific attitude. We must learn to assemble in exposi
tions and museums educational pictographs, models, 
photos and other exhibits with motion pictures and 
cartoons as elements of an informative whole. We can 
build up a good correlation between different exhibits 
and different parts of an exposition by visual coordina
t·ion. We can show the correlation between new types 
of buildings and family life, between city planning and 
communal standard of living, production, transportation 
and other social elements. 

Such visual coordination must be governed in each 
case by a central idea. Special visual methods and spe
cial experience are needed to make such interrelation
ship visible in a coordinated scheme. We also avoid 
by means of such an extensive plan for visual coordina
tion the monotony of a great many housing expositions 
(people interested in housing problems are not neces
sarily interested in looking at various series of models 
of houses). We also avoid by means of the same remedy 
the perturbing multiplicity of other architectural ex
positions. Such multiplicity is founded on the fact that 
a great many exhibitors are in competition, and also 
because individual managers of expositions are of the 
opinion that such multiplicity is attractive and avoids 
dullness . Experience shows us that we can combine at
tractiveness and informativeness by planned visualiza-
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tion which leads the visitor from one exhibit to the next, 
from buildings to city planning, from city planning to 
the life of a community. 

It is not sufficient to make additions to layouts made 
by architects for plumbers or bricklayers and not suf
ficient to make additions to photos made for clients of 
architects ; we need special designs which show social 
details of various kinds. An architectural plan which 
shows us actual and projected buildings with parks and 
streets is a geographical map with certain additions. A 
geographical map is more than a simplification of a 
photo taken from an airplane, since geographical maps 
characterize special kinds of bridges, streets and build
ings. They also show us, for instance, the entrance to 
a mine by means of a special symbol : crossed hammers. 
The pure architectural plan has to inform us about all 
the factors which are important for building houses or 
arranging parks. Charts which are destined to explain 
more questions other than purely architectural maps 
have to show us, for instance, geographical distribution 
of population or occupations, the geographical distribu
tion of manufactures, schools and other institutions. In 
all these cases we must use symbols which cover a greater 
area than the area occupied by the buildings themselves 
on the map. We cannot show all these social and eco
nomic details and also maintain the correct shapes of 
all architectural elements. We must always choose be
tween representing exact architectural data in a narrow 
sense, and social information. 

Architects who are always closely connected with 
making floor plans and maps mostly intend to show so
cial facts on maps ; but in a great many cases we have 
to give preference to other methods of representation. 
We must avoid accumulating maps showing social data ; 
it is more instructive to combine maps and pictographs. 
This leads us to a use of a symbol dictionary which con
tains symbols applicable to both maps and pictographs. 
This is the basis of visualization more widely applied. 

Ill. International Standardization by ISOTYPE 

In all technical fields more and more standardized sym
bols are used. A symbol adapted to the use of specialists 
often needs to be adapted to other informative and edu
cational purposes. Within an exposition it is very dif
ficult to give extensive instructions about symbols ; we 
also avoid such explanation in a picture book destined 
for people who are not specialists. We prefer self-ex
planatory symbols in such cases. 

The ISOTYP E* method of visual education is in
tended to bridge the gap between more or less purely 
conventional symbols for the orientation of specialists, 
and more or less self-explanatory symbols destined for 
general enlightenment. It is also intended to bridge the 
gap between architectural symbols and symbols used for 
representation of social facts. The following illustrations 
give examples of the function of this method. 

We present a map which is intended to form a basis 

*The name ISOTYPE means, in Greek.: always. using the same types. 
The backbone of this method 1s the unity of visual aids: the " visual 
dictionary" containing more than 2,000 symbols; the ''visual grammar" 
containing the special rules about the order and combinations of symbols· 
the "visual style" is f ounded on the "transformation" principles by which 
we can visualize ideas. It is important to .know that ISOTYPE does not 
give rules for translating automaticaily words or figures into pictures. 
It is not suffic~ent to make boring sequences of symbols instead of borin~ 
sequences of figures. See the book: Otto N eurath, International P icture 
Language, the fi1·st m ies of ISOTYPE. Kegan Paul , London , 1936. 
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for discussion on ISOTYPE standardization. In this 
map we differentiate different kinds of areas : actual and 
projected buildings, grassland, woods, plowed land, 
waste land. If we always use shades of colors to rep
resent city areas we can separate the city region from 
the rest of the map which we can leave white such as, 
on our map, areas occupied by streets, squares or air
ports. 

The symbols representing stations, factories, kinder
gartens, and other buildings are in black with a white 
design in the middle. 

On the opposite page we show how we can use the sym
bols for trees, grass, etc., on a white ground. In this 
case we need black separating lines. This may lead to 
difficulties if we have to design a great many lines rep
resenting railroads , streetcar roads, bus lines and other 
transportation lines. 

We can use designs in which black and white are 
reserved for special differentiation. In this way we can 
indicate, for example, the difference between an actual 
park and a projected park. The special purposes must 
indicate whether the one or the other variation is to be 
preferred. We can also use symbols in outline if neces
sary. 

Since we also wish to use all symbols in economic 
and social pictographs we prefer the profiles of all ob
jects: laymen read maps on which profile symbols are 
used with less difficulty. Such maps resemble charming 
old-fashioned maps. The use of all these symbols for 
making complete pictures compiled from ISOTYPE 
symbols only is discussed elsewhere.** The permanence 
of visual elements is based on the use of symbols for 
"grass," "evergreen tree," " leaved tree" in all cases with
out exception. A pictograph showing the proportion be
tween built-up areas and open places uses a symbol 
which joins "evergreen tree," "leaved tree," "railing." 
That means we are using the same visual language to 
represent architectural and statistical facts. Joined 

Men Living in one Unit of Area 

New York 

T . 
~ ] . 

: I -• -
Berlin j_Jl 

- -

~ 2 -----

*'See examples in Otto Neurath, Basic by JSOTYPE , Kegan Paul, Lon· 
don, 1937. We can couple ISOTYPE standardization with various at
tempts at architectural representation, e.g., w ith the stimulating proposals 
of the CIRPAC (Les Congres Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne) 
made by van Eesteren (Amsterdam). 

Each brick square represents 100 square metres 

Each man symbol represents l man ISOTYPEil 
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Distribution of Open Spaces in Vienna 

Covered with buildings Covered with court · yards, gardens, streels 

__ Ill 
Municipal housing schemes m Vienna in 1930 

Flals r--=---=lllllllll ---·---· ----·---··---· -----------------------·-.r---==----==-.:- ...... - ...... - ...... 

llllllllllll --------------------
Eoch square 20 % of lh• buill up area 

ISOTYPEi 
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Ph.otos by Hans Nieuwe,.Ji.uis 

A 
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A MODEL OF PARK WITH TREE· SYMBOLS 
(various types of trees and shrubs are rep re· 
sented by shape and c:olor>. 

B CHILDREN'S BATHING POOL WITH DRESS
ING ACCOMMODATION !three-dimensional tree
symbols with simplified model of bathing pool>. 
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bricks symbolize in the one example buildings in con
trast to the gardens and streets ; in another example they 
symbolize buildings as houses for human use, etc. 

The symbols for "corner bath," "combination sink 
and dishwasher," "water closet" approved by the Ameri
can Standards Association are destined for designs made 
by specialists for specialists. We can use symbols very 
similar to these destined for the information of laymen 
about the rooms of a house. A layman who sees the 
ISOTYPE symbols and then comes across a room draw
ing made for specialists understands such a special dia
gram better than before. And vice versa, the educational 
floor plan is more or less in concordance with the draw
ing for plumbers and architects; consequently, a tech
nician would not feel inclined to reject such an informa
tive and educational plan as being too childish or too 
primitive. We use tbe symbols for tree and grass also 
in pictographs which show the use of soil. 

We hope to discuss in the near future the Practice of 
Architectural Representation. It is important for cer
tain purposes that we can use the symbols arranged in 
such a way that we get patterns of wall papers. The 
single symbols are not isolated signs but elements of 
sequences of signs. We do not avoid cutting a symbol 
of a tree in half when cutting the "wall paper" of "ever
green trees." 

IV. Three-dimensional Architectural Indication 

The ISOTYPE method has been developed as a result 
of exposition practice.*** Therefore it was the purpose 
of this method to bring all the exhibits into relationship 
with one another. Unity of visualization became the actual 
basis of the unification of expositions. The purpose of 
the ISOTYPE method is to assemble pictographs, charts 
of different kinds, maps, photos, models, motion pic
tures , movie cartoons and other visual aids. 

Our experience has shown that people understand a 
group of exhibits concerning a special problem better 
and more quickly if we use the same symbols and rules 
in all cases; either we join pictographs only with other 
two-dimensional exhibits or two-dimensional exhibits 
with models, relief maps and similar three-dimensional 
visual aids . We use three-dimensional tree-symbols like 
our two-dimensional tree-symbols-typical of a turner's 
work. 'vVe combine, as one of our pictures shows, three
dimensional tree-symbols with simplified models of a 
bathing pool and dressing accommodation. Another pic
ture shows a· model of a park ; we can differentiate the 
various types of trees and bushes by means of shape and 
color. Such a model is suitable not only for exposition 
purposes but also as an aid for the technical collabora
tors of landscape architects. Such an exact three-di
mensional model shows more important details than does 
a simple plot plan since we can show by means of a 

•••A small Museum for Housing and City Planning founded in Vienna 
fou r. teen years ago was the birthplace of the later Social Economic 
1\1 useum in Vienna and also of the later International Foundation for 
Visual Education. The city government in Vienna was in a position to 
consider the community as a whole. It was our purpose to build up a 
museum and ex positions so that every one could understand bow the 
government was using the taxation revenues . We bad to show not only 
the problems of housing , of public health , of educational organization in 
Vienna, but also similar problems and their solutions in other countries , 
their social and economic background and the interrelationships between 
all these problems. 

The International Foundation for Visual Education is incorporated in 
the Netherlands. President: Miss M. L. Fledderus: Director : Otto Neu· 
rath; Chief of Graphic Department: Gerd Arntz; Chief of Transportation 
Department: Marie Reidemeister; Consulting Architect : Josef Frank. 
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BUILDING MODEL WITH OPEN SIDES AND TRANSPARENT 
FLOOR PLANS OF "LUMARITH." This informative type 
model was created because many people cannot read 
architectural plans easily. It is intended to portray, not 
only the floors of a big building but also the floors of a 
small house, including transparent furniture symbols. 

three-dimensional model the arrangement of bushes, 
flower beds and other shrubbery under trees. 

A great many people cannot read architectural plans 
easily. A solution both informative and attractive is a 
structm:e with transparent floor plans. Such a structure 
is very instructive if we intend to portray not only the 
floors of a big building but also the floors of a small 
house. We also represent furniture by means of trans
parent symbols-transparent brown plates illustrate 
tables or chairs. One of our photos shows the transparent 
floor scheme of a big swimming pool. Electric bulbs are 
put in the bottom of the model. The lines representing 
the walls of the different floors can be made of different 
colors. 

V. General Conclusion 

If we wish to show the importance of a new city plan
ning project or of a projected house within an exposi
tion or picture book it is not sufficient to inform people 
only by means of floor plans and realistic representations. 
It is also necessary to show the dislocation and migra
tion of people, birth rates, the size of families, general 
social situations and their trends. 

All these problems can be discussed by means of visual 
aids in such a way that specialists and nonspecialists 
may understand the entire subject matter. The ISO
TYPE standard symbols are intended to be flexible 
enough to enable us to cover, by means of the funda
mental symbols and their variations, the whole field of 
informative representation ; therefore the discussion on 
the Visual Representation of Architectural Problems is 
only part of the Encyclopaedical discussion on universal 
Visual Representation by ISOTYPE. 
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HOUSE AT LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA HUGH R. DAVIES, ARCH ITECT 

Houses of Modern Design Do Receive 
By HOWARD P. VERMILYA, Director, Technical Division, Federal Housing Administration 

MORTGAGE RISKS on houses have undergone a 
considerable shift . Formerly a primary consideration 
was the borrower and his ability to pay. The lender 
could usually count on single ownership at least through
out the life of the mortgage. But society has become 
more industrialized and its institutions continue to 
undergo vast ramification with the result that the 
individual is less attached than formerly to the soil or 
to a particular community. The borrower may go away, 
but the house remains, to be used by other people. 
Therefore increasing importance attaches to the house 
itself, as the physical security of the mortgage, and to 
the environment, as affecting the desirability of the 
house. And the house must be desirable not only to 
isolated individuals but to groups of people large enough 
to form a dependable permanent market. 

Accordingly, in examination of residential properties 
to determine their value as possible mortgage security. 
heavy emphasis is placed by the appraiser on the factor 
of marketability. The precise manner in which the " justi
fied sales or market price" is determined is not a con
cern of this article. But we are concerned with market
ability as a test which any kind of design must meet. 

A Marketable House Must Be: 

clurable in construction; 
planned for convenience in living ; 
adequately arranged and equipped for safety, light, 

and sanitation; 
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of pleasing and well-proportioned design; 
possessed of an attractiveness that promises per

manence; 
located in a well-protected and stable community. 

Here, it should be stressed, marketability is concerned 
not only with the present but with the future. 

In appraising modern design in domestic architecture 
it must be admitted that such design is in an initial 
stage. Much of it has been paper architecture; some 
has been built, particularly in Florida and California 
where conditions for public acceptance have been favor
able; and there are a few examples elsewhere. Judged 
by the standards we have just set up, much of it has 
been mediocre and some of it good; but the same could 
be said of our domestic architecture in general. 

Such evidence as does exist indicates that modern 
clesign is a development of considerable vitality, one that 
cannot be dismissed as a temporary fad. Modern design 
has reached a development deserving serious attention 
not only by architects but by mortgage lenders and 
appraisers. An examination of it must be impersonal, 
free from prejudice. It is worthy of rational considera
tion rather than emotional attitudes. 

Cain in Planning Efficiencies 

Design as used in the domestic architecture of Amer
ica for the past one hundred years has been applied art. 
It has been a transitory thing. First one and then an
other "style" has predominated, none for long, each 
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MORTGAGE LOAN for this 
>Use was written by a local 
ink. The mortgage was ap· 
·oved by Federal Housing 
dministration. 

~ortgage Loans 

;erving the popular whim only to be discarded later. 
foday it is Colonial; either Virginia, New England 
:armhouse, Cherry Valley Dutch Colonial, Pennsylvania, 
)r California. Yesterday it was English Tudor with some 
Norman French and possibly an occasional Spanish or 
[talian villa ; before that it was Gingerbread, the Chester 
A. Arthur period, and their forerunner the Greek Re
vival. What will it be tomorrow? 

Throughout this period, admittedly decadent, there 
have been a few gains regardless of " style": a few 
planning efficiencies resulting in increased convenience ; 
a few evidences of refinement of taste ; a few improve
ments in structural systems ; an increase in machine 
fabrication. Though materials have increased consider
ably in variety, only a limited number have demonstrated 
a radically better performance or economy. It is not 
strange, therefore, that design has reflected passing styles 
rather than changed modes of living or the industrial 
techniques elsewhere dominating this age. 

Need for Flexibility of Plan 

Any architecture of more than transient character must 
develop out of a sound structural system, adjusted to our 
social and economic order, used in a manner which ex
presses the current mode of living, in terms of the experi
ence and tradition of the people. The future of such 
domestic architecture in this country lies in freedom 
from restrictive conventions. 

That such an architecture should already be highly 
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Photos by George D. Haight 

developed among industrial structures is significant. 
There no previous conventions hampered the free ex
pression of spatial arrangements, suited to modern con
ditions of work, and constructed of modern materials 
such as steel, glass, and reinforced concrete. 

There is a similar need in the domestic architecture 
of today. Home rarely has the characteristics formerly 
attributed to it. The rise of cities, the spread and accelera
tion of transportation, the instability and fluidity of 
employment in a great industrial society, all have changed 
materially our concept of a home. Rarely is it the 
center of family life as we conceived this life just yester
day. Nursery schools, playgrounds, theaters, amusement 
centers, restaurants, women's absence from home on 
occupations, and other byproducts of modern life, tend 
to diffuse the activities of the family . The increase in 
the demand for rental properties is indicative of this 
change in attitude. 

Changed habits have brought a demand for flexibility 
in the arrangement of space. As other institutions have 
taken from the house some of its functions, the desire 
for economy calls for less space-but without less sense 
of space. This is achieved by giving the smaller space 
that remains a greater flexibility: multiple uses and sup
plemental areas. Again, outdoor living has required the 
coordination of the site plan with the plan of the interior, 
with an attendant stress upon the factors of light , ven
tilation, orientation, and traffic. There has been increased 
emphasis upon the need for specialized privacy ; upon 
the degradation of the functions of service from those 
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SECOND FLOOR 

FIRST FLOOR 
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HUGH 

HOUSE AT LONG BEACH, 

CALIFORNIA 

R. DAVIES, A.RCHI TECT 

THIS HOUSE is commented on by 
FHA as achieving "a sense of space" 
with "coordination between interior 
and exterior spaces" and "in segre
gation of the living quarters from 
service areas, in privacy, flexibility, 
adequate light and ventilation, and in 
fine orientation. The use of materials 
is interesting and restrained." 

DESIGN 
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CONSTRUCTION 

FOUNDATION: WALLS-reinforced 
concrete. CELLAR DOOR and base 
of entire first floor , reinforced con
crete slab. FRONT TERRACE-ce
ment blocks, acid stained. PATIO 
TERRACE-cement, acid stained. 

WATERPROOFING: Slab mopped 
with hot asphalt; two layers water
proof felt , mopped between layers. 

STRUCTURE: Standard wood frame 
with light steel co·lumns where large 
windows occur. 

EXTERIOR WALLS: Cement plaster 
and wood siding over waterproof 
paper on wood frame . 

ROOF: Built.up composition and 
gravel. 

CHIMNEY: Reinforced brick, tile 
hearth. 

SHEET METAL: ROOF-FLASHING 
-copper. GUTTERS and DOWN 
SPOUTS, galvanized i~on. 

INSULATION: SECOND FLOOR 
CEILING-one inch "Thermax." 

WINDOWS: STEEL CASEMENTS 
AND SASH - Truscon Steel Co. 
GLASS-large areas plate glass; 
small panes, double strength, Pitts
burgh Plate Glass Co. 

FLOORS: LIVING ROOM, STAIR 
HALL, DINING ROOM AND BREAK
FAST ROOM-black walnut block 
flooring . KITCHEN - maple block 
flooring; laid in mastic over water
proofing. STAIR TREADS- black 
walnut. SECOND FLOOR STAIR 
HALL-black walnut block flooring. 
BEDROOMS - oak flooring, E. L. 
Bruce Co. BATHROOMS-tile, Glad
ding-McBean Co. 

ELECTRIC: SWITCHES- P. & S. 
Despard ivory-Duplex, P. & S. Des
pard ivory receptacles. Pass & Sey
mour. FIXTURES-flush type-"Hol
ophane Units." 

WOODWORK: FIRST FLOOR-flush 
birch veneer doors, birch paneling 
and trim. Base-pi.ne: shoe-mahog
any. KITCHEN AND MAID'S ROOM 
-pine. SECOND FLOOR- pine. 
Garage door, Holmes overhead. 

HARDWARE: Yale & Towne Manu
facturing Co. 

PAINTING: BIRCH- stain , W . P. 
Fuller's Drift Wood; two coats white 
wax. PINE-two coats flat , one coat 
enamel. WALLS-3 coats paint. EX
TERIOR WOODWORK-three coats 
lead and oil pa int, W. P. Fuller Co. 
PLASTER-two coats Bonding Ce
ment Paint. Bondex, Reardon Co. 

PLUMBING: Standard Sanitary Man
ufacturing Co. MASTER BATH -
colored fixtures. 

HEATING: Basement gas unit fur
nace with Electric Hi-Lo-Medium 
Control. Payne Furnace and Supply 
Co. 

TOTAL COST: House, without land , 
$13,253 ; including land, $15 ,753 . 

DESIGN 
TRENDS 

TERRACE 

LIVING ROOM 
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of living (particularly in site planning), and upon the 
requirement that automatic equipment should reduce to 
a minimum the care of the house and its intrusion upon 
the lives of its occupants. 

Consumer Acceptance of Modern Design Inevitable 

Only with considerable compromise can the require
ments of modern living be compressed within the shell 
of the traditional house. The conventions of symmetry 
and classical proportion are inadequate. Moderi1 design 
has not forgotten them but has had to leave them behind 
in the pursuit of larger principles. The more complex 
spatial arrangements of our time are harmonized by 
asymmetric balance rather than symmetry, and by homo
geneous character rather than abstract proportion. The 
result has struck many people as "bare" and uninter
esting particularly as it lacks familiar "detail." More
over some of the new houses have consisted of little more 
than a set of tricks imported from Europe and applied 
to a conventional framework. As fo r the bareness, how
ever, true new architectural styles have always put new 
structural development and planning adequacy ahead of 
the "trimmings" which have been of later growth. 

The future of this architecture is not clear nor is the 
way easy. The forces of prejudice, ignorance, and con
servatism are aligned against its acceptance. The major
ity of houses today are built for the market on specula
tion and must therefore meet an average rather than an 
advanced taste. Few persons own their own homes with
out financial encumbrances. There is a tremendous vested 
interest in existing housing. Mortgage interests, because 

Photo by George D . Haight 

HOUSE AT LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 
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of their dependence on marketability, which in turn d< 
pends on consumer acceptance, prefer to follow rathe 
than lead. 

If this movement toward a modern architecture i 
fundamentally sound it seems that consumer acceptanc 
must be inevitable. Then no man or institution can sto1 
the new development. What is most needed at thi 
moment is a stay of judgment and the willingness ti 
examine the new architecture rationally, together wit] 
the willingness to recognize its worth where it has bee1 
well done. 

The accompanying illustrations are of a house designec 
and built by Hugh R. Davies, architect, in Long Beach 
California. The mortgage was written by Farmers anc 
Merchants Bank of Long Beach, and insured througl 
the Los Angeles District Office of the Federal Housin~ 
Administration. This house may serve as an examplt 
of good modern design. It presents an exceptionally firn 
solution of the particular problem of the small lot unde1 
the climatic conditions for which California is famous 
A careful study will reveal success in achieving a sens< 
of space, in the coordination between interior and ex· 
terior spaces, in segregation of the living quarters frotT 
the service areas, in privacy, flexibility, adequate ligh1 
and ventilation, and in fine orientation. The use oJ 
materials is interesting and restrained. The exterior 
design gives a satisfying balance between wall areas and 
openings. The construction is conventional in California. 
Nevertheless, the design would be adaptable to the panel 
type of construction which seems at the moment to hold 
the greatest promise as a structural system for domestic 
archi tecturc. 

HUGH R. DAVIES, ARC HITECT 
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~ddition shown on right half of 
1hoto9raph. 

SHOWROOM 

Pho to by Lincoln 

American Radiator 
A ND RE F 0 U IL H 0 U X, Architect 

\MERICAN RADIATOR, having bought the prop
~rty adjoining their present Tower Building on the west 
md the property adjoining their 39 Street Annex, de
:ided upon the erection of a low building primarily to 
10use a new New York showroom for Standard Sani
ary Mfg. Co. 

The property measures 72 feet on the 40 Street front 
md 44 feet on the 39 Street front, the westerly line of 
he 39 Street lot being 3 feet west of the westerly line 
>f the 40 Street property. Entrance to the building was 
:o be had from 39 Street as well as 40 St reet, the 39 
Street entrance to be used for service as well as for 
>ccupants of the building. 

It was agreed from the start that the showroom should 
Je of imposing proportions, double story in height with 
:!ear space. The necessity of keeping the showroom at 
;ts maximum width, also the fact that the western prop
~rty line had an offset and that the building would have 
but few stories in height, were the deciding factors in 
;;plitting the elevators-one for each entrance. 

At first, the height of the building was to be limited 
to 4 stories; it was then increased to 5 and finally to 6 
stories to develop enough space to accommodate all the 
subsidiaries of the company not accommodated in the 
present Tower and Annex. 

The sixth floor, which accommodates an auditorium 
for sales force, etc., has a ceiling height of 16 feet . 

On the outside, the problem was to provide a struc
ture which would tie to the present Tower without de
tracting from its lines. 

Studies were made of a building frankly unrelated. 
Finally the present design was adopted. It is an exten
sion of the base of the present Tower for the first 4 
stories. Above, in order to free the outlines of the Tower, 
the building sets back from the street and from the east 
line to form a court between the new and existing build
ing. 

DESIGN 
TRENDS 

Building Enlarged 

The motives in the lower stories of the present Tower 
were frankly extended in the new building. The corbels , 
executed in cast stone from models by Rene Chambellan, 
represent the different phases of the manufacture of 
plumbing fixtures: potter at his wheel, kiln, foundry 
molding, iron casting, enamel spraying. 

The height of the showroom window and the differ
ent story heights are dictated by the present building. 
At the fifth floor level, there is a communication between 
the new and old building which in turn is already con
nected to the 39 Street Annex in its rear by a bridge 
across the yard. The fifth floor is thus a center of com
munication between the different units . This will help 
to take care of crowds in the sixth floor auditorium 
which can use the 2 elevators on the sixth floor of the 
new building and by going down one story can use 3 
elevators in the Tower and 2 elevators in the Annex. 

In the basement rear is a new boiler room where are 
displayed, in actual operation, several types of boilers 
and control apparatus. The room is finished in blue 
glazed terra cotta and white color applied to ceilings 
and pipe, ducts and boiler covering. The balance of the 
basement is to be a showroom. It is connected to the 
first floor by a generous circular stair with an interest
ing fixture by Kantack making use of Lumiline bulbs 
and sheets of clear glass. 

In the penthouse is located the Ross Unit for air con
ditioning. It is arranged so that the working of the ap
paratus can be seen by the public. 

The rear of the first floor, the basement and the re
modeled basement of the old building are being made 
into a special showroom to display the different products 
of the component companies. L. A. Skidmore has charge 
of these displays. 

-J. ANDRE FOUILHOUX 
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VEST 

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 
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MAIN SHOWROOM 
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Standard Sanitary Showroom 

T hi s room is approximately SO' x 100' and 25' high. T he 
entire street front is of glass from floor to ceiling and 
wall to wall. T he fixtures are displayed as free-stand
ing floor groups and are ranged along the three walls 
as model bath rooms and ki tchens under a marquee 7'-6" 
above the fl oor. T he marquee contains the air condi
tioning supply ducts. T he air is fo rced into the room 
through the small slot in the bronze facia of the mar
quee running the length of the room. The exhaust grilles 
are along the floor in the piers separating the various 
bathrooms. In the various bath alcoves an attempt has 
been made to show as many as possible of the new ma
terials, washable paper , mirrors, structural glass, molded 
glass, synthetic plastic, cork, etc. 

T he basic idea of the design of this showroom has 
been that of flexibility. Everything below the marquee 
is subj ect to change in arrangement and design with
out great time or expense. Incorporated into the design 
of the black terrazzo floor are numerous electric floor 
outlets affording complete flexibility in the arrangement 
of the floor displays and furniture. 

The ceiling and rear wall are faced with 4-ft. square 
slabs of Transite with a V inylite lacquer fini sh in a 
Chinese red color. T he polished surface catches interest
ing reflections and increases the apparent height of the 
room. 

Along the length of the sidewalls at the ceiling are 
4' high light coves which bathe the room with a soft 
light. Below these coves the plaster walls are painted a 
warm gray. T his color is repeated in the Marsh T ile 
finish on the various screens and cases used as back
grounds fo r the plumbing fixtures . The neutral color 
serves as a fo il fo r the many colors of the fixtures di s
played. 

Elevator Lobbies 

Since the building front s on both 40 and 39 Streets. 
there are two small elevator lobbies. T hese are treated 
with white terrazzo floors, flush white plaster ceilings 
and marble walls. In the 40 Street lobby a dark red 
marble has been used as a wall facing with opposite 
walls of a white marble. This seems to correct the nec
essarily tight plan on the first floor which is the result 
of an efficient elevator arrangement on the upper floors. 
T he flush doors, grilles and hardware are of a light satin 
bronze. T he lights are concealed in marble brackets on 
the walls to illuminate the flush white ceiling. T he 39 
Street lobby is designed in a similar fashion using black 
and white marbles, white terrazzo floor and a glass screen 
from floor to ceiling affording a clear view into the ad
joining showroom and widening the narrow passage. 

E levator cabs have the entrance wall and ceiling of 
bronze, thus simplifying the appearance of the various 
operating devices. The other three walls are of a nat
ural fi nish teak, the floor is carpeted, the lights con
cealed. 

Typical Floors 

Corridor ceilings are furred. F loors throughout are 
covered with black asphalt til e. Doors are flush black. 
walls and metal partiti ons are fini shed in a light shade 
of a warm F rench gray. Venetian bl inds throughout 
match the walls. 

D ES I GN 
T RENDS 

SHOW ROOM 

Auditorium 

The auditorium and lecture hall on the 6th fl oor has 
one wall of perforated T ransite back of which the neces
sary corkwork is placed fo r good acoustics. This wall 
is painted a dark purple-brown. T he rubber tile floor 
is the same color. T he opposite wall and ceiling are 
painted a beige color to match the natural Monk's cloth 
curtains: the auditorium may be cut down to half its 
size by closing a pair of these curtains. T he lighting 
fixtures are 10 ft . in diameter shallow domes, the center 
of which has an anemostat form air supply grille with 
deflectors, which prevents any noticeable drafts. The 
lights are in an insular cove around the new anemostat. 

T he chairs are of the chromium tube type with Fab
rikoicl upholstery matching floors in color. 

ROBERT CARSON 
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above: EXTERIOR AND ENTRANCE to Elite Cleaners and Dyers Building 

opposite page: CLEANING AND PRESSING LABORATORY 
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BUILDING FOR THE ELITE CLEANERS AND DYERS, INC. 

VAN P ELT AND L I ND, 

ARCHITECTS 

ELITE CLEANERS increased the size 
of their original structure to cover twice the 
former ground area. 

CONSTRUCTION : reinforced concrete 
walls, beams, sign fin, shop floors . Struc
ture designed for lateral stresses, of which 
sign fin is an integral part. Portions of 
exterior and interior plastered. Roof, 
Archrib construction with mineral-surfaced 
composition roof. Skylights, steel sash 
glazed with wire glass . Portion of bui ld
ing at left of sign fin is new construction, 
and, right of fin, remodeled part. 

DESIGN 
TRENDS 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
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Photo by George D. Haight 
OFFICE AND RECEPTION ROOM 

BUILDING FOR THE ELITE CLEANERS & DYERS, INC. 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

COLOR AND MATERIALS : general 
color of exterior, light buff. Dado at show 
windows, terra cotta. Entrance back wall 
and ceiling, wine color, and north wall, 
terra cotta. Office interiors fini shed with 
bleached mahogany panels, buff colored 
stucco above and Acousti-Celotex ceilings. 
Floors, Wood Mosaic's Gothic Oak in 
nine-inch squares. Shop walls and ceiling, 
light buff; floor hardened. 

EQUIPMENT: heating throughout. fo rced 
air over fin-type steam radiators . Show
window lighting, combination of incan
descent and neon. 

PLOT PLAN 
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Canopy 

Sky I ights 

Pitch 

Sidewalk 
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ENTRANCE to Keyhole Bar and Cafe from street 
Photos b31 H edric/1-Blessi na 

KEYHOLE BAR AND COCKTAIL CAFE, HOTEL GIBSON 

CINCINNATI I OHIO 

HOLABIRD AND ROOT, ARCH ITE CTS 

THE KEYHOLE Bar and Cocktail cafe comprise a part 
of the first floor in the Hotel Gibson on the north side 
of the lobby. A new bronze front on Walnut Street 
was installed and glazed with flashed opal glass. Re
flector window lighting was employed between the glazed 
front, and yellow Venetian blinds on the room side. A 

ENTRANCE from passageway in lobby 

DESIGN 
TRENDS 

revolving door gives access to the bar direct from the 
street. From the bar, access is again provided to the 
passageway between the hotel lobby and the first floor 
of the Fifty-Third National Bank. From the passage, 
entrance is provided to the Cocktail Cafe which has a 
walkway at the first floor level and a hedge-inclosed, 
carpeted raised platform with canopy above. The pur
pose of this canopy is to reduce the apparent room 
height since the original ceiling here was approximately 
24' above the floor. 

There is service from the kitchen to the Cocktail Cafe 
and bar service provided by a special service bar. The 
four alcoves have metal awning canopies above which 
there is a specially treated wall for projection machines 
which throw si lhouettes and colored lights upon the wall. 

The equipment room, beer pre-cooler and storage, to
gether with glass-washing faci liti es for the barroom, are 
directly beneath this room in the basement area. Service 
is provided by means of a dumb-waiter. 

The entire addition is air conditioned with separate 
supply and exhaust systems. Heating coils , air filters 
and other equipment supply both heat in winter and 
cool temperatures in summer. Automatic thermostatic 
control regulates heating, cooling and humidity. 
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HOTEL 

FLOOR PLAN 

KEYHOLE BAR AND 

THE COCKTAIL CAFE is an extension of the barroom separated by a 
passage. Here the ceiling is lowered by means of a canopy. 

THE KEYHOLE BAR serves both hotel and outside clientele. 

The general color scheme in the barroom consists of 
combinations of yellow and gray. The benches and 
stools are upholstered in yellow leather with table ~ops 
of gray Formica. The front of the Keyhole Bar 1s a 
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combination of yellow and gray linoleum in the lower 
parts and natural reeds above. Free-standing columns 
are inclosed with glass shelves or niches above which 
the column is covered with gray and yellow linoleum. 
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COCKTAIL ROOM, HOTEL GIBSON 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

GENERAL 
ILLUMINATION 
supplied by spotlights above canopy and by table and candle lamps. 

There are built-in curved benches in the barroom with table 

The furniture in the Cocktail Cafe and the built-in 
benches are upholstered in green leather with chartreuse 
carpeting on the raised platform. The general color 
scheme in the Cocktail Cafe is chartreuse green and 
yellow. There are mirrors on three sides of free-stand-

DESIGN 
TRENDS 

service, and chairs and tables for regular bar service. 

ing columns below the canopy. Canopy ceiling is in an 
off-white while the main ceiling of the room is painted 
a very dark blue having acoustical and decorative hang
ings placed near the high ceiling and supported from 
permanent wire hangers. 
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DDITION TO THE 

;ERMAN HOSPITAL 

ALSTON, LONDON 

31 R JOHN BURN ET, 

TA IT & LORN E, 

ARCH ITECTS 

' 
Courtesy "The Architect's lour11al'' 

DESIGN 
TRENDS 

A 
Photo b31 Herbert Felton, cou.rtes31 rc The Architect and Buildin.<1 News" 

B 

A The attractive appearance of 
this MAIN HOS PIT AL FRONT is 
a result of a studied disposition 
of windows having horizontal pro
portions, and of a refined use of 
colors. The hospital walls are 
faced with a yellow sand • lime 
brick having light mortar point· 
ing. Light blue tiles appear on 
piers at upper story. 

B THE MAIN ENTRANCE is shel
tered by a reinforced concrete 
canopy. Black granite was used 
as a background for the hospital 
name. The concrete flower boxes 
and canopy edges are surfaced 
with pebble aggregate. 
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GROUND FLOOR 
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ADDITION TO THE 

GERMAN HO SPIT AL 

DALSTON. LONDON 

SECOND FLOOR 

left: STAIRWAY HALL LEADING 
TO TERRACE. Treads, risers and 
dado in yellow harmonize with 
silver-bronze handrail. 

right: ENTRANCE LOBBY showing 
waiting space and flower desk. 
Floor finishes are linoleum for all 
corridors and wards. Elsewhere 
the floors are terrazzo. The walls 
are tiled up to 5 feet, with one 
course of tiling carried round 
the door opening as an archi
trave. Painted plaster is used 
above the tiling. The general 
color scheme is yellow and blue 
throughout. Doors, metal trim 
and linoleum are all in a light, 
pleasant blue, while the walls 
and tiling are canary yellow. 

DESIGN 
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Photos coitrtesy "The Arch-itect's Jo1tnrnl" 
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FIFTH FLOOR 
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ROOF TERRACE 
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Photos co·11 r t es3i ' ' T he A rchitect's Jou r nal" 

ADDITION T 0 TH E 

GERMAN HOSPITAL 

DALSTON LONDON 

A THE ROOF TERRACE is of precast concrete slabs 
laid on asphalt to provide hard-wearing surface. The 
canopy is of reinforced concrete cantilevered on 
either side of a center pier. The flower beds are 
constructed of a drained concrete pan with brick wall 
and stone coping. 

B CORRIDOR TO WARDS. All windows were spe
cially designed to be cleaned from inside the building. 
The children's wards on the top floor are subdivided 
with glass screens from dado height to ceiling level. 
A point of interest is the way the door swings are 
arranged from the various wards on this fourth floor 
so as to permit beds to pass out on to the sun balcony. 
If required, this floor can be cleared of all screens 
and become one big ward. 
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Photos by Victor N . Camp 

H 0 USE 
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FOR OUTDOOR 

FLORIDA 

JAMES GAMBLE 

THIS HOUSE 
faces on a street 
having consider
able traffic . Liv
ing and bed
roomsfacesouth
west and over
look garden at 
the rear. The 
garden is made 
an integral part 
of house fo r 
outdoor living. 
The house is in
tended for win
ter living onl y. 

LIV ING 

H 0 USE 

ROGERS II , 

AR CHITECT 
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HILLSIDE HOUSE 

ORCHARD HILL DEVELOPMENT, WESTCHESTER, NEW YORK 

RANDOLPH EVANS, ARCHITECT 

FIRST FLOOR 

Lt\/INC:O. 12.ooM. 
1~· x. 1e 0 
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SECOND FLOOR 
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STEEL-FRAMED RESIDENCE, WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK 
W . STANWOOD PHILLIPS, ARCHITECT 

THIS SPACIOUS residence 
for all-year use was planned 
to fit a wooded site with desir
able views to the south and 
east. 

From earliest stages of plan
ning, the owner insisted on a 
modern house in all that the 
term implies. The architect 
explains that "plans and 
structure are a conservative 
working out of such an idea 
in terms of personal use, 
materials, location at site and 
exposure." 
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Welded steel frame, concrete floors, steel sash and final finish of cemont stucco 

BOUDOIR 

MASTER BED ROOM 
\\\II 

I~ 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

LIBRARY 

LIVIN G ROOM 

./' 

0 10 15 20FT 

FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
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S T E E L - F R A M El 

RESIDENCE It 

WESTCHESTE I 

C 0 U N T 

A fire-safe house was de
sired by the owner. Bethlehem 
steel-stud construction was 
adopted for the entire frame, 
faced with Steel-tex lath and 
a smooth cement finish. This 
construction insures a stable 
wall reasonably free from 
cracked surface because of 
the homogeneous character of 
framing and surface. Floors 
and roof are reinforced con
crete on steel truss frame. The 
building structure has been 
welded throughout . Wood is 
entirely absent from the finish , 
~xcepting for doors and shelv
mg. 

Rockwool insulation was 
adopted for side walls and 
ceiling beneath the roof. 
Heating is by Holland sys
tem with humidification and 
air circulation . 
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STARBARGER HOUSE 

W. L . RISLEY, ARC HITE CT. 

garage 
17 .I( ... 
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. . ·· .. ·. ·· 
· ·> .· 

ON 

·. ,: 

CORNER PLOT 

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 

THIS house was built on a corner lot. The special 
feature was the outside living room reached from the 
living room, kitchen wing or bedrooms. The house is 
a warm parchment color with a henna dado . The rear 
wall of the patio and front door are also painted henna. 
This house is heated with a Payne gas furnace . The 
cost was about $5,000. 
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TVA CREATES A NEW FORM of DISPLAY 
DESIGNED BY ALFRED CLAUSS 

FOR THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, 

NEW YORK 

HOW the Government, through the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, is working to keep the great national water
ways assets for the country is told in a compre
hensive exhibition at the New York Museum of 
Science and Industry. The many-sided story of this 
large-scale flood control, navigation and power develop
ment project is told in models, dioramas, murals, maps , 
pictures and colored transparencies. The causes and 
cure of flood damage and land erosion are visually de
scribed in a group of large-sized picture panels which 
interpret the difference between these two phases of the 
conservation problem as "Floods You See," meaning 
the spectacular catastrophes of great rivers running 
amuck, and "Floods You Do Not See," meaning the 
more insidiously destructive processes which, continu
ing over a period of years, graduallv wash away the land. 
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Large photographic displays of the dams which have 
been constructed under the TV A are made concretelv 
intelligible to the layman through the medium of a model 
showing how a lock actually works. Landscapes demon
strating conditions in the vicinity of a controlled river 
and an . uncontrolled river are compared in two large 
models of typical watershed country, while a diorama of 
an electrified farm illustrates the comfort and efficiency 
available to the farmer. 

A large watershed map of the United States gives the 
visitor a comprehensive idea of the scope of the prob
lem whose attack has been thus begun by the Tennessee 
Valley Authority in the nation's first large-scale, long
range regional development program. Another large map 
in the form of a painted glass transparency presents a 
unified picture of the entire range of the TV A's activities . 
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Photos by F . S. Lincoln 

ELEVATION OF EXHIBIT with use of photo murals and illuminated glass ,panels 

PLAN OF EXHIBIT showing relation 
to permanent exhibits at Museum of 
Science and· Industry, New York. 
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TVA CREATES A NEW FORM OF DISPLAY 

D ESI G NE D BY A LFRE D CL AU SS 

FOR THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, NEW YORK 
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The causes and cure of flood dam
a9e, land erosion, power and con
struction are visually described in 
a 9roup of lar9e - sized picture 
panels which interpret conservation 
problems. 
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DESIGN -CORRELATION 
By FREDERICK J. KIESLER 

CERTAIN DATA PERTAINING TO THE GENESIS 

OF 

DESIGN BY LIGHT 

(PHOTO-GRAPHY) 

PART 

FOR THE public at large, photography was invented by 
Daguerre. For the historian, photography was invented by 
Wedgwood and Davy at the turn of the 18th century. For 
the morpholbgist photography is not an invention, but the re
sult of an inevitable chain of chance discoveries. 

These discoveries seem to be based on the desire of man 
to project himself beyond the moment of his being, for which 
purpose he invented religion, art and philosophy, as he de
veloped science and technology for survival. Since he fails to 
survive physically, he seeks to defy death by procreation, 
and employing artifice, he creates less perishable documents, 
and leaves behind the permanent reality of thought. Using 
the agency of light to record a vanishing image of nature, 
photography was added to these manifestations. 

When Daniela Barbaro proposed , in his "Practice of Per
spective" in 1568, to put a lens into the aperture of a camera 
obscura room, he was chiefly concerned with helping artist
painters to achieve a truer perspective in their landscapes 
and interiors. Such technical aid was directed only at in
dividuals who were artists. But with the first folding cameras 
of George Eastman in the 1890's, usable without tripod, 
easily movable and at a reasonable price, the reproducing 
camera-machine was directed at every one. 

As chance discoveries progress and individuals as well as 
manufacturing plants learn to recreate natural phenomena 
artificially, and to control its effects to a satisfactory degree, 
it leaves the laboratory to become the tool of the public. 

For centuries art schools have endeavored to turn out 
mass creators to reproduce true images of nature. They have 
failed. since the power to create art is singular. However, 
with the development of the photographic machine, the 
ability to record "veritable images of nature" has become 
general. As a matter of fact, it has gone further than art. 
It has developed the picture in motion and it is about to 
create the plasticity of the third dimension. Therefore, the 
static picture belongs to the begining of photography. (Out
standing achievements: by Stieglitz, Strand, Man Ray.) 

Photographs, until the beginning of the 20th century, were 
largely representations of art principles rather than of na
ture. "Art for Art" was applied to photography. With 
the development of news-photography and television, photog
raphy has left the field of fine arts "which is concerned 
with the creation of objects of imagination and taste 
for their own sake and without relation to the utility 
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of the object produced" and has through this development 
mutated into a practical function . Whereas, formerly the 
photographer individualized his prints by elaborate mount
ing, framing and signature, the present-day candid print, 
"disposed to record and judge according to truth and jus
tice," has become anonymous and the property of the public. 

William Henry Fox Talbot was the most gifted of all 
photographers in transmuting chance discoveries into con
trolled realities . When he remarked in his book, "The Pencil 
Of Nature," 1844, that besides the visible rays of light there 
might be invisible rays , he linked photography to principles 
of Art and Science, namely : to investigate and to record 
permanently the invisible as well as the visible. He wrote : 
"Alas ! that this speculation is somewhat too refined t0 be 
introduced with effect into a modern novel or romance, for 
what denouement we should have, if we could suppose the 
secrets of the darkened chamber to be revealed by the tes
timony of the imprinted paper." To activate invisible rays 
on a sensitive surface and to preserve such imprints beyond 
the moment of action, was only achieved almost ninety years 
later through the infra-red camera, and his speculation was 
turned into reality. 

Another discovery followed by specuiation, research and 
control was made in 1895. A physicist found that a 
photographic plate, which chanced to be in the room of his 
cathode-ray experiments, was fogged-that means imprinted 
by light-though it had been securely protected in a paper 
case. Speculation that followed this discovery led the physi
cist to repeat that " accident." A Geissler (neon) tube was 
covered with an opaque material. Then a pap~r screen, 
coated with the actinically sensitive barium-platino-cyanide, 
was put on a nearby table. The cathode rays of the Geissler 
tube were switched on. Contrary to all known rules of light, 
invisible radiation was passing through the opaque covering 
of the electro-tube, activating the screen-paper. The name of 
the man was Wilhelm Konrad Rontgen, and he called the 
first controlled invisible rays, x-rays . 

In 1896 the first x-ray photograph was taken by Joseph 
Maria Eder of Vienna. The camera-eye penetrated the vis
ible surface of the human body and recorded deep layers in
visible to the naked eye. Fortunately, the customary emul
sion of photographic plates was also sensitive to these in
visible rays, and a permanent picture could thereby be ob
tained. Thus, invisible rays had recorded invisible matter 
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by means of photo-graphy, whereas formerly only surface
photography was possible. Soon x-ray machines reached 
the public, and are today in general use. 

Another chance discovery in 1898 added to the knowledge 
of ray-activity. It demonstrated the constant "action at a 
distance" by radiation invisible to the human eye, but never
theless of greater influence and power than those visible. 
It introduced a new approach to the solution of the riddle: 
energy-activation. The power that binds the atom of matter 
was tracked down to electro-magnetism. Machines were con
structed to capture this power for still deeper penetration of 
the invisible fields of correlation. The theory propounded 
to account for this emission of radiation is a process of elec
tron jumping, the electron being (at present) the finest particle 
of the microcosm. The mechanical pattern of this action was 
finally found to be both wave and corpuscular. This theory 
was the most unifying contribution in the new physics and 
it seemed justified to assume that materia was convertible 
into energy and energy into materia. Today the knowledge 
of the laws of "action at distance" is the foundation of infra
red-photography and the mutation of light into sound, the 

basis of the sound-film industry. The cathode-ray-tube has 
developed into the iconoscope, the artificial eye of television. 
"acting at a distance,'' defying time by means of photo-electric 
cells. Modern physio-chemistry permits the practical solution 
of color prints and color projection. 

When the camera obscura, more than 2,000 years ago, 
projected a scene of nature through a minute hole, no one 
would have thought that it would take this long period of 
development to find the means of imprinting permanently a 
vanishing image of nature, and to store it for re-projection at 
will. However, photography still lacks many technological 
tools to reproduce a "true" picture of nature in its totality. 

When television will be technically and economically ready 
to be released for service, it will then reach the profession 
of architects and industrial designers. They in turn will 
incorporate in their design for individual and group shelters 
control of the most efficient optical and phonetical factors 
of telecasting. Photography will then constitute an integral 
part of the architectural scheme and not be a mere wall orna
ment as has been the framed Daguerreotype photo and its 
up-to-date successors. 

Natural and artificial means of more and more permanent recording of images. 

Human 
figure . 

The eye with the 
image impu lse on 
the retina . 

The transmitted 
picture stored by 
the brain. 

The fixed print 
of · photo-g ra phy. 

Perman ent records of art. 

VISIBLE...._ 
REALITY 

INVISIBLE 
REALITY 

DEVELOPMENT . OF PHOTO-RECORDING 

~ 

u 

MECHANICAL 
TOOLS 

INCEPT I 0 N ,._ ____ _.1 _______ _ 
i- OF 1
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RE-PRODUCTION I 

CHEM IC AL 
TOOLS 
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4th century B. C, 
Aristotle mentions phenomenon of an inve rted 
image cast through a minute hole on oppos ite 
wall in a dark room . Nature projects its scenes 
as pictures in moti o n and color . 

300 B. C. 
Euclid d esc ribes in his "Ele ments" the laws of 
binocular geometry deducted from our own 
double-eye-vision (stereoscopy) . Camera ob
scura is monocula r; can therefore not repro
duce tridimensional pictures like stereo pti co ns, 
which a re constructed binocular. 

200 B. C. 
Natural rock crystal s cut to plain o-convex form 
found in excavations at Nimroud, Syria . 1937 
indu stries are able to replace rare , expe nsive , 
natural c rystal lenses by synthetic material s at 
rate of 1,500 pieces per hour with an accuracy 
of o ne five hundred thousa ndth of an inch. 
Material: Perspex. Chemical compound : methyl
methacry late. 

1495, 1573 
Message by graphic news-print. Wood-cut 
multip li cation. Illustration shows eve nts sepa 
rated by ti me, simultaneo usl y recorded. On 
the right one sees the murderer looking 
through wind ow. Center: committing murder. 
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1055 

Sun-rays project circ ular 
pictures of su n on ground, 
not irregular openings of 
foliage through wh ich 
they a re shining. Th e 
irregular o pening acts 
like a lens in a came ra 
obscura. A sun ec lipse is 
clearl y seen projected o n 
g round . This natural phe
nomenon is the optical 
approach of photography. 
The c hemi ca l is the prin
c iple of ph-otosynthesis, 
a process by which com
plex compounds are built 
up from simple e le ments 
throu g h sunlight, oth e rs 
broken down. 

Alhave n first describes the magnifying effect of 
si mple lens for astronomical purposes. 

1255 
Salvino D'Armato Degl i Armati uses spectacle 
lenses for controlled foc usi ng of visio n. 

1276 
Roger Ba co d esc ribes concave le nses and pro
jectio n by laterna magica. 

,, .,. 

To the left one sees the mutilated body. Th ese 
handbills we re distributed a nd so ld at public 
ga therings. 
Ne'Ws-record ing embraced seven scene-fields: 
I . Cosmic wonders. 2. Freaks ("The marvellous 
birth of the baby Worms." 1495) . 3. Battle 

1525 
Albrecht Durer describes, in his book on 
Propo rtions, a mechanical device for correct 
"orthog raph ic" perspective. Pictorial record
ing of nature facilitated by a machine. Use of 
oil paper as screen and artificial eye-tube for 
monocular observation, converting tridi men
sio nal natural vision into two-dimensionality . 
Recording time averaging one hou r. Static 
mod e l. Static recording d evice. 

and horrors of war, port ra yed by co nti nuity of 
individual pictures. A pre.decessor of pictures 
in motion. 4 . Catastrophes ·of nature (.flood~. 
earthquakes ... ) 5. Adventures and exp lor
ing. 6. Murder, crime, death (news-print of 
death, Han s vo n Hutten, 1515) . 7. Publi c 
announceme nts . 

1550 
Leonardo da Vinci describes camera obscura. 
First ar ti st to mention practical advantages of 
this phenome non . 

1555 
Galenus exp la ins stereoptica l vision . 

1568 
Danielo Barbaro in his "Practice of Perspective" 
proposes to put a lens into th e minute ape rtu re 
of the came ra obscura . 

1599 
Giovanni Battista della Porta built camera 
obscu ra theater. People sitting inside camera 
watching pe rformance on screen. Scenes all 
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performed outside of camera and therefore in
visible to audience. Recor.ding of unseen events 
at time of action. In ·his book on Mag ic, he 
gave a description of two drawings, one viewed 
by the left and one viewed by the right eye, 
made to fuse into one picture for the illusion 
of plasticity. (Also described by Jacopo da 
Empoli , 1554-1640.) 

1610 
Galileo constructed refracting telescope which 
exhibits obiects erect, that is, in their natural 
position. Diameter of lens: two and a quarter 
inches through which one could count ten 
times as many stars as with the naked eye, the 
range of which is about 6,000 individual stars. 
The light-gathering power of the 100-inch 
Hooker reflector at Mt. Wilson Observatory 
in California ( 1904), is equivalent to about 
ninety thousand human eyes. It has brought 
more than five hundred mi llion stars to view 
and photography has revealed the existence of 
as many more through the light-gatheri ng 
powers of mirrors and lenses. 

1727 
Johann Heinrich Schulze observed the sensi
tivity of silver and nitric acid t o sunl ight wh ich 
t1Jrned it from white into dark purple . When 
patterns were plac.ed on a flask containing the 
fluid, it showed the imprint of the pattern 
clearly after it had been exposed to l'ight. 

1663 
James G regory of Edinburgh buiit first re
flecting telescope. 
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1640-1671 
Anastasius Kircher constructed camera obscura 
with lenses, shown above. 

1786 Physionotrace 
First used 1786 by Gi lles Louis Chretin . Seen 
t hrough a transpa rent g lass, the sitter's profile 
was exactly followed by a stylus on the p late 
glass and by a pantograph reco rded on a 
copper plate, from which p rints were made 
like a n ordinary engraving . The actual design 
was then indirectly drawn by the artist. A 
machine was placed between the designer and 
the model and did the actual work under the 
guidance of the artist. 

En d of 18th century 
Silhouettes were produced on a white screen 
after the sitter had been placed between a 
strong light and the screen. These black pro
files stuck on a white piece of paper were 
followed up by Wedgwood, who thought that 
instead of cutting out the silhouette, he might 
print this profile on the screen by using paper 
treated with silver nitrate which would darken 
in the light. Wedgwood not only used this new 
process for reco rding the silhouette, but he 
tried to take photo-imprints with the camera 
o bscura. 
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RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
Home building continues to rise though the rate of gain is 
not so marked as in early 1937. Nearby outlook is clo~ded 
by high costs. 
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NONRESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

Large losses in educational building, though offset by gains 
in commercial and factory types, have retarded 1937 non· 
residential building totals . 

Charts relate t o cond itions in 37 ea stern states o nl y. 
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Building Outlook 
By L. SETH SCHNITMAN, 

Chief Statistician, F. W. Dodge Corporation 

BUILDING OPERATIONS, though still running ahead 
of last year, are showing some signs of lessened vigor. 
Especially is this true in the residential branch, where 
relatively large increases over the previous year had be
come commonplace. Through April, residential build
ing projects started in the 37 eastern states were valued 
somewhat more than 75 per cent greater than the volume 
reported during the corresponding four months of 1936. 
The May figure for residential building, however, showed 
an increase over May 1936 of only about 20 per cent. 

Whatever the causes, the deceleration in the rate of 
gain should occasion no appreciable concern. With the 
physical volume of residential building on a higher quan
titative level than at any time since 1930 it could hardly 
be expected that huge percentage gains would continue 
to pile up indefinitely. 

Some six months ago a 40 per cent increase in hous
in.g construction was estimated for all of 1937. At the 
moment a gain of this size seems improbable ; the year 
1937, however, will likely end with a residential volume 
more than 20 per cent greater than the figure for 1936. 

For nonresidential building of all descriptions, exclu
sive of civil engineering projects , the volume of work 
started during the initial five months of 1937 was about 
seven per cent greater than the volume in the correspond
ing period of last year. In this instance, large relative 
increases in commercial and factory buildings were able 
to offset the retrenchment which has occurred in public 
and institutional building, especially in educational types . 

The earlier estimate for the year 1937 of an increase 
of almost 20 per cent in nonresidential building over 
the 1936 figure now seems impossible of attainment. If 
any increase occurs at all, it will likely be less than 10 
per cent. 

Taking residential and nonresidential building to
gether , it now appears that the total dollar volume of 
construction in these classes for all of 1937 will run be
tween $2,000,000,000 and $2,100,000,000 for the 37 east
ern states, for a gain of between 15 and 20 per cent over 
the total of $1,755,000,000 recorded in 1936. This should 
mean no less than $1 ,300,000,000 in work for architects 
on projects in the 37 eastern states, if only the propor
tion of such work to total for the first five months of 
1937 prevails for the remainder of the year. 
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-2pecia/_ 
DATA SERVICE 

pot: at:chltectJ 

and 6alldet:J 

Anthracite Industries, Inc., wishes to he of broadest 
possible service to you on all Anthracite heating 
equipment problems. 

This non-profit corporation is organized to focus 
the experience and services of all factors interested 
in improving the home heating comfort of Anthracite. 

Consult with us at any time. Our extensive corps 
of heating experts is always ready to help you with 
practical help . . . with answers to the many prob
lems which might arise, such as:-

What are the comparative performance ratings of 
approved Anthracite equipment? What new equip
ment has come onto the market? Where can specified 
types of equipment he bought? 

Back of this information service is the research 
and testing laboratory, constantly at work evo~ving 
improved equipment, testing equipment of manu
facturers, suggesting improvements to raise equip
ment efficiency. 

e So when selecting heating equipment, look for the 
Anthracite Industries' seal of approval. (Shown below.) 
This seal assures you that the equipment has passed 
impartial tests, and meets the most rigid tests of per
formance in the heating field. 

ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, Inc. 

Chrysler Building New York, N. Y. 

(SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE P AGE) 

THE SOLID FUEL FOR SOLID COMFORT 
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Reviews of New Books 

LONDON. THE UNIQUE CITY. By Stee n Eiler Rasmus
sen with an introduction by James Bone. The Macmillan 
Co., N. Y. Price $4. 

Steen Eiler Rasmussen of Copenhagen, architect, town 
planner, social student and author, has given many years 
of his life to the study of London. This book offers to 
the reader what students of London have long sought 
for, and what the average Londoner wants to know. The 
author had found that there was information on all pos-

LONDON in 1900 

LONDON in 1929 

( Continued on page 97) 
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ANTHR 
7 

SOLVES E 
MOD ER 
THERE is a significant story back of the tremendous 

upward sweep of automatic Anthracite heating 
equipment and air conditioning. 

It's a story to which architects and builders are 
paying a lot of attention. Because not only does this 
new equipment mark a decided advance in all auto
matic heating, it also permits installation economies 
•.. with better, cleaner heating into the bargain. 

There are three important reasons why Anthracite 
heating equipment should be incorporated in building 
plans. (1) Anthracite offers a wide range of equip
ment to fit any budget ... from a simple inexpensive 

THE S 0 L I D F U E L 

heater with a thermostat, providing automatic heat 
... to an all-season firing and ash-disposal installa
tion. (2) Firing periods, with even the simplest ade
quate installation, are stretched to 12 hours. Maga
zine feed heaters require no attention over 24 to 48 
hour periods. The most automatic equipment feeds 
fuel right from the bin, and removes ashes all season 
long. (3) Any basic Anthracite equipment may be 
used with air conditioning. 

Call upon the services of the Anthracite Industries' 
Field Organization to help with any problem affect
ing Anthracite heating. There is no obligation. Write 
ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, Inc., Chrysler 
Building, New York. 

This seal appears on Anthracite equipment only after 
it has passed the most rigid tests in the heating field 

.fi, /\""~ ~~~ 
•anrme~• 

'~ I ~oi C'ollP ol'"'~ 

(SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

F 0 R S 0 L I D COMFORT 
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L/MI ('JI Jot. 
SUMMER COOLING 
S/iU7u,,e lo 

SPECIFY 
AERDF/N" 

Heat-Exchange Surface 

The crucial period of the summer 
cooling season is here. When cus
tomers are in a hurry and everything 
is in a rush, performance counts. You 
cannot afford to take chances of failure 
in the heart of the cooling plant
the coil. 

Play safe. Take advantage of the 
experience that has gone into the mak· 
ing of nearly 50,000,000 feet of heat 
exchange surface-the experience of 
expert technicians who have spent 
years in the study and development of 
cooling and heating coils. Order 
Aerofin today from one of the nearest 
Aerofin distributors, list of whom will 
be sent upon request. 

Aerofin equipment . consistently 
meets the most exacting demands of 
engineers, architects and contractors. 
It has been proven in thousands of 
installations. You can select your re
quirements from the most complete 
line on today's market. 

If you desire to know more about 
Aerofin, or need technical assistance in 
working out some problem, write today 
to the home office in Newark, or con· 
suit any of the branch offices listed 
below. 

t4£RO~ 
is sold only by 
Manufact urns 
of Nationally 

Adt·miscd 
Fan SysCitm 

· --------------- ApparatNS. 

A-£RQF/N CDRPQRA T/QN Lu<wpo.R<...,. 

850 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE 
NEWARK. N. j. 

Chicag o • Detroit• New York• Philadelph1a • Dallas •Atlanta • 
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BURT "Forst-Aire" 
FAN 

VENTILATORS i 

Afford These 
Great Advantages 

• They move five to 
six times as much air as 
gravity type ventilators 
-consequently: 

• Installation and maintenance costs are much lower. 

• They impose less weight on the roof. 

• Present better appearance as fewer units are 
needed. 

• Action is alway positive and determinable. 

Burt makes a type and a size 
for every purpose. Write for 
descriptive bulletins. 

THE BURT MFC. COMPANY 
177 MAIN STREET AKRON, OHIO 

' 

J·n11.·.S,.1,,, 
''11 \ci 

\ SWIMMINC POOL 
STERILIZATION 

Complete information on swimming pool sterilization for 
eight different classes of pools-also a fifty-page report of 
the Joint Committee on Bathing Places of the American 
Public Health Association and Conference of State Sanitary 
Engineers, embodying a summary of State Health Depart
ment Regulat ions. Copies of any or all Free on request. 

When writing, kindly specify the type of building construction in 
which you specia lize. 

"SWIM IN DRINKING WATER" 

WALLA CE &. TIERNAN CO., INC. 
Manufacturers of Chlorine 

Newark, N. J. 

and ' Ammonia Central Apparatus 

Branches in Principa l Cities 



Reviews of New Books 
{Continued from page 94) 

sible details in the many books on London, but not one 
complete picture of the development of the town. 

The author discerns in London what he calls the 
"scattered city" as distinguishable from the "concentra
ted city" of which Paris and Vienna were the prototypes 
in the European town planning of the nineteenth cen
tury. To trace and elucidate this tendency is the aim 
of the book. 

FUNCTIONAL COLOR. By Faber Birren. The Crimson 
Press, N. Y. 1937. Price $2. 

This book is a compilation of facts about color for the 
architect, artist, interior decorator, designer . The book 
is announced as the result of years of research into such 
problems as legibility, visibility , color for identification, 
to promote safety, to speed up efficiency in industry, to 
build a desirable environment for the home. There are 
extensive lists of the color standardization work already 
done by various businesses and organizations, reports 
on the color preferences of people, records of color as 
a merchandising force. 

In this book it is apparent that theory is avoided for 
utility. There are chapters on the psychology of seeing. 
check lists to assure desirable illumination, ideal color 
schemes for factory and home. 

Color harmony is handled from the functional view
point and a radically new principle developed which 
capitalizes simple laws of vision. 

The book is popular in vein rather than documented 
and exhaustive. 

A DECADE OF BRIDGES 1926-1936. By Wilbur J . Wat
son; introduction by Paul P. Cret. J. H. Jansen, Cleve
land, Ohio. 1937. Price $4.50. 

This book on bridges has current interest because this 
is a day of great bridges and striving fo r wider and 
higher spans. As a review of great bridges of a decade 
the book has interest. It was intended to be in the na
ture of a supplement to " Bridge Architecture," published 
in 1927, but because of the great number of notable 
bridges that have been completed during the last ten 
years, and the unprecedented size of many of them, it 
seemed advisable to publish the new material as an en
tirely separate and independent book. 

There are one hundred bridges listed and illustrated 
in the text; also engineering and descriptive data of 
value to engineers and architects . 

McMICHAEL'S APPRAISING MANUAL. A Real Estate 
Appraising Handbook for use in field work and advanced 
study courses. By Stanley L. McMichael . Second Edition. 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., N. Y. 1937 . 

A book on the new technique of appraising-the methods 
that have come to the front in the past few years . It 
covers the appraisal of lots, homes, industrial and com
mercial property of all kinds, and describes the factors 
to be taken into account in each case by the appraiser. 

This second edition contains twenty entirely new chap
ters and has 220 more pages than the old edition. 
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A 
No. 2005 "CLASSIC" Wall Register 

''V p k II est- oc et 
Register Guide! 

• We now have available for architects a special con
densed, illustrated Bulletin showing AUER Registers, 
Intakes, and Grilles most in demand for usual residence 
purposes. How often have you wished for something of 
this kind-which will enable you to specify registers 
quickly and correctly by name and number! Here it is
in handy size and arrangement-and it's yours for the ask
ing. Mention Bulletin 371. 

See AUER Catalog in Sweet's 

THE AUER REGISTER COMPANY 
3608 Payne Avenue 

& GRILLES 

Cleveland, Ohio 
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ffiAPICO 

~ TRONGER 
They will color MANY TIMES the quantity of mortar or 

concrete t han the average earth color. Therefore Mapico 

Colors are more economical and efficient. They are lime 

proof, un affected by acid, alkali or climatic conditions, 

and will not injure the finished product in any way. 

MAPICO COLORS are pure oxides of Iron in 
a wide range of Yellows, Browns, Reds, Black 

Stocks at principal centers insul"ing prompt deliveries 

Color sa mpl es and any information des ired will be furnished 
gladly without ob!ipat ion. 

MAGNETIC PIGMENT CO. 
Division of COLUMBIAN CARBON CO. 

BINNEY & SMITH CO. 
Selling Age11ts 

41 EAST 42nd ST. NEW YORK CITY 

WINDOW GLASS 
• Whatever the cost of a 
home- it deserves the best 
of Window Glass. Windows 
ore the eyes of the home
through them the owner has 
either a clear bright outlook 
or one spoiled by distortion. 
CLEARLITE has that brilliant 
lustr.e and perfect flatness 
which permits of clear vision. 
Specify Clearlite "A" Quality 
Glass for flooding the home 
with sunshine and light. 

Gf1k Your :I>ealer 

FOURCO GLASS CO. 
General Offices: 

CLARKS BU RG,W. VA. 



KOPPERS DIVISIONS 
SIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES 
merican .ffarnmered l'iston 

Ring Division 
Bartlett Hayward Division· 
1gineering and Construction 

Division 
Gas and Coke Division 

rar and Cheinical Division 
Western Gas Division 

Boston Towboat Company 
tern Gas an'1 Fuel Associates 
'he Koppers Coal Company 
•ppers-Rheolaveur Company 
Maryland Drydock Company 

Mystic Iron. Works 
[ystic Steamship Company 
onal Lumber & Creosoting Co. 
v England Coal and Coke Co. 
~he White Tar Company of 

New Jersey, Inc. 
Wood Preserving Corporation ~ 

. -~ 

How the Koppers Roo Bon 
Relieves You of 

· Responsibili'y 

Sure Source of Supply for a Thousand Needs . 

·Many business meii:who deaf with ari architect only 
a few times _in iheir lives, Beal with . Koppers ari_d 
l(oppers products day in and day out. · Koppe~s to 
them is the dependable source of supply for a thou
sand needs. To them, a Koppers nanie in your speci
fications is an old, familiar, 

·trusted friend and a guar
antee of quality. 

. r traminl1. 
. tjrst n°0 l\ig,\1- . . . . . . . 

·'. . used in t\le ad, NeY<lton \\le Koppers Tarmac Road Tar makes the most 'ar 
. ted materia\, Roose'4e\\ Ro\umber tro~mag,e tecturally pleasing driveways •. pa~ements, Wi 

~~~orseosidence ~r!!sure-\rea~;::. \lrevenr~er~ice \i\ll· tennis courts, etc. It is low m first cost a~ 
• Mass. cor\lor \ong,e . long-la, sting and.maintenance free. . 
\andsd, preserving, ~ and g,i'4es . . . .. 
v-ioo '\ s anddeca • . . . . . . . ~· . . . 

. b~t.e(m1e . .:----------~ ~"-!~·!!!!!!_!:!'ll!!il·~-!['!91--~~~~~ 

· r:»'-~~~&b n\ ~~~::RS COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa. A. ,._Y-..._ . . •1n"\lre'4e oO' b nr~ Please send me information about: ORoofing; ODampproofing and Waterproofing; OTre 
f g, and \)anl\lron oi mas~ers ' ' .·· ·.· Timber; OTarmac Paving Tars; 0 Lomino Bituminous-base Aluminum Paint. 

v-iater\lroO Ill disin\eg,ra ~U \\le Y.o\l . 0 Send me Roofing and Waterproofing Specification Book. 
Y.o\l\lers. \ea~s and s send ~ tmen\s. O Send me Don Graf Data Sheets • 
. tounda\1on \e. te\. u these trea 
abil\odo"~::~~~cb d~scr1beS .;. .. ·,,,,,.,,,,.!'!!S',g....--!lf!'lp"9..,"J Name ••••....•.••.......•.....•....•••......•..••.........•....... . ..... . ... . . .....•..•. .•• 

" _ Addre&s ..•••..••••.•......•.••. • ....•. • .•. •• .•••• • .•.••...•. ...... ... .......•.•..•• ... •..•• 



- ------MANHATTAN TYPE "G"-------

BASE BEADS 9 
(SWEET'~) 8 CATALOG 

1 NON-CORROSIVE } 

2 EASILY APPLIED ( 

3 ANY DESIRED METAL (- - - -

4 ANY DESIRED GAUGE ' 

j 

PROJECTING TYPE FLUSH TYPE 

MANHATTAN TERRAZZO BRlSS STRIP CO., INC. 
1015 PARK AVE., NEW YORK CITY 

For SAFETY in the home SHOWER 

SERIES R 
CONCEALED 
FOR BATH 
SHOWER 

THERMOSTATICALLY 
C 0 N T R 0 L L E D 
WATER-MIXING VALVES 

SERIES R 
CONCEALED 
FOR BUILT-IN 
SHOWER 

LEONARD VALVES 
MANUFACTURED BY 

LEONARD-ROOKE COMPANY, INC. 
1360 ELMWOOD AVENUE, CRANSTON, R. I. 

RACINE WISCONSIN 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

SIGNATURE 
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WHAT THE WELL-DRESSED BUS 

DEPOT IS WEARING FOR FLOORS 

CHICAGO is proud of this new downtown bu s 
depot. For here is the last word in modern bus 

station design. 

T hat means-fl oors of fin e terrazzo. Installed with 
an eye to economy, as well as beauty . For fine t er
razzo fl oors are durable, in expensive to maintain, 
easy to keep clean. 

Note the color uniformity that fine terrazzo has 
given thi s handsome fl oor. Each of the colors used 
has the same value wherever it occurs. Every unit 
has the same life and freshness that is characteristic 
of fine terrazzo made wi th white portland cement. 
T here are no fuzzy, indefinite edges -every block of 

color in these fl oors is sharp, clear-cut, di stinct . 

Atlas White portland cement (plain and water
proofed) makes truly fine terrazzo work possible. 
White-and only whi te-lends true value to the 
colors of the marble chips. 

And only white cement permits an entirely faithful 
interpretation of your ideas. The color range is from 
pure white, through pastels and bold vivid shades, 
to deepest black. T he full rich beau ty of fin e terrazzo, 
all of its great durability and low upkeep, are assured 
by Atlas W hite portland cement. Universal A tlas 
Ceme nt Co. (United States Steel Corporation Sub
sidiary), 208 South LaSalle Street, C hi cago. 

FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT FINE TERRAZZO APPEARS I N SWEET'S 

T-7 

•R FINE TERRAZZO SPECIFY ATLAS WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT 



a RE.NOE RI N 
• • • 

CORPORATI O N 

lf I KE a mirage-an architect sees the vision of the building he has 
L planned upon the chosen site. Soon busy workmen arrive. Tractors 
roar. Dirt flies. 

Huge trucks deposit lumber, cement, brick and sand. The sound of 
hammers, drills and saws disrupts the air. A form takes shape and day by 
day matures. A t last there stands a vision all can see-an achievement and 
a reality. 

Onlookers marveled at the speed and precision with which the work 
progressed. But not the architect and contractor. Such accomplishment 
is as common to them as straight line production to the automotive genius. 

Long before plans were started, Dodge established important con
tacts to aid the architect. Suitable products were located. When plans 
were completed, Dodge began to line up man power and materials. The 
best bids were obtained. Those who supplied labor, materials and equip 
ment knew whom to see-and where-and when-to do business. Much 
valuable time was saved by this efficient direction of effort-·for the 
architect, the contractor, and the owner as well. 

A 1·chitects who give em·ly and complete information to their 
Dodge Reporters obtain the greatest benefits from Dodge Services. 

DODGE REPORTS 
ISSUED BY F . W. DODGE CORPORATION • 119 WEST 40rn STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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don't gamble 

with your 

automatic oil heating 

EA-6 

SERIES 

air conditioning 

DF 
SERIES 

GIVE your clients the benefit of 
all these five essentials of effi

cient acoustical tile-specify Acous
tone*, USG fireproof acoustical tile. 
With its millions of interconnected 
cells, Acoustone absorbs and dissi
pates noise. Is especially adapted to 
uses in hospitals, restaurants, schools, 
churches, offices, etc. At the same 
time, its rich integral colors and 
travertine finish add to the beauty of 
any interior- need no further decorat
ing. Applied overnight to new or old 

ceilings, Acoustone has lasting effi
ciency. Simple vacuum cleaning 
takes care of the upkeep at a fraction 

of the cost of painting. Yet Acoustone may be painted-posi

tively without damage to its noise-absorbing ability. The acous
tical tile with all five essentials your clients need and want, 
Acoustone is also - lasting efficiency and maintenance consid
ered-actually low in cost. 

THERE'S A USG ACOUSTICAL MATERIAL TO SOLVE 
EVERY SOUND-CONTROL PROBLEM 

USG sound-control service includes absorption treatments and 
materials to clarify hearing and reduce noise - also sound 
insulation to reduce the travel of objectionable noise from 
room to room. USG acoustical engineers are always available 
to assist you in an advisory capacity, without obligat- l.I S 
ing you in any way. For free authentic literature on ~~ 
sound control, write United States Gypsum Company, u 
300 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois. *R••· Trade-ma.k 

ENGINEERING SALES DIVISION ° 

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY 
OTHER USG SOUND CONTROL PRODUCTS ARE · PERFATILE QUIETILE AND SABINITE 

IN CANADA, CANADIAN GYPSUM CO., LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO 
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The New Architecture tn 

MEXICO 
Modern architecture, paint
ing and sculpture in Mexico , 
collected and arranged with 
photographs, by Esther Born. 

Mexico, the land of mafiana and siestas, has 
suddenly waked up and found itself in the midst 
of a wave of modern construction, a new kind of 
revolution, carrying with it a renaissance of the 
creative talent of the Aztecs and the Spanish 
Americans. 

The new architecture in Mexico includes outstanding examples in practically every 
important class of building-office buildings, store groups, factories, hospitals, schools, 
apartments, workers' houses, town and country houses. In their own setting, the new 
structures with their straight lines and unornamented flat surfaces present a dramatic 
contrast with neighboring buildings heavily ornamented in the Spanish Colonial tradi
tion; yet the new architecture has been perfectly acclimated to its background. 

This new volume is a reference source for building designers everywhere, and con
tains a complete assemblage of the progressive thought of architects and engineers below 
the Rio Grande. 

The New Architecture in Mexico, by Esther Born, in text, photo-
graphs and colored diagrams, including supplementary text on $ 3 5 0 
mural painting, sculpture, and pottery 

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

119 W. 40 St., New York 

Enclosed is $3.50 fo,. which please send me a copy 

of THE NEW ARCHITECTURE IN MEXICO. 

Name .. .. .. . ...... . .. . ... . . · . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Address .. . .... . .. . . . ... . .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. . . . 

A.R. 7-37 
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l'OR 

l'IRE-SAl'E, RIGID 

l'LOOR CONSTRUCTION 

TonAY
0

s home - buyers are definitely interested in fire-safe first-floor 
construction. They recognize it not only as a protection for their 
property and investment, but also as a means of reducing insurance 
costs . Bethlehem Open-Web Steel Joists provide an economical and 
practical basis for this type of floor construction. 

Bethlehem Open-Web Steel Joists combine high strength with 
light weight. As used in residences and other light-occupancy struc
tures of average size, they weigh only 50 or 60 lbs. and require no 
special handling equipment. In combination with a solid floor slab, 
such as concrete, and a plaster basement ceiling, they form a floor 
structure with a fire-resistance rating of better than two hours and 
will confine the fire to the basement for that period of time, prevent
ing its spread to other parts of the house . 

In addition to fire-safety, floors built with Bethlehem Open-Web 
Steel Joists bring other major advantages. They are more rigid than 
floors built with conventional members and materials. They will not 
sag away from baseboards or woodwork. They help eliminate un
sightly plaster cracks and put an end to annoying creaks. They are 
immune to termite attack. Yet Bethlehem Open-Web Steel Joists 
increase the original cost of the structure only very slightly. 

BETHLEHEM STEEL 

• COMPANY 
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Emil Eitel - Karl Eitel - Roy Steffen 

THE RESTORATION 
OF COLONIAL 
WILLIAMSBURG 

A Reprint of the December 1935 , 
Issue of THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD. 

104 pages, bound in cloth. $1.50 per copy. 

The Colonial Williamsburg Number 
of THE ARCHITECTURAL REcORD

issue of December 193 5-was sold out 
soon after publication but the entire 
editorial contents have been reprinted 
and bound in permanent book form 
with blue cloth covers. 

Many thousands of these Williams
burg reprints have been sold but the 
demand continues unabated. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 
119 W. 40th St., New York , N . Y. 

Enclosed is $ . . . . . . . . for which send . . . . . . . copies of 
your reprint, The Restoration of Colonial Williamsbnrg, bound 
in cloth , at $ 1. 5 0 per copy. 

Name . . . ...... . 

Address . 

City and State . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .. A. R. 7-37 
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WHEN ARCHITECTS OFFER 
CONSTRUCTIVE ADVICE 

~s~···· 
COM/ND IND 60/NB 

7-/rM 

GIBSON 
F.W. PALLANT, GEN.MU. 

1000 ROOMS 

REPRESENTED IN 
CHICAGO by Harry Mc Evoy, Hotel Sherman 

PITTSBURGH by Bothwell & Warner, 
Standard Life Building 

C~mi~tt • • 

IN WASHINGTON 
. .. AIR CONDITIONED 
BEDROOMS, RESTAURANTS, 
LOBBIES . . . 

Prevail at the Capital's Modern Hotel 

Single Rooms from $4 i;t Double 
Rooms from $6 i;t Naturally Ven
tilated Bedrooms, if Preferred. 

m7/udih~ 
IHAYFLDWER ---· . 

WASHINGTON, D. C . 
R. L. POLLIO, Manager 

NEW YORK OFFICE: 
521 Fifth Avenue MU rray Hill 6-2386 



Develop11ient in l11dia11apolis 
Orval E . Wi!Jfo111so1t, A 1·chitect 
Greqo1·y & AP/Jc/. Inc.. Builders 

. CORK INSULATED SHINGLES 

Roof and Roof Insulation 
... both for Roof Cost 

• 
Specify Carey Cork-Insulated 
Shingles for these conditions: 

New homes in which 
standard roof insula
tion is not provided. 

New homes where ad
ditional roof insula
tion is desirable. 

Low - cost moderniza
tion of old homes. 

• 
Group Ho11si110 O JI N orth Bc11d Road, 
Hamilto!I Co 1111f\'. Ohio 
Albert Zwisslc r.- Builder 

Meet Every Requirement of 
Group Housing Development 

Carey Cork-Insulated Shingles tie in with today's demand for 
low-cost efficiency. Architects and builders find this shingle 
adds to the value and salability of homes, without increasing 
cost. 

Roof Insulation-This is The shingle with outside min
eral surface for fire and weather protection; cork underside 
for roof insulation. When laid on roof in the usual manner, 
three thicknesses of insulating cork retard · passage of heat 
and cold. Make the home cooler in summer; warmer in 
winter; save fuel. 

Roof Beauty-The extra thickness, due to cork back, en
hances the shadow-line effects, contributing to pleasing ap
pearance and individuality. A variety of non~~fadin~ . ceramic 
granule colors available. · :··~i~: 

Fire Resistant-Approved by Underwriters' Laboratqries . 

The outstanding performance record~·of' ¢ ·arey Cork-In~~Ilated 
Shingles justify their use wherever b'uildtng budgets ·are Uin
ited. See Sv,,eet's Catalog for specifica;tion.~. V.Trite for ·~av1ple~. 

'.1..-=- .,. 

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY • Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Dependable Products Since 1873 

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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Have this VALUABLE BOOK 
sent to your HOME BUILDING clients 

OwNERS who qualify receive Home 
Owners' Catalogs without cost or obligation-just as 
you receive Sweet's. In it they find information and 
ideas about building materials, equipment and fur
nishings made by leading manufacturers whose 
products you can thoroughly endorse. It contains no 
stock plans. It emphasizes the advantages and econo
mies of architect ural services. 

Home Owners' Catalogs is truly an aid to busy 
architects. It helps their clients make prompt de
cisions. It promotes owner interest in building. It 
encourages the selection of the best of products, and 
guards against false economies. It reduces the time 
needed for client conferences. 

Any of your clients who are planning to build
or modernize-homes for their own occupancy within 
a year, in the 37 states east of the Rocky Mountains, 
at a cost of $4,000 or more for construction-exclusive 
of land-are entitled to receive this beautifully illus
trated volume absolutely free. Distribution is limited 
to those who meet these requirements. 

See Our Catalog Jn Sweet's 

HOM~ OWNERS' 
Published by 

a;/aLo-qs 
F. W. DODGE CORPORATION, 119 W. 40th St., New York, N. Y. 

APPLICATION 
F. W . DODGE CORPORATION, 119 W. 40th St., New York, N. Y. 
In accordance with the above restrictions, please send a copy of 
Home Owners' Catalogs to: AR 7-37 

Name ..... . ... . ... ....... ..... ....... . ······.·· · ····· .. · · ······ .. . 

Address ................. . . .... . . .. .. . . ... .. . ..... .. . .. .. ... .... . . 

City ...... .. . .. . ..... . . .. .... . .. . State. . . . . . . . . ................. . 

Signed ...... ... .. . ... . .... ...... Architect of . . ... . . ... ... .. . .... . 
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Right from tl1e stdrt of a project. the cry 

is usually speed! S,J?-.EED I SPEED I 

The architect, anxious to please h is cl i

ent, meets this demand by utilizing every 

short cut possible. 
- ·-

Today. many drawings are made directly 

on tracing paper. The drawing is then rushed 

to modern, hi.gh-speed blue print machines, 

so that prints may be delivered to the esU, 

mator, the contractor and the builder at the 

earliest possible moment. 

To produce a clear, legible print, pencil 

lines must "cover," or in other words. the 

deposit of graphite must be such that light 

rays of the blue print machine cannot pene

trate them. 

This is effectively accomplished with a 

Koh-I -Noor drawing pencil-the same pen

cii which. through its qualities of materials 

and workmanship, gained the confidence of 

architects many years ago. These same high 

qualities today, make Koh-I-Noor the unan

imou~ choice of discriminating draftsmen. 

KOH-I-NOOR LINES 
l'llODUCE GOOD BLUE PRINTS 

Send for leaf/el P35 

Courlesy Porugon-Revolulc Corp. WRITE FOR OUR 
COMPLETE CAT ALOC 

Prometheus Electric Corp. 
25 Ninth Avenue New York City 
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Your plans can best be carried oul 

J & L pipe is easily cut and threaded ... the piping 
schedule can be kept on time ... all the time. 

• • . it keeps the piping job 
on schedule ... piping goes 
in faster ... and costly delays 
are avoided. 

You can specify J & L pipe in 
your plans with full confidence 
that the piping job will go ahead 
, •. at full speed. 

The mill threads on J & L pip e 
are perfectly cut, true and doubly 
inspected. Couplings are sound 
and accurately threaded. Cutting 
and threading operations a r e 
easily and quickly carried out on 
the job with J & L pipe. 

Ev~ry length of J & L pipe is 
made in Jones & Laughlin mills. 
The steel is produced from ore 
and coal from J & L owned mines. 
We know what goes into our pipe. 
We control its manufacture com-

JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION 
PITTSBURGH. PENNSYLVANIA 
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pletely. And we inspect it care
fully during manufacture. 

These are the reasons we say, 
"Your plans can best be carried 
out with J & L pipe" ... for the 
piping job you will be proud of. 

Other J 8t L Construction Products: 
Bars, Shapes and Plates . . Steel Piling .. . 

Structural Shapes ... Nails ... Tie Wire .. . Junior 

Beams ... Lightweight Channels ... Fabricated 
Structural Work. 

To help you, we have prepared the J & L Tubu
lar Products Data Book. This 134 page book gives 

detailed specifications and properties of J & L 

pipe, together with valuable application data for 
engineers and contractors . Write for your copy. 



BUILDING 

H 0 s p I TA L s 
Ceneral hospitals of less than 200 beds should not be built 

in the city of New York, advises Dr. Haven Emerson. This 

applies also to the metropolitan area, and has nation-wide 

implications for hospital planners. 

Charles F. Neergaard believes that today the architect, engi

neer and consultant must restudy the hospital as a new 

problem. 

Doctors show a decided preference for air conditioned 

operating rooms. Victor F. Crahn tells how one hospital 

provided them. 

Many are the problems in hospital design, but comprehen

sive is the bibliography especially compiled by Harry S. 

Robson, A.R.l.B.A. 

Illustrated Case Studies: Queens Ceneral Hospital (475 

beds) , New York; Boston City Hospital ( 296 beds) , Bos

ton; University Hospital ( 400 beds) , Baltimore; Tubercular 

Hospital (51 beds), La Vi;:;a, California; and others. 



Recovery • 1n Hospital Building been has Cradual 

1936 1935 1934 1933 1932 
1931···· 1930···· 1929··· 1928··· 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
100 150 

- Architect Plonned 

Inn:'''' I Planned by Others 

1927·········· 

200 

A DECADE OF HOSPITAL BUILDING 

The construction of hospitals and institutions has a good dis
tance to come to attain the annual levels of the period 1927-
1931. As these levels are approached architects will enjoy 
much greater activity. 

Metro. N.Y 

St Louis 

New England 

Southeastern 

Chicago 

Middle Atlantic 

Texas 

Kansas City 

Upstate N.Y 

Pittsburgh 

So. Michigan 

Central N.W 

New Orleans 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
10 15 20 

-1936 
fhf.+NH 1935 

25 

HOSPITAL BUILDING: 1936 and 1935 compared 
Arranged and ranked by Dodge districts 

Chart clearly shows where recent building of hospitals and 
institutions has taken place. 

Charts cover conditions in the 37 eastern states only. 
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By L. SETH SCHNITMAN, 

Chief Statistician, F. W. Dodge Corporation 

CONSTRUCTION of hospitals and institutions-both 
new and alteration - has shown appreciable, though 
gradual, improvement since the depression low of 1933. 
For 1936 the total amounted to $74,000,000 and repre
sented 803 projects in the 37 states east of the Rocky 
Mountains. Architects planned about $64,000,000 or 
about 87 per cent of the total. 

Of all hospital and institutional building in 1936, 299 
projects valued at little more than $46,000,000 repre
sented new buildings for an average value of about 
$155,000 while 504 projects, aggregating .aln'.ost $28,-
000,000, represented alteration and moder111zat10n of .ex
isting facilities for an average of about $55,000 per Job. 

Another analysis of the hospital projects of 1936 dis
closes that of the total, 332 jobs valued at about $54,-
000 000 were undertaken by public agencies-local, state 
and' Federal ; the remaining 471 jobs, amounting .to 
approximately $20,000,000, were started by and with 
private funds . The average public project was valued 
at about $164,000 or about four times the size of the 
average private job. 

Still another approach indicates that in 1936 archi
tects planned 254 new hospital projects having a value 
of about $41,000,000 and 337 alteration jobs valued at 
about $23,000,000. The average architect-planned new 
project was about $162,000-much greater in size than 
the average nonarchitect planned project; the average 
alteration job planned by architects amounted almost to 
$68,000 in 1936 or more than twice the size of the aver
age nonarchitect-planned alteration project. 

More than 30 per cent of the total hospital construc
tion of 1936 occurred in the metropolitan area of New 
York. In 1935 this area accounted for only about one
fourth of the total. The St. Louis district (Western 
Tennessee, Southern Illinois, Eastern Missouri, Arkan
sas) in 1936 took second place outdistancing six areas 
which ranked ahead in 1935. 

For the initial five months of 1937 hospital construc
tion has been moderately better than in the correspond
ing period of 1936. That we will soon approach to levels 
of the late 1920's cannot fairly be drawn from current 
performance. However, as the national income expands 
-and no abrupt directional change in this respect ap
pears likely over the next two or three years-more of 
the underlying demands for newer and better hospital 
facilities will be filled. In this movement the architect, 
as in the past, will continue to play his accustomed role. 
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Building for the sick 
ly DR. HAVEN EMERSON 

DR. HAVEN EMERSON, distinguished 
authority on public health (past presi
dent of The American Public Health 
Association and now Professor of Pub
lic Health at The College of Physicians 
and Surgeons, Columbia Univ.I, states 
the probable present and future needs 
of hospita/i:ration. /n this article, espe
cially prepared for ARCHITECTURAL 
RECORD, he interprets the findings of 
The Hospital Survey for New York-of 
which he was the Director of Study
in terms of its national implications and 
significance. 

Seldom has any study resulted in con
clusions and recommendations more 
definitive-not only for Genera/ Hos
pitals but for many Special Hospitals; 
not only for Municipal Hospitals (pub
lic institutions! but for Voluntary Hos
pitals (private institutions supported by 
voluntary contributions I. 
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WITH THE PASSING of decades of geometrical rate of 
increases in the metropolitan population of the United States and 
the certainty that even the arithmetic increments of the past two 
decennia will not continue for the next generation, New York and 
some others of the older and more considerable urban aggregates 
of this continent are faced with an opportunity of definitive plan
ning for future construction of both homes and hospitals hereto
fore impracticable. 

The calculable probability that within the next twenty-five years 
the United States as a whole, and even such large fractions of its 
people as the 8.5 per cent found in the New York Metropolitan 
Area, will exhibit a balance between births and deaths resulting 
in a practically stationary population between 1960 and 1965, im
poses an obligation to cease the haphazard and opportunistic 
process of hospital building of the past hundred and fifty years 
as well as offering an occasion to bring order and plan into the 
equipment of our communities, essential for the most effective 
application of the medical sciences for care of the sick. 

The principal voluntary organization concerned with the support 
and common interests of voluntary hospitals in New York City is 
the United Hospital Fund, and it has been under its auspices that 
an independent general committee and its executive body or Study 
Committee undertook in 1935 an analysis of the organized care of 
the sick by institutions and agencies, with the object of revealing 
with all practicable exactness and in all useful detail the amount 
and character of facilities provided, the extent of their use, the cost 
of their establishment and operation and a projection of probable 
needs of the metropolitan community for such purposes in 1960. 

The report of this Hospital Survey for New York is now in 
process of publication, the first volume which has appeared being 
devoted to a description of the institutions and agencies now 
serving the 11,000,000 people of the area, to be followed in August 
by a volume on the financial and economic situation, and a sum
mary volume giving for the nontechnical reader the substance of 
the findings and conclusions to appear in July. 

HOSPITAL OCCUPANCY . . .. an examination 

Of all the 856 facilities for care of the sick (voluntary and pro
prietary), in the five boroughs of New York City and the five 
adjacent counties and parts of three others included in the area 
studied, 329 are general and special hospitals, 10 are homes for 
the chronically ill, and 56 are convalescent homes. 

Of the gross investment of approximately $714,844,000 in all 
inst itutions and agencies for the care of the sick, 90.7 per cent, or 
$648,333,000, is in hospitals. 
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U. S. NAVAL HOSPITAL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 
W. T. KARCHER and LIVINGSTON SMITH, ARCHITECTS 

Of the total annual operating costs 
of these services for the sick amount
ing to $109,244,000 (exclusive of de
preciation), 90.5 per cent, or $98,-
834,000, is for services for bed 
patients and dispensary patients in 
hospitals, the remainder being for 
such activities as visiting nursing, 
home care of the sick, and care in 
homes for the chronically ill and for 
convalescents. 

One further general or bulk figure 
will be worth bearing in mind in 
visualizing the volume of work, the 
traffic, or what we may call the pro
duction units of this complex and still 
uncoordinated public utility for the 
sick, namely, the number of patients 
served. 

In 1934, the last of the five years 
for which the collection and intensive 
analyses of facts was made, there 
were in all approximately 948.300 pa
tients who received 20,593.400 days 
of care in hospitals, and there were 
9,913,400 visits made by ambulatory 
or out-patients to hospital or inde
pendent dispensaries other than those 
serving exclusively the objects of 
health supervi sion. 

The city planner, the hospital 
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trustee, the philanthropist, the officer 
of civil government, the architect, 
builder and banker are all concerned 
with the mounting cost of the plant 
and equipment and in the expense of 
operation expressed in terms of pa
tient days or dispensary visits, and 
their first question will be of the 
future . What are the immediate and 
more remote needs for buildings or 
personal services to assure the most 
humane and competent application of 
the advancing knowledge of the ser
vices and arts which we call the prac
tice of medicine, and what of these 
can best be met by tax funds and 
what through voluntary organization 
and resources ? 

The conclusions and recommenda
tions of the Survey deal with a multi
tude of factors apart from and beyond 
those affecting building for replace
ment, ·expansion or new undertak
ings , but within the limits of this 
article only the opinions of major im
portance in which the architectural 
profession is certain to be interested 
will be presented. 

For the City of New York as for 
other political units of the metropol
itan area and. in fact. for any large 

Conrtesy PWA 

urban or suburban community in the 
United States, it is imperative that 
there be a permanent representative 
and authoritative planning group 
which should review and pass upon 
all proposals for major capital ex
penditures for organized care of the 
sick, especially those involving an in
crease of bed capacity of voluntary, 
municipal or county hospitals. 

Lack of such consideration of new 
and expansion projects for hospital 
building has led to a great wastage of 
investment and commonly to an over 
production of bed capacity or provi
sion for particular kinds of patients 
out of proportion to the need. The 
dual system of hospitals, that is , both 
governmental and voluntary institu
tions, usual in the majority of our 
cities, is found to be not only in
dispensable now as in the past for the 
best development of medical care, but 
desirable for the future in the interest 
of both taxpayers and voluntary con
tributors. Voluntary hospitals are 
used to much less than their capacity. 
It is believed that their operation 
will be more fully justified by their 
use to the fullest practicable extent 
by public charge patients for whose 
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:are civil government pays, and by 
ree patients, cared for at the expense 
>f the hospital. 

Until the average occupancy of 
~overnmental hospitals , i.e ., munic
pal and county institutions, is re
.luced to not more than 85 per cent 
)f their normal bed capacity, the 
'allowing changes should be made : 
(a) Conversion to services for ward 
)atients of some of the space now 
1ssigned to private patients in volun
:ary hospitals; ( b) more use of 
rnluntary hospitals by public charge 
patients, the cost of whose care 
>hould be paid for by the city; ( c) 
increase in bed capacity of the munic
ipal hospitals in New York City and 
:if both municipal and county hos
pitals in the outside area. 

It is recommended that there be no 
increase in the number of beds for 
private patients in the New York 
Metropolitan Area without the ap
proval of the authoritative planning 
group, but that where an institution 
can demonstrate a need for additional 
facilities for semi-private patients 
these be provided by a conversion of 
private patient rooms to this purpose. 

LARGE GENERAL HOSPITALS ... 
are more desirable 

The recommendation of major im
portance to architects and to all per
sons responsible for hospital provi
sion through tax funds , legacies, or 
voluntary contributions for patients 
with general medical and surgical 
conditions is that upon the desirable 
size of a general hospital. It is ad
vised that no more general hospitals 
of less than 200 beds be built in New 
York City or, except in unusual cir
cumstances, anywhere else in the 
metropolitan area. 

This conclusion has been arrived 
at as the result of experience and 
changes of a great variety among 
which the following are the more im
portant. The occupancy rate, i.e. , the 
percentage of normal capacity actu
ally used on the average throughout 
the year, in New York City is con
sistently higher in larger general 
hospitals than in the small institu
tions, particularly those of 100 beds 
or less. It is evident from respon
sible medical experience that this 
higher percentage of use in the larger 
hospitals is not a matter primarily of 
popularity, novelty of size or con
struction, exploitation, or age of the 
hospital, but is the inevitable result 
of the tendencies in and necessities 
for good care of the sick. A large 
hospital can afford a departmental 
organization of its administrative and 
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professional force, and a specializa
tion and perfection in a wide variety 
of diagnostic and therapeutic re
sources which are impossible for the 
smaller institutions to justify owing 
to the relative rarity of conditions 
calling for their employment among a 
more limited number of patients ap
plying or admitted for care. The in
creasing specialization of medicine 
imposes the responsibility on a hos
pital management to include specialist 
facilit ies in their institution for the 
patient with some quite usual illness 
who develops complicating conditions 
often cared for only in certain spe
cial hospitals. Inclusive diagnostic 
and t reatment facilities for all variety 
of general medical and surgical pa
tients is expected by the patients, and 
is found necessary by the medical 
staff, and this can be economically 
provided only in a hospital with such 
numbers of beds as offers a wide 
range of experience with disease in 
all its complications. 

Then too the ease, safety and 
cheapness of public and private trans
portation make it quicker and more 
convenient than ever before for pa
tients to reach a large central base 
hospi tal when in need, and for their 
friends to visit them. In a large city 
the distance from home to a large 
hospital is no greater commonly than 
to what may be a neighborhood in
stitution of limited scope. 

Photn bv Lnuis H Dreyer 

---

KIPS BAY - YORKVILLE HEALTH AND 

TEACHING CENTER BLDG., NEW YORK 

HENRY C. PELTON ARCHITECT 

SMALL GENERAL HOSPITALS .. 
should be merged 

Smaller general hospitals with low 
occupancy rates should, with advan
tages of ; leconomy and service, be 
merged · with larger general hospitals, 
and such of the special hospitals 
as are relatively unoccupied, except 
those for tuberculosis and mental 
disease, should also be merged with 
general hospitals . 

In other words, the public and the 
medical profession benefit from the 
building and administrative control of 
large hospital units serving the widest 
practicable range of general illness 
under one management rather than 
by the maintenance of a similar bed 
capacity in several separate hospitals 
or in hospitals devoted to the surgical 
and medical specialties. Neighbor
hood hospitals to meet the special 
ambitions of some particular locality 
or group of physicians can seldom be 
justified by necessity, convenience, or 
the quality of care they can provide. 

The location of any new general 
hospital should be determined by the 
appropriateness of the site for hos
pit<tl use and convenience of access 
for patients and their friends and for 
the attending staff. Only on evidence 
of need of added hospital capacity 
for the community as a whole should 
a new hospital be approved, whatever 
may be the site selected. 

---=----

Health centers will lessen the bur· 
den of hospitals-provide preven
tive medicine and health education. 
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CHRONIC HOSPITALS .... 
need further development 

Among the special types of hospital 
for which increased use is foreseen in 
the immediate future is the institu
tion for the chronic sick. With the 
exception of Montefiore Hospital, 
recognized nationally as a model of 
humane care of such patients, and of 
the new hospital on Welfare Island 
now in course of construction, there 
is no plan or pattern of such institu
tions generally accepted, and there is 
much room for constructive imagina
tion in creating new and adequate 
buildings and grounds for those pa
tients who can not look forward to 
any other than an institutional ex
istence with medical and nursing care 
available for assistance. 

Some increase also in beds in con
valescent homes is needed, even 
though almost SO per cent of all con
valescent beds in the United States 
are within SO miles of New York 
City Hall. 

Construction and operating costs of 
convalescent homes (not more than 
half those of a general hospital) are 
good reasons for providing institu
tions for convalescent patients who 
do not need further hospital care but 
are not yet fit to resume their normal 
lives. 

MATERNITY HOSPITALS .... 
expansion not needed 

No more hospital beds are needed 
in New York City or the remainder 
of the metropolitan area for the care 
of maternity patients now, nor will 
additional hospital construction for 
this purpose be required in the near 
future . The inevitable corollary of 
an increasing average age of the 
population is a declining birth rate. 
Even if maternity hospitals are used 
to no more than 80 per cent of their 
bed capacity and maternity patients 
occupy their beds for no more than 
the usual 11 days there will be for 
some years to come a generous sur
plus of capacity. A continued decline 
in the birth rate, which can be pre
dicted with some confidence, will still 
further postpone the need for any ad
dition to hospital bed capacity for 
maternity patients. 

TUBERCULOSIS and MENTAL 
HOSPITALS . . .. 

increased use foreseen 
There are needed in general hos
pitals in the New York Metropolitan 
Area l ,6SO more beds for observa
tion, diagnosis, and temporary treat
ment of mental patients, as well as 
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PROPERTY INVESTMENT P E R B E 

R A N G E 
High Low Ave rag 

Voluntary Gene ral Hospitals ... $26,919 $1,667 $10,19 
Municipa l General Hospitals . .. . . .. . ... . 22,276 4,871 9,04 
Special Hospitals (exclusive of acu t e communicable disease, 

mental disease , and tuberculosis ) . . . 17,510 1,500 6,66 
Acute Communicable Disease H·ospit al s ... . 9,350 4 ,503 6,12 
Mental Hospitals ... . . .... ...... . 12,857 3,878 5,0l t 
Tuberc ulosis Hospital s . .... .. . . . ......... . .. .. .. .. . 16,060 2,047 4,46 

OPERATING C 0 ST P E R PATIENT D Al 

(Exc lusive of interest on indebtedness, nonoperating expense, and dep re c iation) 

Vo luntary Hospitals . . .. 
Municipal Hospitals 
Voluntpry General Hospitals . 
Munic ipal General Hospita ls. . ... 

R A 

High 

$17 .9 7 
7.24 

17 .97 
4 .92 

N G E 

Low 

$1.25 
1.68 
3 .26 
2.46 

A v E R A G I 
(Ward 

(All patients 
patients) only) 

$5.51 $5.3'.L 
3 . 12 3.21 
5.93 5.43 
3.24 3 .3 8 

Special Hospitals (excluding acute communicable 
diseases, mental, and tuberculosis ) . . . 

Acute Communicable Disease Hospita ls .. 
Mental Hospitals .... 
Tuberculosis H ospital s 

the building of several new state hos
pitals for mental disease of approxi
mately l,S00-2,000 bed capacity. 

For tuberculosis patients there are 
needed in New York City at least 
1,900 more hospital beds in expanded 
or new institutions than the Board of 
Estimate has provided for in its Cor
porate Stock Budget. 

Upon no other single facility does 
the further progress of the success
ful campaign against tuberculosis so 
much depend as on the provision of 
not less than 1.S beds per annual 
death from this disease. New York 
City with one bed per annual tuber
culosis death has all its munic
ipal tuberculosis hospitals constantly 
crowded to over 100 per cent of nor
mal capacity, some of them in the 
peak load season to as much as 140 
per cent of capacity and always a 
waiting list of 300 or more patients 
in the active stage of the disease who 
should be immediately removed from 
their homes to prevent infection of 
other members of their families . 

For syphilis and gonorrhea more 
of the general hospitals should open 
their ward facilities until there are at 
all times 1,000 beds in New York 
City for nonpay patients with these 
diseases who require temporary hos
pital treatment . 

For cancer patients there is needed 
an increase of such general hospital 
facilities as comply with the stand
ards of the American College of 
Surgeons for approved cancer clinics, 

I 1.26 1.68 4.78 
7.24 3.95 4 .96 
7.37 0.92 1.52 
3.54 1.25 2 .29 

where the range of resources neces
sary for diagnosis and treatment of 
cancer of any stage and anatomical 
site may be offered. 

Such a moderate program of ex
pansion of existing hospital plants, 
and for the building of new hospitals, 
will be adequate for immediate and 
future needs only if the recommended 
development of better out-patient or 
dispensary facilities for ambulatory 
patients, a doubling of the present 
number of visiting nurses for bedside 
care of the sick in their homes, and 
the organization under the new City 
Charter for New York City by the 
Department of Hospitals of medical 
care of patients whose home condi
tions permit of their adequate treat
ment without removal to a hospital, 
are provided . 

Among the benefits to be expected 
from a coordination of existing 
agencies and institutional resources 
for the sick will be a growth of those 
services requiring little capital invest
ment in plant and equipment and a 
more generous use of personal ser
vJCes of physicians and nurses for 
home care of patients now unneces
sarily admitted to hospitals . 

The summary tables above will 
give an idea of the range in invest
ment in hospital plant and equipment 
per patient bed, and in the operating 
cost per patient day (exclusive of in
terest on indebtedness, nonoperating 
expense and depreciation) in New 
York City in 1934. 
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New Standards • 1n Hospital Design 
By CHARLES F. NEERCAARD 

E MERGI NG, as we are, from the de
pression-faced with many changed 
and changing conditions-it seems 
timely to consider the future of hos
pitalization and especially the basic 
problems of hospital planning. 

The factors influencing and defin
ing the need for new standards of de
sign are increasingly apparent. To 
the forefront stands the demand for 
greater economy of operation as well 
as of construction. With the rising 
flood of taxes, the redistribution of 
wealth, the thousands of new and old 
poor who will be the hospitals' re
sponsibility for years to come, there 
is little likelihood that the earnings 
and contributions will, in our time, 
reach the high levels of clays past, 
and the hospital, if it is to continue 
to maintain its old standards and 
progress with medical science, must 
find ways to save. 

The architect, engineer, and con
sultant must restudy the hospital as 
a new problem; subordinating the 
ambition to create a monument (large 
or small) to the urgent necessity of 
an efficient building which will house 

eue.TIJJN WJIU 
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MR. CHARLES F. NEERGAARD, the au· 
thor of this article, is chairman of the 
Committee on Hospital Planning and 
Equipment of the American Hospital 
Association. During the past · twenty 
years he has acted as consultant in the 
planning of many of the outstanding hos
pitals in the east. 

more effectively the multitudinous 
activities of the modern hospital. 

It is essentially a functional plan 
of many elements interrelated, over
lapping, constantly used. Through its 
corridors flow many streams of traf
fic-patients, visitors, doctors, nurses, 
employees, food, and supplies-and 
they must be able to come and go 
directly, quietly, and without confu
sion. Its machinery must operate clay 
and night, year in and year out, with 
failure hazardous. It houses a com
plex organization which in the past 
has often led the designer to create 
a complicated building and an over
elaborate mechanical plant, costly to 
const ruct and costly to operate. 

Thus the building must be soundly 
planned, flexible in arrangement with 
waste space and waste motion re-

ELEVA rtoN AT LocKER. 510L 

clucecl to a m1111mu111 in the blueprint 
stage, and materials and equipment 
specified which will figure a minimum 
of expense for upkeep. 

The high price of hospital care is 
largely responsible for the wide gap 
between hospital use and the poten
tial demand ; this cost must and can 
be brought down by the elimination 
of the unnecessary and the develop
ment of a more efficient type of hospi
tal plant. The American Hospital As
sociation for several years has stressed 
the extravagance of the large number 
of unused hospital beds. It is a well 
established fact that a hospital oper
ates most efficiently when its average 
bed occupancy is approximately 80 
to 85 per cent of capacity. Far too 
many voluntary hospitals have been 
showing a bed occupancy of less than 
60 per cent with the country-wide 
average under 70 per cent. As an oc
cupied bed represents waste in main
tenance as well as in initial expense, 
here lies the greatest opportunity for 
savings.* 

*" Building For The Sick," in this issue, pages 
113- 116, develops this necessity. 
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FIGURE 1: PLANS AND ELEVATION OF CONVERTIBLE ROOM 
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12' -0" x 15' -0" x 9' -6" 
1,710 cu. ft. 
855 cu. ft . per bed 
90 sq. ft . per bed 
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l5' -0" x 25' -10" x 10' -6" 792 cu. ft . per bed 
3,962 cu. ft. 75 sq. ft. per bed 

Rooms and Wards 

Obviously, an elastic plan where 
fewer beds can take care of a given 
average demand, offers the best for
mula for the unoccupied bed prob
lem. The Convertible Room, devel
oped by the writer and used in many 
institutions, is shown in fig. 1. With 
but a slight increase in the normal 
private-room size, provision is made 
for the accommodation of a second 
bed when required. Thus a private 
pavilion of SO rooms may be expanded 
to accommodate 100 patients. With 
the present rapid growth of the group 
prepayment plan in many cities, which 
covers the cost of semi-private ac
commodations, undoubtedly the fu
ture will see this plan extended to 
the ward patient at lower rates, which 
will emphasize the need for accom
modations for the private ward pa
tient. Here, again, an elastic plan is 
a valuable feature. Referring to fig . 
2, the 4-bed ward, slightly increased 
in size over common practice, can 
accommodate a fifth bed when the oc
casion demands. 

With the use of these standard 
room sizes, which can be readily 
superimposed, it is possible to 
achieve uniformity in the exterior 
with ideal lighting and ventilation for 
each bed. 

The solaria, provided on each floor , 
should be equipped with nurses' sig
nals so that these spaces may be used 
for beds in times of epidemic or catas
trophe. Where the convertible rooms 
and wards are used space should be 
arranged on each floor for the storage 
of extra beds when not in use. 
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FIGURE 2: PLAN OF A 
CONVERTIBLE 4-BED WARD 

Operating Rooms 

A large proportion of the people 
who go to a hospital need surgical 
care and the operating room is the 
scene of most of the triumphs and 
tragedies of both surgeon and patient. 
There is no more exacting task fac
ing the designer of a general hospital 
than the planning of the operating 
suite. Surgery is the most highly 
specialized branch of the medical 
profession. The average surgeon is 
a pronounced individualist. The tech
nique in his operating room must be 
not only quiet, swift and flawless, but 
essentially his own--and each room 
is used by many surgeons. Every de
tail must be studied from many 
angles : floor space adequate for the 
convenient placing of the complicated 
furniture and equipment, yet not so 
large as to involve unnecessary steps, 
powerful shadowless lights, enabling 
the surgeon to work in a deep inci
sion, supplemented by an emergency 
lighting system which can be switched 
on instantly should the regular cur
rent fail; provision for the steriliza
tion of instruments, utensils and sup
plies ; compressed air and suction and 
many other mechanical resources, 
conveniently available and precisely 
regulated ; perfect control of tempera
ture combined with the introduction 
of clean, filtered air and the removal 
of foul air and odors; the regulation 
of humidity adding sufficient moisture 
to the dry air of winter to avoid static 
sparks which might explode the gases 
used in anaesthesia and, in summer, 
removing the excessive humidity for 
the comfort of surgeons and nurses-

and perhaps cooling. The latter are 
all elements of air conditioning, m
volving many modifications of the 
customary formulas of air condition
ing engineers.** 

In each room must be incorporated 
many and varied resources of the 
most modern type, in such a way as 
to gain the approval of the many 
surgeons and nurses who must use 
them. In fig . 3 is shown an operat
ing room lay-out which has been used 
in scores of hospitals . This plan is the 
cumulative result of the ideas and 
suggestions of many surgeons and 
nurses, yet some invention of tomor
row may make it obsolete. 

The science of noise control has 
progressed far. New acoustical mate
rials have been developed with high
absorption coefficients which, applied 
to ceilings of corridors, quiet rooms, 
nurseries, delivery rooms and labor 
rooms, etc., reduce the noise levels 
to a point where the hospital becomes 
a place of peace and quiet. With 
greater competition and lowered pri
ces it will soon be practical to use 
acoustical treatment in every patient's 
room. 

Noiseless hardware, friction hinges 
and soft rubber bumpers and roller 
latches eliminate some of the most 
disturbing noises from which patients 
have long suffered. Engineers have 
learned how to control vibrations of 
machinery, to insulate and wall off 
noisy equipment. Quiet flush valves 
and toilets have at last been perfected 
and even the problem of the rush and 
roar of water through the pipe is 
reaching a practical solution. 

Hospital construction in the imme
diate future will be largely along the 
lines of reconstruction, and additions. 
There are countless institutions which 
are struggling under the handicaps 
of inadequate, poorly-designed, anti
quated plants. Many of these are now 
being modernized, rearranged and ex
panded, and reborn to a new life of 
service. 

As an illustration of what can be 
done, there is a city of approximately 
20,000 inhabitants and serving it and 
an area almost twice as large, a typi
cal hospital of the early nineties. It 
was, for those days, a very modern 
building, with 95 becls. More than 
25 years have passed: the one-time 
ample hospital is now outgrown, its 
quarters crowded with extra beds in 
wards and solaria, maternity patients 
and children scattered among medical 
and surgical cases, the x-ray depart
ment in the basement between the 

**"Hospital Air Conditioning," in this issue, 
pages 147-149. presents a more detailed study. 
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SECTION B·B 

kitchen and laundry, a laboratory 
built on to the nurses' home, where 
not infrequently an overflow of pa
tients is also lodged. There is but one 
major operating room and minor 
surgical work is handled in the anaes
theti zing room. The only provision 
for out-patients is in a small emer
gency room: the administrative space 
available fo r the superintendent, sec
retary, business and admitting office 
is scarcely large enough for a super
intendent's office alone. 

The entire communitv as well as 
those connected with 'the hospital 
have long been dissati sfied and some
thing had to be done. Two schemes 
were considered : one, to scrap the old 
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SECTION A-A 
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SECTION C·C 

hospital and build a medical center 
hospital ·with floors for doctors ' of
fices, a pharmacy, shops, etc. , which 
ran to an impractical $1,500,000; the 
other, to secure a new and better site 
upon which to build a 100-bed .hos
pital at $750,000, continuing the old 
institution as an emergency unit, 
with the increased overhead inciden
tal to two buildings. 

At this point a consultant was 
called in and after a careful survey 
of the needs of the community and 
its doctors, a satisfactory solution was 
reached. The illustrations tell the 
story. The main entrance drive ·will 
lead through lanclscapecl grounds to 
a clignifiecl central unit, replacing an 

SECTION D-D 

encl door on a narrow street; a new 
·wing is added to balance the old and 
is designed for future enlargement; 
the original building, completely rear
ranged, adequately houses the admin
istration offices, laboratories, and a 
new · department of physical therapy. 
Badly needed clinic facilities are 
added with wards on the upper floors, 
completely redesigned and re
equipped. An enlarged laundry, store
rooms and an emergency accident 
unit are located in the old basement . 

In the new wing is a modern 
kitchen designed for central tray 
service, and dining rooms, with pri
vate and semi-private pati ents' rooms 
on the upper floors. In the surgical 
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unit are two major operating rooms 
and one minor, with a large staff con
ference room adjacent. By the use 
of the convertible room the normal 
capacity of the new hospital, 140 beds, 
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may be increased to 160, and a peak 
load of 185 patients can be accom
modated when beds are placed in 
solaria. 

Finally, instead of spending $750,-

000 to $1,500,000 for new buildings, 
as had been variously proposed, the 
city will only require $400,000 for 
the complete improvement of its hos
pital plant which will be as good as 
new and adequate for many years of 
service. The institution described is 
the Glens Falls Hospital, for which 
Milton L. Crandell is the architect. 
The wing on the left of the floor 
plans is the old building, 50 ft. in 
width; that on the right shows the 
more efficient and economical layout 
possible in a narrower building. 
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Underground service and walking tunnels connect all buildings 
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1591h ST 
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PATIENTS' AND VISITORS' ENTRANCE 
ADMINISTRATIVE ENTRANCE 

QUEENS GENERAL HOSPITAL, NEW YORK CITY 
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JOHN E . KLEIST , ASSOCIATE 
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AERIAL VIEW 

SCHEDU L E OF E QUIPMENT AN D 

FOUNDATIONS 
AND TUNNELS 

FRAME 

WATERPROOF
ING 

PARTITIONS 

EXTERIOR 

Cop i ng and 
Panels 

Window Sills 

Platforms and 
Parapet Rail 

Sash 

Doors 

Roofs 

INTERIOR 

Floors 

Re info rced co ncrete 

Structu ra l steel and t erra cotta arches, re in
force d co nc rete joists 
Structural steel and c in der cone . arches 

Bitum ino us membrane waterproofing subs urfa ce 
construct ion 

J" T.C. blocks @ * 
Face b rick (mottled sa lmon-orange) @ 

Sandstone @ 

Slate (black) @ 

Galv. W .I. I 

Doub le-hung and casement (steel) I 
Double-hung steel 2-8 
Monitor type 8 

Bronze-covere d (woo d core) i-5 
W ood (white pine) 6, 7, 8 

Built-up asphaltic slag surfaced @ 
Red quarry ti le, sun deck I , set backs 2, 3 

Terrazzo-halls I , 2, 3, 4, 5, and solaria I , 2 
Linoleum-wards and rooms I (lead-proofed in 

x-ray) 
Wood-quartered white oak parquet-roo ms 2, 
3, 4 
Cement finish-basement 1-5 

all floors 6, 7, 8 
all tunnels 

Quarry tile-boilar room 
kitchens I , 2, 3 

Ceramic flint tile-operating rooms 
all toilets @ 
autopsy and embalming 5 

INTERIOR 
Wall Finish 

Ceilings 

Doors and 
Trim 

Ha rd ware 

Stai r Con 
struction 

MECHANICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

Heating 

Pip e 

Radiators 

(Con t inued on page 159) 

* I . Main Building 2 . Nurses' Home 3. Staff House 
7. Garage 8. Laundry and Power-house @All Buildings 
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4. Employees' Home 

4 7 5 B EDS 

Phofo b:y Aerial E:rp/orotio11s , inc. 

MAT ER I ALS 

G lazed t ile-W hi te: To ilets and c leaners' closets, 
Wa inscor@ 

Operat ing un its I , wainscot @ 
Autop<y room and embalm ing 5 , wa in
scot@ 

Glazed ti le-Green : Corridors I 
Cem e nt Plaste r- Basement @ 

All rooms 5-8, except as noted 
Whit e Plaste r-@ exce p t as noted 

Offi ces 5, 8 ; waiting rooms 6 
English sycamore aod Padouk inla id veneer
tea k base; boa rd room 

Whi t e plaster @, except where walls are ce
ment p laster 
Acoustical, ha lls and maternity section I 

Wood doors-white oak veneered @ , excep t 
hol low meta I at fire stairs 
(X-rayed proofed in X-ra y ro:ims) 
Slide-up type 7 
Trim: hollow meta l and wood 

Bronze @ 

Steel, Alberine stone treads 1-4 
Cement treads 5-8 

2-pipe vacuum steam system 
(40 lb. pressure for kitch e ns; 60 lb. press ure 
for ster ilize rs and laundry) 

Bethlehem Steel 

Cast-iron tube type- Pierce- Butler-Pi erce @ 
Convecior typ e - Rome Brass (in ch ildren's 
ward ) I 
Copper fin radiation-Tra ne Co . (operat ing 
rooms) I 

5. Mortuary Building 6. Industrial Building 
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rc;-i i r1so' 

BASEMENT FLOOR 

I. Butcher shop 9. Scullery 17. Clerks' dining room 26. Examining rooms 

2. Dairy room I 0. Food truck storage 18. Cafeteriu 27. Accident ward 

3. Bread room 11 . Dietitian's office 19. Blower room 28. Emergency admitting office 

4. Vegetable preparatio-n 12. Dietetic kitchen 20. Record storage 29. Pharmacy 

5. Pastry shop 13. Dishwashing 21 . Female help's dining room 30. Isolation rooms 

6. Main kitchen 14. Cafeteria 

7. Office 15. Kitchen help's d ining room 

8. Stores 16. Male help's din ing room 

MAIN BUILDING, west elevation 

BUILDING 

TYPES 

/ 

23. Me n' s tub room 

24. Women's tub room 

25. Clothes room 

31. Patients' clothes room 

32. Mattress room 

33 . Storage space 

Photo by Dwi,qht N . Streeter ..,.... ,.._,_., ~ 

·I 
11 
11 

'h I__ 

ri 
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P hotos by Dwight N. Streeter 

MAIN BUILDING, east elevation 

fls IID jlJ [---------*= t l -a oo a~~ 
9 ~ ~ I I 

TYPICAL WARD FLOOR 

I. Solaria 7. Laboratory 

2. Wards 8. Single ro·oms 

3. Linen storage 9. Charge nurse 

4. Utility room 10. Tub room 

5. Medical treatment room 11 . Dining room 

6. Examining room 12 . Nurses' station 

13. Kitchen and serving pantry 
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MEZZANINE 

FIRST FLOOR 

I. Radiographic rooms 11 . Ear, nose and throat clinic 21 . Isolation 28. Hospital office 

2. Fluoroscopy rooms 12. Eye clinic 22. Gynecology 29. Admission 

3. Fracture G .U. rooms 13. Record room 23 . Genito-urinary department 30. Offices 

4. Offices 14. Operating room 24. Assistant superintendent of 31 . Storeroom 

5. Fi.Im storage room 15. Waiting room nurses ' office 32. Supplies 

6. Film viewing room 16. Pharmacy 25. Superintendent of nurses ' 33. Deep therapy 

7. Film developing darkroom 17. Social service office 34. Superficial therapy 

8. Fracture and cystoscopy room 18. Visi,ting doctors ' cloakroom 26. Deputy medical superintend- 35. Rad ium treatment 

9. Physiotherapy department 19. Pediatric ent's office 36. Telephone switchboard 

10. Dental clin ic 20. Cardiac 27. Medical superintendent's suite 

a. Treatment rooms b. Examining rooms c. History 

TYPICAL WARD 
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I . Fan room 

2. Operating rooms 

3. Sterilizing room 

4. Scrub-up room 

5. Instrument room 

I . Nurses roo·m 

2. De livery rooms 

3. Steri lizing rooms 

4. Doctors' scrub-up room 

5. Doctors ' room 

OPERATING ROOM 

OPERATING ROOM FLOOR 

6. Anesthetizing room 

7. Wo·rkroom 

8. Nurses' room 

9. Doctors' room 

I 0 . Storeroom 

MATERNITY 

6. Labo·r room 

7. Private room 

8. Semi-pri.vate room 

9. Ward 

10. Loggia 

I I. Bacteria laboratory 

12. Serology laboratory 

13 . Pathology 

14. Museum and library 

15. Chemistry laboratory 

DIVISION FLOOR 

I I. Storeroom 

12. Utility room 

13. Linen room 

14. Nursery 

15. Charge nurse 

SUN DECK 
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17. Office 

18. Animal rooms 

20. Photography rooms 

10 

16. Infants' bath 

17. Serving kitchen 

18 . Serving pantry 

19. Washroom 

20 . Tub room 

'-...:: ---
---~ 
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MORTUARY BUILDING, north elevation 
Photos by Dn1i.oht N . Streeter 

I . Serv ice entrance 

2. Emba lming room 

3. Genera l autopsy 

4. Docfor's office 

BUILD I NG 

T Y PE S 

THE TWO 9UADRANTS seen on the end wall of the chapel are designed to enable officers 
of the law, posted within, to listen to conversations or vows which may tal1e place over 
the body chamber and which may assist in the solution of a crime associated with the 
deceased. 

The purpose of these chambers is, of course, not apparent to those within the chapel 
nor is there any suggstion of the existence of the listening posts. The square indicated 
between them indicates the 9lass panel through which the head of the deceased may 
be viewed. 

15 15 

16 16 

16 16 
14 

6 12 13 

15 15 

MORTUARY BUILDING, FIRST FLOOR 

5. Mortuary office 9. Chapel 13. Storeroom 

6. Contagio·us disease autopsy room 10. Stenographer's office 14. Labo·ratory 

room 7. Public lobby 11 . Pathologist's office 15 . Toilets 

0. Work space 12 . Medical examiner's office 16. Mortuary refrigerators 
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Mortuary Building Industrial Building Garages Laundry Stores Power-house 

GENERAL VIEW OF SERVICE BUILDINGS. The Industrial Building (extreme left) provides waitin9 rooms and toilets for 

ambulance drivers and internes as well as carpenter, paint, and electrical shops. 

Laundry 

I . Laundry room 

2. Female toilet 

3. Male toilet 

4. Sorting and distributing room 

for staff laundry 

5. Sorting and di.stributing room 

for hospital laundry 

6. Mending room 

7. Office 

8. Storekeeper's office and re-

ceiving ro,om 
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SERVICE BUILDINGS, FIRST FLOOR 

Stores 

9. Groceries storeroom 18. 

10. General refrigerator 19. 

II . Fish refrigerator 20. 

12. Fruit refrigerator 21 . 

13. Butter and egg refrigerator 22 . 

14. Meat refrigerator 23. 

1.5. Fresh meat storage 24. 
16. Cutting room 25. 

17. Distributing room 

24 

25 

Power-house 

Refrigerator machine room 

Ice machine 

Ice storage room 

Incinerator room 

Engineer's office 

Toilets and locker room 

Boiler room 

Balco·ny 
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ORR I DOR 

NURSES' HOME BUILDING, TYPICAL FLOOR 

I. Solaria 

2. Bedrooms 

3. Bathrooms 

4. Toilets 

NURSES' HOME BUILDING, showing guardhouse. In the basement are provided kitchen and storerooms, 
help's dining room, social hall, laundry, and trunk storage space. On the first floor are the nurses' main 
dining room with serving pantry, reception room, as well as suites for the superintendent of nurses, 
the chief dietitian and other eJCecutive nurses. Terraces occur on the fourth and fifth floors. 
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NURSES' HOME STAFF HOUSE 

D 

STAFF HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR 

I . Medical superintendent's suite 
a. Living room 

b. Dining room 

c. Kitchen 
d. Chamber 

2. ln ternes ' bedrooms 
3. Washro·om and toilet 
4. Reception room 

5. Dining room 

6. Kitc hen 
7. Serving pantry 
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EMPLOYEES' DORMITORY 

NURSES' HOME includes 132 single rooms 
and 4 suites 12 rooms and bath each!. 
STAFF HOUSE includes 40 single i:ooms 
and 2 apartments 11 • 5 rooms, 1 • 6 rooms I. 
EMPLOYEES' DORMITORY includes 75 
single rooms. 

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES: A billiard 
room is provided in the basement of the 
Staff House. A social hall for dances 
and entertainment is provided in the 
baseme11t of the Nurses' Home. 

Two concrete tennis courts (integral 
green coloring was used in the concrete! 
are for the joint use of nurses and staff. 
These courts have been designed to pro- . 
vide ice skating in the winter. 

INTERIOR VIEWS I opposite I, showing 
(above! OUT • PATIENTS' WAITING 
ROOM, with record room and infor. 
mation desk, and (below) the MAIN 
KITCHEN. 
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HA GENERAL HOSPITAL 560 BEDS 

U.S. MARINE HOSPITAL, STAP L ETON, NEW YORK 
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A GENERAL HOSPITAL 5 6 0 B EDS 

KENNETH M. MURCHISON THE NORTH WING includes: on the base
ment mezzanine level the main kitchen 
and all food preparation and storage 
rooms. On the second floor: the em
ployees' and staff dining rooms. On the 
third floor: the dining room for ombu
latory patients. The fourth (top) floor 
is devoted to the surgical unit, which 
consists of 5 operating rooms, cysto
scopy room, as well as scrub-up, steriliz
ing and doctors' rooms. 

WILLIAM H GOMPERT 

TACHAU & VOUGHT 

ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS 

BUILDING 

TYPES 

THE CENTER SECTION (7 floors) pro
vides for clinical laboratories, physio
therapy department, a medical library 
-and a few internes' bedrooms on the 
top floor. 

FIRST FLOOR 

IN ADDITION to wards (14 beds each), each floor includes two isolation suites, consisting 
of a room and bath, to which may be added two adjacent rooms providing space for 1, 
3, or 5 isolation cases in each wing or the floor. Two special protected rooms are also 
provided on each floor for mentally disturbed patients. 

Special feature of the U. S. Marine Hospital is the service corridor arrangement, located 
on the basement mezzanine floor. This corridor permits routing of food trucks from the 
main kitchen (on the same level> to service elevators which open to diet kitchens on ward 
floors. All other service traffic-supplies, rubbish, etc.-is similarly routed, thus obviating 
the necessity of such traffic through ward or main corridors. 
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HOSPITAL 4 0 0 BEDS 

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

HERBERT G. CRISP, JAMES R. 

EDMONDS, JR . , SMITH AND MAY 

ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS 

ART H UR J . LOMAS , M.D . 

CONSULTANT 

71 PRIVATE ROOMS 
65 SEMI-PRIVATE BEDS 

264 WARD BEDS 

___ 1 Hte rio r Ph otos b)' ! . H. Schaefer & S on 
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A G E N E R A L 

WARD 

OPERATING ROOM FLOOR 
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HOSPITAL 4 0 0 B EDS 

OPERATING ROOM 

TYPICAL WARD FLOOR 
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SURGICAL OPERATING AND 

Photo by Cosmas V . Cosmades 

BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

J A M ES H . RITCHIE AND ASSOCIATES 

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS 

GROUND FLOOR 
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WA R D P A V L 0 

EIGHTH FLOOR 

o· 65' 

NINTH FLOOR 

THE GROUND FLOOR, which is con
nected by ramped underground corridors 
to all the buildings of the hospital, is 
used for the receiving and discharge of 
all patients in the entire hospital of 
1,700 beds, all ambulance cases are ad
mitted through the e1mbulance court, and 
all ambulatory cases through entrance 
of admitting lobby, the discharge lobby 
being entirely separate from the admit
ting and ambulance receiving lobbies. 

BUILDING 
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sa LA .... U"'1 

N 2 9 6 B E D s 

THE FIVE FLOORS directly above the 
ground floor each contain two ward 
units, a total of ten wards or 296 beds. 
An amphitheater seating 250 persons, 
with operating facilities, is located on 
the first floor and extends through the 
second floor. The eye operating service 
is located on the second floor. Above 
the five floors of wards are located the 
operating services. 

SECOND FLOOR 
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BEDS 

SISTERS OF MERCY HOSPITAL, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA 

STEPHENSON AND MELDRUM 

ARCHITECTS 

A MODERN reinforced concrete struc
ture. Cantilivered balconies surround its 
garden court and permit maximum light 
for wards and rooms. A disconnecting 
lobby isolates the operating suite from 
entry of unsterile persons, control be
ing effected by the nurse stationed in the 
sterilizing room. 
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A GENERAL 

ECOND FLOOR 
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Plans courtesy "Moderll Hospital" 
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A N u R s E s I H 0 M E A N D 

KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL NEW YORK CITY 
LeROY P . WARD, INC., ARCHITECTS 

SCHEDULE OF E(j)UIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

FOUNDATIONS 
FRAME 
EXTERIOR 

Walls 

Trim 

Sash. 

Metalwork 

Roofs 

Doors 

Waterproof
ing 

Reinforced concrete 

Structural steel-cinder concrete arches 

Hand-made James River Colonial (face brick) 
Glass brick (kitchen wall at areaway)-Owens
lllinois Glass Co. 

Granite (base course; terrace walls, steps and 
paving) 

Indiana Limestone (coping, cornice , sills, and 
panels) 

Encaustic Tile (panels over fir st floor arches) 

Double-hung wood sash; steel sash (in stair
ways) ; bronze casement sash (in roof shelter 

and assembly room) 

Galvanized wrought iron (grilles, railings) 
Ornamental hard lead (spandrel panels) 

Built-up asphaltic with quarry tile (flat roofs) 
Hand-made lta lia n roofing tiles (sloping roofs) 
-Ludowici-Celedon 

Extruded bronze and wood 

Waterproofing oil added to mortar 
Ammonium Stearate added to concrete 
Asphaltic membrane spandrel waterproofing 
Copper and lead-coated copper flashings 

(Continued 
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INTERIOR 
Partitions 

Floors and 
Base 

Wainscot 

Walls 

on page 157) 

3" and 4" terra cotta tile 

Terrazzo; except : 
Quarry tile (kitchens and food preparation 

rooms, laundries) 
Quartered oak (living rooms) 
Maple (assembly room) 
Flint tile (toilets and cleaner closets) 
Rubber tile (panels of corridors and library) 
Colored ceramic tile (dressing and shower 

rooms) 
Cement (storage and mechanical rooms) 

Faience tile (staff dining rooms) 
Glazed terra cotta (corridors)-Nat. Tile Co. 
Mahogany (lobby, assembly room, library, and 
sludy) 

Semi-matt colored tile (kitchens, toilets , cleaner 
closets) 

White plaster-3 coats ; except: 
Mosaic tile (entrance vestibule) 
Semi-matt colored tile (kitchens, food prepara

tion rooms, pantries, and toilets) 
Glazed terra cotta or hollow tile (stairways, 

laundries, swimming pool and gallery)-Nat. 
Tile Co . 
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FIRST FLOOR 

IN THE BASEMENT; the main kitchen, food prepara· 
tion and food storage rooms, laundries, trunk storage 
room, various machine and mechanical equipment 
rooms, also a 20'x60' swimming pool-9'-5" greatest 
depth and 3'-6" minimum. The pool is equipped with 
underwater lighting and controlled ozonator water 
purification apparatus. On one side of the pool is a 
small spectators' gallery; the other side provides 
access to a hair drying room, as well a s to showers 
and dressing rooms. 

ON THE SECOND FLOOR: training school facilities in· 
clude various classrooms, a study seating 60 aAd a 
large assembly room seating 650. This room extends 
two floors-at one end a stage-at the other a small 
balcony on which can be placed a portable projection 
machine. The seating is removable for dances, small 
storage i-ooms being provided for the storage of the 
seats. The assembly room and stage are equipped 
with complete theatrical lighting. 
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A.C.R.-Assistant cook's room . 
A.V.-Ambulance vest ibule 
C.R.-Cook's room 
D.K.-Darkroom 
D.R.-Doctor's room 
EXN .-Examination room 
H.N.-Head nurse 
J .-Janitor's closet 
JAN.-Janitor's room 
K.S.-Kitchen storage 
LAB.-Laboratory 
M.D.R.-Men''s dining room 
N.&W.P.D.R.-Nurses' and women 

patients' dining room 
O.H.N.-Office of head nurse 
N.S.-Nurses' statio n 
REC'P'T.-Reception room 
S.-Stretcher 
ST.-Stores 
SURG.-Surgery 
¥ .-Vestibule 

SANATOR.IUM 
(AOUl.T S ) 

BU I LDING 
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Hospita I Air Conditioning 
By VICTOR F. CRAHN, engineer, of Tenney and Ohmes, Inc., Consulting Engineers 

THE AMERICAN Hospital Asso
ciation reports that in recent years air 
conditioning has increasingly been in
cluded as desirable hospital equip
ment . A survey has shown, as might 
be expected, that the majority of in
stallations have been made in the 
southern states ; and at the present 
t ime operating rooms and suites lead 
all other hospital areas in being air 
conditioned. This choice, where gen
eral air conditioning has not been 
within the means of the · institution, 
is not difficult to understand because 
operating rooms, above all others, re
quire conditions as nearly perfect and 
as completely controllable as can be 
obtained. Among the benefits cited 
for the patient, air conditioned oper
ating rooms are said to result in less 
bleeding during an operation, greater 
post-operation comfort, and general 
freedom from possible discomfort or 
nervousness caused by excessive heat. 

Mt. Sinai Hospital, in New York 
City, has demonstrated the decided 
preference of the doctors for an air 
conditioned operating room in which 
to work. In this hospital no air con
ditioning was originally provided fo r 
the operating theater and operating 
rooms-which were located on the top 
floor of the Administration Building 
and faced north. An expansion pro
gram obliged facing additional operat
ing rooms of the new Semi-Private 
Pavilion to the west and due to this 
exposure the problem of heat absorp
tion became acute. Provision was 
made for cooling of the air supply 
necessary to absorb this heat but no 
special refrigerating plant was pro
vided, the load being taken from the 
central and general refrigerating 
plant. With this slight cooling effect 
a demand was made for lower tem
peratures, and two years later a cen
tral water-cooling system was pro
vided and connected with the operat
ing room units. 

The operating rooms of the Semi
Private Pavilion were air conditioned 
while those of the older Private Pavil
ion were not. As a consequence, none 
of the doctors wanted to perform 
operations in the uncooled rooms
the cooled operating rooms were al
ways at a premium. Undoubtedly all 
operating rooms of Mt. Sinai Hos
pital will, ultimately, be air condi
tioned. 

BUILDING 
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The manner and design of the air 
conditioning plant as recently revised 
and now in operation at this hospital 
has been selected as a typical example 
for the air conditioning of operating 
rooms. 

As will be noticed in the accom
panying plan (fig. 1 ) , the operating 
rooms are admirably located. The 
sterilizing room and the scrub-up 
room are placed between one unit 
consisting of two opefating rooms. 
No sterilizers are located in the oper
ating rooms. 

Both the heating and cooling of the 
operating rooms could best be done 
by a central fan blast system. In ad
dition a small amount of direct hot
\\"ater radiation was placed under the 
windows to prevent the entrance of 
cold drafts. All ducts for both air 
supply and exhaust are located in 
the hung ceiling over the sterilizing 
and scrub-up rooms. No ducts are 
installed over the operating rooms, 
thus allowing maximum ceiling height 
fo r these rooms. 

All air supply registers are located 
on the walls between the operating 
rooms and the sterilizing and scrub
up rooms. The air supply is diffused 
across the whole room near the ceil
ing and exhausted through the ster
ilizing room and the scrub-up room, 
thus effecting a small amount of cool
ing in the latter rooms. 

Since the operating rooms are lo
cated on the 8th and 9th floors of 
an eleven-story building, the central 
air supply apparatus was located in 
the penthouse (figs. 2 and 3), so as 
to eliminate taking in any consider
able amount of dust from the street, 
as well as to insure the shortest pos
sible run of ducts . The air is first 
fi ltered through a double set of stand
ard air filters, and it is then heated 
to the desired temperature by passage 
over steam coils. The relative hu
midity of the air, which should range 
from 50 to 55% in an operating 
room, is also regulated to the desired 
extent by the tempering coils. The 
proper amount of humidity is of great 
importance in an operating room to 
prevent the explosion of a certain 
mixture of gases used during opera
tions. As the outside temperature 
drops, additional heating coils are 
turned on, all of which are auto
matically controlled. 

In the summer the air 1s passed 
over cooli ng coils in which chilled 
water, at a temperature of about 45° 
F ., is circulated. The cooling coils 
are located beneath the heating coils. 
Each room is provided with a sep
arate flue, having both a hot-air and 
a cold-air connection with a pneu
matic damper on each. In this man
ner the warm air and the cold air 
can be mixed to any degree so as to 
obtain the desired temperature in each 
operating room. The exhaust fan is 
also located in the pentho.use. In this 
case it was not necessarv to create 
any additional space for 'this equip
ment, as the penthouse had to be 
built to receive the elevator ma
chinery. 

Each floor of six operating rooms 
has one central air supply unit, so as 
to cut down the operating cost to a 
minimum in case only one floor of 
operating rooms is in use at one time. 
To divide the central apparatus into 
smaller units was not deemed advis
able, since additional space, which 
was not readily available, would have 
to be obtained, and since the cost of 
so many separate installations would 
have been prohibitive compared with 
the small saving in operation to be 
gained by such a layout. 

On the other hand, each unit of two 
operating rooms has one exhaust fan, 
exhausting the air through the steril
izing and scrub-up rooms. These fans 
are operated by push-buttons located 
in the scrub-up rooms, so that they 
may be turned on and off at will. 
All of the fresh air brought into the 
operating rooms is exhausted to the 
outside. Recirculation of the air 
makes for economical operation, and 
it is hence very tempting to make 
such a provision, but it is undesir
able in operating and treatment 
rooms, and it is doubtful if it is ad
visable in any room in a hospital. 

As the building was designed and 
built in the best possible manner of 
fireproof construction, it was not 
necessary to provide any special in
sulation to make the air conditioning 
effective. All of the windows are 
weatherstripped. 

To make the ventilating system ef
fective the windows have to be closed 
at all times. Since it is normally de
sirable to keep the windows of oper
ating rooms closed anyway, to elim-
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inate dust, draft, and street noises, 
some mode of artificial ventilation is 
essential, even if the actual cooling 
of the air is not desired. 

All equipment in connection with 
the central fan blast system was of 
standard make, similar to that used in 
all modern air conditioning installa
tions. All ducts are galvanized iron, 
covered with nonconducting material 
to minimize heat losses, and to pre
vent any deposition of moisture which 
would cause corrosion of the ducts 
and dripping of water in the ceiling. 

The type of refrigerating machine 
and the refrigerant to be used in the 
cooling coils is of the utmost im
portance in a hospital. The code in 
New York City prohibits certain 
refrigerants, and certain others are 
not desirable for this class of work 
because of their failure to conform to 
the necessarily high safety standard 
required. Brine and chilled water 
were the only cooling mediums that 
were considered. The capacity of the 
brine system for the refrigerators in 
the existing group of Mt. Sinai Hos
pital buildings was not sufficient to 
provide the proper amount of cooling 
in the operating rooms in addition to 
carrying the load imposed by the con
struction of the Semi-Private Pavil
ion. However, because it was at first 
uncertain that cooling of the operat
ing rooms would be desirable, it was 
decided not to install any additional 
machinery at that time, but to over -
load the existing refrigerating ma
chines for a trial period. After two 
summers, it was found that the small 
amount of cooling which could be ob
tained from the existing machinery 
was very beneficial, but that a greater 
amount of cooling was desirable. It 
was then considered advisable to in-

stall a new machine for air condi
tioning the operating rooms, as well 
as for possible future air condition
ing requirements in present or future 
buildings. This machine is of the 
steam-jet vapor refrigerating type, 
producing chilled water at a tempera
ture of about 45 ° F. T he chilled 
water is then circulated through the 
cooling coils of the central air condi
tioning apparatus located in the pent
house of the Semi-Private Pavilion, 
as before described. The refrigerat
ing machine is located with the exist
ing power plant in the basement 
where it is under the constant super
vision of the engineering force of the 
hospital. As the hospital has its own 
high-pressure steam boiler plant for 
the generation of electric current, as 
well as to fulfill the steam require
ments of the kitchens, sterilizers, aux
iliaries, heating system, etc., it was 
found most economical to operate the 
refrigerating machine and the circu
lating pumps by high-pressure steam, 
using city water for the condensers. 
After the water has passed through 
the condensers it is discharged into 
the domestic hot-water heaters, to 
save not only the water but also to 
utilize the heat from the condensers. 

If the high-pressure steam were 
not available it would have been pos
sible to install electrically-driven 
refrigerating machine and pumps. 
Instead of city water for the con-

L 

FIGURES 
2 and 3 

<lensers, well water would have been 
very economical, had it been avail
able. If the building had been loca
ted near a river, the water from the 
river could have been pumped 
through the condensers at a fraction 
of the cost of city water. 

There are other departments in 
hospitals that are now being air con
ditioned, such as x-ray rooms, radio
graphic rooms, therapy rooms, dark
rooms, rooms containing certain kinds 
of inoculated animals and, in general, 
all rooms where windows must be 
kept closed or where heat is being 
generated. If a number of such rooms 
are located in one group, a central 
ventilating and air conditioning plant 
will preferably be installed, such as 
used for Mount Sinai Hospital. But 
where such rooms are scattered or 
few in number, it is more desirable 
to install individual units in each 
room. Such individual units should 
be provided with fresh air connec
tions through the outside wall, as well 
as a means for recirculation of the 
air within the room. 

A few years hence not only operat
ing and treatment rooms will be pro
vided with air conditioning, but the 
bedrooms-where the different types 
of illnesses under treatment may re
quire certain temperatures for best 
results-will also be conditioned. 
There will be many patients who will 
be glad to pay slightly more for a 
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room that will give them climatic 
comfort during their confinement in 
the hospital. 

There are hotels now that have 
some of their guest rooms air con
ditioned, and the newly arrived guest 
is given the opportunity to select an 
air conditioned room at a small ad
ditional expense. These air condi
tioned rooms are always in demand. 
The time will soon come when the 
hospital patient will be given the same 
choice, which would be a boon not 
only to the patients and their visitors, 
but also to the income of the hospital. 

As far as the workers-doctors, 
nurses, orderlies, etc.-are concerned, 
there is no question but that greater 
efficiency and reliability are obtained 

Radiographic 

when working under comfortable con
ditions, particularly in the operating 
rooms, where work is done under 
great stress and where speed and ac
curacy are of paramount importance. 
It is a well-known fact that when 
work is performed in physical com
fort, both mental and physical fatigue 
are greatly lessened. 

Air conditioning has recently been 
found to be very helpful to business, 
and indispensable in many branches 
of manufacturing, but its adoption by 
hospitals has been slow mainly be
cause of its installation and operat
ing cost. Seldom is a hospital oper
ated on a profitable basis and, usually, 
it has to depend upon the generosity 
of the public for its maintenance. It 

is, therefore, no wonder that all un
necessary expenses are prohibited. 
The Mount Sinai Hospital is to be 
congratulated on being among the 
first to take the initiative in trying 
out the innovation of air conditioned 
operating rooms. Its success has 
shown that air conditioning will have 
a very definite practicability and 
value in the hospital of the near fu
ture. 

The Semi-Private Pavilion of 
Mount Sinai Hospital was designed 
by Robert D . Kohn and Charles 
Butler, architects, with Dr. S . S. 
Goldwater, Hospital Commissioner of 
New York City, and Dr. Joseph 
Turner, Director of Mount Sinai 
Hospital, acting as consultants. 

and Allied Equipment 
Facilities By RICHARD SOBBAN and JAMES MOORE, of the Picker X-Ray Corporation 

SINCE THE discovery of x-ray by 
Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen in 1895, 
the ever-increasing call for radio
graphic facilities in the modern hospi
tal necessitates more and more care
ful planning of x-ray departments. 

Location 
First, where should the x-ray depart
ment be in relation to the rest of the 
hospital? This is a most controversial 
question. Most early hospitals had 
the x-ray in the basement because 
that was the only available space, and 
x-ray was in a stage of experimenta
tion. Its use was primarily for frac
ture work and not of known value to 
internal medicine or the surgeon. To
day this is not true; it is of primary 
importance. 

Therefore, we must consider loca
tion with respect to the convenience 
of the medical staff and operating 
rooms as well as the hospital patients 
and out-patients or clinic. 

The majority of house patients will 
require at least one visit to the x-ray 
department during their confinement, 
for either a radiographic or fluoro
scopic examination or x-ray treat
ment. It is therefore necessary to lo
cate this department within easy ac
cess to the wards and private rooms. 

Out-patient or clinic days mean an 
influx of ambulatory cases. For this 
reason it is desirable to have the x-
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ray department within easy access to 
the out-patient department or clinic. 
It is not advisable to permit undue 
travel through the hospital by these 
patients; they get in the way and 
often are carriers of infectious 
diseases. 

As for location with respect to 
the staff and operating rooms, as 
mentioned above, x-ray is of primary 
importance. Diagnosis for internal 
disorders, surgery and fractures is 
either confirmed or discovered by the 
x-ray examination. All doctors en
tering the hospital will, of necessity, 
spend some time in the x-ray depart
ment . 

We also find that x-ray equipment 
is more satisfactorilv installed and 
operated on floors 'other than the 
basement. In the basement there is 
often much piping (water, heat, elec
trical conduits, etc.) ; ceiling heights 
are low ; there is apt to be dampness ; 
light and ventilation are not the best ; 
and it is usually not easily accessible. 

To meet all the requirements is 
sometimes impossible and certain con
cessions must be made, but the x-ray 
department should not be an after
thought in making plans. It should 
be considered as an integral part of 
the original plan. 

Size of Department 
As in all new building plans, future 

expansion should be remembered. 
There should be sufficient floor space 
in the x-ray rooms; plenty of storage 
and filing facilities for films , case 
records and supplies; adequate wait
ing and dressing rooms for additional 
patients (x-ray is still expanding in 
its use and importance ) ; and large 
consultation and viewing rooms. 

The ceiling height in this depart
ment should be 10 feet if possible. 
The Bureau of Standards recom
mends a minimum clearance of the 
high-tension overhead from the floor 
of 7'-6" and from the ceiling of 1'-6", 
but 8' -6" from the floor is necessary 
for absolute safety. 

Required Rooms 
This greatly depends on the size of 
the hospital, the number of patients 
and the type of cases to be treated. 
The roentgenologist or superintendent 
can give this necessary information 
and should be consulted. 

Radiography and Fluoroscopy 
There would definitely be radio
graphic and fluoroscopic rooms. There 
might be individual radiographic 
rooms for chest, head and sinus, 
routine, and cystoscopic work. The 
same could be true with the fluoro
scopic room. There might be one for 
G-I work and another for fractures. 

It is therefore apparent that the 
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hospital authorities must decide on 
the type of department and how com
plete this should be. 

In laying out these rooms, manu
facturers will be glad to supply tem
plates showing the floor area required 
for various pieces of their equipment. 
It would be most desirable for the 
architects to consult with an engineer
ing department which is maintained 
for their benefit and whose work is 
primarily drawing up proposed x-ray 
laboratories. 

Besides the equipment itself, such 
as tables, transformers, controls, and 
tubestands, other details of construc
tion must be considered. For exam
ple, if there is a cystoscopic room, 
the floor should be tiled and have a 
drain for water. There should also 
be a washbasin in this room. 

In any fluoroscopic room, some 
means for lightproofing the windows 
should be considered. This could be 
done by opaque shades or lightproof 
shutters. Several companies manu
facture these shades and shutters. 
There should be satisfactory ventila
tion in all of the rooms, but most 
particularly in the fluoroscopic room , 
because fluoroscopy is done in a room 
with doors and windows closed and 
doctors as well as patients sitting in 
one of these rooms for a considerable 
time appreciate good ventilation . 
There should also be facilities in this 
room for mixing barium. There are 
also many electrical connections to be 
taken into consideration and advice 
on these can be given by the x-ray 
companies in their layout of recom
mended equipment. 

Darkroom 
The darkroom should be so located 
that there is easy access to this from 

MAZE 

FIGURE 1 

Loading bench 
with Cassette bins 

Pass box 

all the radiographic rooms. Adequate 
ventilation is necessary and the room 
must be lightproof. All darkrooms 
must contain a developing tank, a 
loading bench, a film safe, storage 
facilities for cassettes, racks for hold
ing developing hangers, a washbasin, 
and some means for drying the fi lms. 
There are several types of driers 
manufactured which are most advis
able to consider for installing in the 
darkroom. Pass boxes are sometimes 
used for the transfer of cassettes to 
and from the radiographic and dark
rooms. Two plans of darkrooms are 
illustrated showing means of enter
ing, one by a maze and the other by 
a double door and light lock. If the 
maze is considered, some other means 
of entrance is necessary, because it 
would be impossible to take in and 
out the tanks, driers and other dark
room equipment. If this additional 
door or entrance is not available, it 
means breaking clovvn the maze. 

Therapy loom 
In the therapy room we must con
sider whether 200,000 or 400,000 
volts are to be used for deep therapy 
treatment. This room should be lo
cated so that it has as many outside 
walls as possible. A corner room is 
most advantageous. The reason for 
this is that in using high voltage, 
there must be lead protection to the 
operator and patients above, below 
and in adjacent rooms. Where we 
have outside walls, this protection is 
not ·necessary. We will speak more 
of lead protection later. This room 
:.houlcl be as light as possible because 
patients being treated are usually 
very sick and anything that can be 
done to make them feel comfortable 
is essential. 

TYPICAL 
DARKROOMS 

In figure 2, electrically-controlled lock strikes prevent 
both doors being open at the same time. An emer
gency key should be available within the light lock. 
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Dressing Rooms 
There should be at least two dress
ing rooms to every radiographic or 
fluoroscopic room with the exception 
of the cystoscopic. The dressing 
rooms should have two doors, one 
leading from the corridor and the 
other leading to the radiographic or 
fluoroscopic room. In this way a pa
tient need not walk through the cor
ridors and with two rooms there is 
no need to keep the roentgenologist 
or technician waiting. 

Lavatory 
There must be a lavatory in the flu
oroscopic room (barium enemas are 
a part of the examination of the 
G-I tract), near the waiting room and 
near the consultation room and, if 
possible, others. Most x-ray depart
ments that have been built in the past 
have certainly not had satisfactory 
lavatory facilit ies and this should be 
remedied in all new departments . 

Consultation and Viewing Room 
T he size of the consultation and view
ing room is more or less determined 
by the size of the hospital and the 
work which will be clone in the de
partment. In some of the smaller 
hospitals, the viewing room is also 
the fi ling room. In others, the filing 
room is separate. 

Waiting Rooms 
Regarding the waiting rooms, here 
again the size of these is determined 
by the x-ray department and whether 
the out-patient department or clinic 
is large. In any case waiting rooms 
should be large enough to accom
modate patients on wheel chairs or 
stretchers who must await their turn 
for examination. 

Indi rect 

li~tbox 
Loading 

Safe 

Light Lock 

- - ----1 
I 

Dryer I _____ _[ 
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This gives some idea of the rooms 
necessary to be considered in the x
ray department. As can be seen, the 
roentgenologist or superintendent 
must be consultee\. 

Other considerations are plumb
ing. electrical connections. ventilation 
or air conditioning, and lead pro
tection. 

The majority of the plumbing will 
be in the darkroom where we should 
consider hot , cold and. if possible. 
ice water for the developing tank. 
There should be a drain in the cysto-
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scopic room floor, water outlets in 
the therapy room, and sinks in the 
cystoscopic and barium rooms. 

P ractically all x- ray generators 
operate at 220 volts. This line should 
be apart from the rest of the hospital ; 
that is, there should be no other 
power apparatus attached to it . such 
as elevators, kitchen equipment and 
laundry machinery. T he line drop 
should be a mini mum. P ractically all 
of the accessory items. such as mag
netic releases or room light controls. 
operate at 110 volts or else power is 

taken off the auto transformer in the 
x-ray generator itself. Therefore it is 
most important that x-ray 111anufac
turers be consulted. 

The Bureau of Standards in Wash
ington has set up a table specifying 
the a111ount of lead or its equivalent 
which 111ust be used for protection 
from the x-ray to the operator or 
patient. These specifications are avail
able from the Bureau. The lead pro
tection is of primary importance in 
the deep therapy room, around the 
control booth for the operator of all 
x-ray equipment, and in the dark
room for the protection of the films. 

It is therefore apparent that in lay
ing out a proposed x-ray department 
it is important to consider many 
phases. A well-designed department 
is one that has adequate facilities and 
is so arranged as to make for , pro
ficiency in operation for the hospital 
staff, patients, and x-ra~r technicians, 
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A Prescription the ARCHITECT 

Nowhere is proper light so essential as in hospitals and 
institutions. To make sure your recommendation will pro
vide soft, diffused, non-glaring light - to be certain of 
shades that will stand repeated scrubbings and hard abuse 
from sun, wind, rain and careless handling - specify 
Bontex Window Shade Cloth. 

BONTEX SHADES PROVIDE BETTER, CHEER
FUL LIGHT. They're translucent and semi-opaque
they permit plenty of soft, diffused light to enter and 
brighten the entire room- yet this light is restful, free of 
glare. 

THEY'RE STRONG, DURABLE-COMPLETELY 
WASHABLE-and SANITARY. Bontex Shade Cloth 
is a sound investment at a low per year cost. It is pyroxy
lin-impregnated- stands up under hard daily abuse. Never 
known to fray, pinhole or crack. Can be scrubbed clean 
with soap and water and kept fresh and beautiful for years. 
Can be washed with disinfectant and kept sanitary. Proved 
that it withstands repeated scrubbings- proved sunfast and 
colorfast-by Delineator and Lux Laboratories and by the 
South Florida Test Service. 

QUALITY YOU CAN RECOMMEND WITH AS
SURANCE. Bontex Shade Cloth conforms to Govern
ment specifications CCC-C-521 and DDD-S-251, and its 
quality is guaranteed by the Government label. 

BONTE 
't' 

WASHABLE "SHADE CLOTH 

Can Fill! • • • 

• BONTEX SHADE 
CLOTH - highest qual
ity, pyroxylin - impreg
nated. Washable and 
colorfast. Can be 
scrubbed repeatedly 
with a brush and soap 
and water and be kept 
fresh and beautiful for 

years. Does not fray, 
pinhole or crack. Trans
lucent, semi-opaque and 
opaque types-in a wide 
range of plain colors 
and be~utiful designs. 
Also black for dark
room requirements. 

COLORS AND GRADES FOR EVERY PURPOSE. 
Bontex Shade Cloth-translucent, semi-opaque and opaque 
-is available in 27 plain and duplex colors, printed pat
terns and corded designs. Also made in black-absolutely 
opaque-for rooms where complete darkness is desired . 

Bontex Window Shades are in many of the nation's finest 
hospitals and institutions, public buildings, homes-and 
wherever used they insure long service that cuts window 
shade costs to the minimum. 

COLUMBUS COATED FABRICS CORPORATION 

Dept. AR-77 Columbus, Ohio 

Also makers of WALL-TEX decorative . 
wall canvas, in a wide range of beauti
ful patterns, Lining Cloth and Stiffened 
Canvas. 

SEE SWEET'S 
FOR BOTH 

Refer to Sweet's, 1937-14/51 fo r 
Bontex-17/58 for Wall-Tex. Mai l 
the coupon for samples and full 
information. 

SEND COUPON FOR TEST SWATCHES 

COLUMBUS COATED FABRICS CORPORATION, 
DEPT. AR-77, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 

Send samples of Bontex. I am considering it for 
Check here D for samples of Wall-Tex. 

Type of building 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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RcTCI A R 
Registered Trade Mark 

Patented In the United States and Canada 

In the New 
KINCS COUNTY 

HOSPITAL 
3 R0To-WA1TERS 
ARE IN SERVICE 
Here the job is to transport 
laundry between floors. But 
whether for laundry, food, 
books, dishes, supplies or 
other loads up to 500 lbs .. 
the Roto-Waiter will operat' 
at a lower current cost per 
pound of lift, t h an any other 
electric dumb-waiter. Such 
economy is only possible be
cause of its many important 
electro - mechanical features . 
Outstanding advantages are: 

LOWER INITIAL COST 
Because many less parts . 

LOWER INSTALLING 
COST 

Because the Rota-Waiter i; 
a completely assembled unit. 

LOWER OPERATING 
COST 

Because of the unique one
way motor drive. 

NO OVER-TRAVEL 
Hence no danger of break
age. 

FULL SAFETY 
FEATURES 

Cannot operate when a door 
is open. 

·1 his 1·s the com
plete Roto-W 01:tcr 
unit . Facto·ry as
sembled, factor31 

OVERLOAD AND SLACK tested. Shipped 
CABLE DEVICE ready for qitic/, 

Avoids mechanical break- e asy ·installation. 
down. Under Count e r 

MOMENTARY a. n d Standard 
PRESSURE !3UTTON Door Height 

To speed operation. Equipment. 

For fnrther details see 
Swr!et's Catalogue or write direct to us. 

Sec4wicl. 
MACHINE WORKS 

Established 189 3 

159 West 15th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Sedgwick Mach i ne Works 
159 West 15th St. , New York 

Please send catalog. I am interested in: 
0 DUllIB WAITERS, ELEC'l'HICAL 
0 DU~IB WAITERS. MANUAL 
0 RESIDENCE ELEVATOHS 
0 SIDEW.\LK EJ,EVATORS 

Name 

Address 

USE 
THIS 

COUPON 
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RIVERBANK 

SOUND INSULATING DOORS 
PARTICULARLY ADAPTED 

FOR THE HOSPITAL 
A Higher Degree of Sound Insulation 

This door embodies results of extensive research by 
Dr. Paul E. Sabine at the Riverbank Laboratories, 
Geneva, Ill., and is fabricated and sold by the HARD
wooD PRODUCTS CORPORATION, Neenah, Wis. It is built 
according to approved modern door construction in 
order to give a higher degree of sound ins ulation than 
has hitherto been obtained even in doors of great 
weight and thickness-and at much reduced cost. 

PER FORMAN CE: 40 Decibel Reduction 
In the accompanying graph are shown the results 

of similar tests made on doors of different construc
tion and weights built for sound insulating purposes 
made of wood, wood and lead, and wood and steel. 
The horizontal scale gives the weights, plotted 
logarithmically, and the vertical scale, the average 
reduction in decibels. Note that in these doors, 
weight is the important factor in sound reduction as 
shown by the fact that the plotted values fall very 
close to a straight line. The Riverbank door is shown 
on the same graph, and the acoustic merit of its de
sign is shown by the fact that with decidedly less 
weight (168 pounds) the sound insulation is greater 
than that of the heaviest doors (336 pounds). 

I 
I 

\J 
~ 

WEIG'fT 
I I I 

OF 3'x7' ooo.e 
Ii I 11 I I I 

Sound does not pass through a solid wall 
or door as light passes through glass, or 
water through a filter. What does it do? 

Our Manual covering the "Principles of 
Sound Control As Applied to Doors" will 
give architect and owner the fullest informa
tion thus far published on this subject. 

• 
We specialize in the manufacture of all types of 

doors for the hospital, the sanatorium or the asylum 
which includes flush doors, entrance doors, x-ray 
doors, sound insulating doors and a fire-resistant 
wood door which meets requirements of the N. Y. 
Building Code. 

HARDWOOD PRODUCTS CORP. 

New York: 
101 Park A venue 

NEENAH, WIS. 
Chicago: 

75 E. Wacker Drive 

Queens General B o:;pi ta l. Kew York City 
Foocl Senice E c1uipment by The John Van l'tange Co. 

JOHN VAN RANCE 
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT 
Has become rrstandard Specifica.tion" 

with Foremost Hospital Architects 

A LMOST as a matter of routine the most illus
trious hospital architects of America rely on 

the technical experience and manufacturing skill of 

the John Van Range Company to provide tl~e equip
ment for preparing and serving food in the hospitals 

they plan. 

Within the area of Greater New York alone John 
Van Range kitchen equipment is doing duty in many 
famous institutions including the Marine Hospital on 
Staten Island, Kings County Nurses' Home and 

Queens General Hospital, illustrated above. 

Not infrequently our kitchen engineering service be

gins before construction commences. Working from 
the architects' sketches we advise and assist in plan

ning, laying out and designing the equipment for 
preparing and serving food to patients, staff and help. 

Initial savings become lasting sources of economy 
because of the more advanced design, the sturdier 
construction, the better materials and the exclusive 
safety features that distinguish equipment of our 

manufacture. 

Whether you are considering an 
entire new layout or the selec
tion of a single replacement 
unit - send us ;1our inquiries. 

'iheJohn Van Range& 
EQUIPMENT FOR THE PREPARATION AND SERVING OF FOOD 

492 CULVERT STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Branch Offices in New York , Boston, Cleveland, Detroit 
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Hospitals 

HEATING 

"The Ventilation, Heating and Lighting 
of Hospital Wards," by J. Watt. 
British Medical Association, v . XXVI , 

No. 11, Sept. 1933. Abstract of Re
port. R. I. B. A. Journal v. 41 , Jan . 
27, 1934, pp. 311. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
UGH TING 
"Contribution a l'etude de l'eclairage 

des salles d'operation," by J. P. Bar
dou. 
Paris, Vigne, 1933. 

"Hospital Electrical Equipment," by J . 
Cushman Fistere. 
The Architectural Forum, v. 57, Nov. 

1932, pp . 480-482, illus . 

"Hospital Lighting," by F. C. Raphael. 
Illuminating Engineer, May 1933, pp. 

118-128. 
"Hospital Lighting," by P. J . B. Har

land, A .R.I.B.A. 
Feb. 4, 1936. (Mimeographed copy.) 

Journal of State Medicine, 44, April 
1936, pp. 235-239. 

"Hospital Lighting," by William Henry 
Walsh, M.D., F.A.C.P. 

Ideally meet 
requirements of the 
Modern Hospital 
• No frames to shut out light and 

air. 

• Simple to install-screw 
driver only tool necessary. 

• Easy to clean-easy to 
store--easy to wash win· 
<lows. 

• Full length-cover entire 
window. 

• Inexpensive-first cost is 
last cost. 

• Prompt deliveries assured. 

Bibliography 
(Oontinued from page 154) 

Hospitals, v. 10, Feb. 1936, pp. 59-68, 
illus. 

"Hospital Lighting," by William H. 
Walsh, M.D., F.A.C.P . 
Transactions of the American Hospi

tal Association, v. XXXVII, pp . 
779-796. 

"It's the Wound Not the Room that 
Needs Careful Lighting," by A. T . 
Bazin, M.D. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 42, March 

1934, pp. 75-79. 
"Operating Room Lighting ... Ophthal

mology," by Henry L. Logan. 
Architectural Record, v. 74, July 1933, 
pp . 30, 32, diagrams. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
PLUMBING 
"Eliminating Health Hazards in Hospi

tal Plumbing," by Joel I. Connolly, 
M.S. 
Transactions of the American Hos

pitals Association, v. XXXVII , 
1935, pp. 798-801. 

"Health Hazards in Plumbing," by Her
man N . Bundesen, M.D. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 44, April 

1935, pp. 71-74. 

Hospitals 

"Hospital Sanitation Equipment," by 
Edward F. Stevens. 
The Architectural Forum, v. 57, Nov. 

1932, pp . 461-466, illus. 
'Safeguarding the Sterile Water Sup

ply," by Major Joel I. Connolly, M.S. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 45, July 

1935, pp . 61-65, drawings. 
"Plumbing the Situation," by W. Scott 

Johnson. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 47, Oct. 

1936, pp. 94-98, drawings. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
SIGNALS 
"Hospital Paging Systems," by G. 

Rush Willet, M.D. 
"Lamp-Flashing System," by Charles 

W. Myers, M.D. Transactions of the 
American Hospital Association, v. 
XXXVIII, 1936, pp. 316-324. 

"Planning Hospital Communication," by 
John Gorrell, M.D. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 46, March 

1936, pp . 87-91, illus. 
"Ticker System," by C. S. Lentz, M.D. 

(Continued on page 158) 

Why Hendrick Crilles Are Always Flat 

To flatten the grille properly requires special machinery. 

C?ne final. flattening operation which requires spe
cial machmery of considerable cost is the chief rea
son for the neat fit of all Hendrick Grilles and the 
attractive appearance which they maintain un
changed through years of service. 

See Sweet's Catalog - or ~- -:. , ... o ••• J 

T_his extr~ manufacturing .step, not universally ap
plied to grille manufacture, mvolves no price premium 
fo~ t~e H~ndrick customer. It represents a con
sc1ent1ous investment by us to make Hendrick the 
finest line of Grilles that can be purchased. 

We'll b~ glad to show you the complete assortment 
. . . wnte for the handbook . . . "Grilles." 

write for complete details JJI indows easily washed withottt 
and specifications . removing ZIP-INS. 

Cincinnati Fly Screen Company screens are used in leading hospitals 
throughout the country-Cincinnati General; Gallinger 1 Washington, 
D. C . ; Sawtelle, Los Angeles; Good Samaritan, Cincinnati, and 
many others. 

THE CINCINNATI FLY SCREEN CO. • Cincinnati, Ohio 
"Cinmanco" All-Metal Rewireable Fly Screens 

"Cinmanco" Darkening Shades for Hor.pitals, Operating Rooms, Etc. 
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Hendrick Manufacturing Co. 
19 Dundaff Street, Carbondale, Pa. 

Offices and ~epresentatives in principal cities. See ' phone book . 
Mfrs. ?f Mitco O~en Steel Flooring, Mitco Shur-Site Treads 
and M1tco Armorgnds, Hendrick Perforated Metals and Screens. 



SCHEDULE OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL, NURSES' HOME 

Toilet Stalls 

Window Stools 
Doors and 

Bucks 
Hardware 
Glazing 

Ceilings (hung 
throughout) 

PLUMBING 
Pipe 

Va.Ives 
Fixtures 
(John Doug

las Co.) 

Laundry 
Equipment 

Swimming 
Pool 

HEATING 
System 

Pipe 

Radiators 

Control 

Valves 
Ventilation 

Refrigeration 

ELECTRICAL 
System 
Condllit 
Wire 
Switches 
Waterproof 

Fittings 

Fire Alarm 
Nurses' Call 

ELEVATORS 
Type 

Cars 
ELECTRIC 
DUMBWAITERS 

(Continued from page 144) 

Glass brick (portions of lobby a nd dining room) 
Cement plaster (storage and mechanical rooms) 

Napoleon gray marble 

Black slate and wood 

Hollow metal 

Wrought or cast bronze-Sarg e nt Co. 

Double-thick standard - Libby-Owens-Ford GI. 
Co. 

White plaster; except: 

Sound-absorbent plaster (swimming pool area, 
dining and serving rooms) 

Hot and co ld water lines-85 '10 copper brass 
Vent and drainage lines-galvanized wrought 
iron 
Underground lines-X. H. C. I. 

Fire standpipe and gas lines-Stnd . Bl. Steel 

Powell 
White vitreous c hina (lavatories, wa ter closets , 
drinking fountains, urinals) 

White enameled iron (bathtubs, sinks, cabinets ) 

American Laundry Equipment Co. 

Equipped with water filters, hea ters, and ozone 
wate r purifiers 

Two-pip e low pressure with vacuum return 
(steam supplied from central heating plant) 

Black steel-all over 2" welded LP-HP 
Brass (ye llow) -all over 4" welded MP
Bridgeport 

Convection type , heavy copper fins and tubes
Trane 
C . I. Radiators by Pie rce- Butler Radiator Corp . 
Thermostatic 

Pneumatic, public spaces only-Powers Regu
lator Co . 

Radiator and traps-C. A. Dunham Co. 

Mechanical ventilation (assembly room, toilets, 
kitchens, serving rooms , swimming pool and 
basement generally) 

Circulating brine system from central power 
plant-W. I. Pipe (Readin g Pipe) -Jewett 
Refrigerator Co. 

Direct current, 125-250 v., 3-wire 

Rigid conduit--General Electric Co. 
Triangle Elec . Mfg. Co. 

Brya nt Electric Co. 

Underwater swimming pool lighting-Russel & 
Stoll 

Acme Fire Alarm system 

Stanley & Patterson 

Gearless traction-push button automatic contro l 

micro-self-leveling-350 fpm 
6'x6' monel metal finish 

Sedgwick Dumbwaiter Co. 

33% MORE STEAM 
from the same amount of coal 

Heating original building required 2000 tons (aver

age per year, BEFORE DETROIT STOKERS were installed. 

Wing added and DETROIT STOKERS installed. 

Healing requires only 2000 tons (average) per year, 

ST. FRANCIS HOSPITAL 
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 

When the north wing (shown in sketch above by the shaded 
area) was added, two DETROIT UNISTOKERS were installeci 
with present boilers. The heating load was increased by about 
one-third but the coal consumption was not increased-in other 
words, the new wing of the hospital is being heated at no 
expense because of DETROIT STOKERS. 

At ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL 
HAMIL TON, ONTARIO 

The year following the installation of the flrst DETROIT UNI
STOKER the coal cost was reduced $1367.62. Because of this 
very important saving in coal, another DETROIT UNISTOKER 
was installed with the second boiler. 

Write for Bulletin No. 54 7 

DETROIT STOKER COMPANY 
Sales Offices and Engi neeri ng Department: 

Fifth Floor, General Motors Building, Detroit, Michigan 
Works at Monroe, Mich igan- District Offices in Principal Cities 

BUILT IN CANADA AT LONDON, ONTARIO 

MODERNIZE AND ECONOMIZE WITH 

D E T R 0 I T ~1:sc: S T 0 K E R S 
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Hospitals 

TECHNICAL 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 

"A Proposed Code of Safeguards Against 
the Anesthesia Explosion Hazard," by · 
Victor B. Phillips. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 46, May 

1936, pp. 80-82. 
" Errors in the Technical Equipment and 

Plant in Hospitals," by Francis Lorne, 
Architect. 
N osokomeion IV / 3, 1933, pp . 522-539, 

plans. 
" Hospital Fire Hazards," by William S. 

Outwater. 
Transactions of the American Hospi

tals Association, v. X XXVIII , 1936, 
pp. 699-708. 

" Hospital Painting," by F. R. Bradley, 
M.D. 
Hospitals, v. 10, Jan. 1936, pp. 85-89. 

"Hospitals : Planning against Noise." 
Pamphlet, published 66 Victoria 

Street, London S. '0l. 1. Abstract, 
The Builder, v. 150, March 6, 1936. 
pp . 496-497. 

" Is Any Hospital-Building Fireproof?" 
by V. L . Douthit. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 46, March 
1936, pp. 65-67. 

Bibliography 
(Continued from page 156) 

. . . Mechanical and Electrical Equip
ment," by Clyde R. Place. 
Architectural Records, v. 77, June 

1935, pp . 430-436, illus. 
"Modern Hospital Construction in R e

lation to Hygiene," paper, by Lionel 
G. Pearson, F.R.I.B.A. 
The Builder, v. 150, April 17, 193 6, 

pp. 790, 791. 
"Mi:iglichkeiten und Grenzen der Elek

trifizierung des Krankenhausbetriebs," 
by Bruno Bauer. 
Nosokomeion V I / 1-2, 1935, pp. 44-49. 

"Planned Economy in the Mechanical 
Plant." 
Transac tions of the A merican H os
pital Association, v . XXXVI , 1934, 

pp. 290-298. 
' Safeguarding the Operating Room 

Against Explosions," by Victor B. 
Phillips. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 46, A pril 

1936, pp. 81-88. 
Sondereinrichtungen im Krankenhaus. 

Berlin, verlag von Julius Springer , 
1930. 

' Sound Absorption, Insulation and Air 
Control, an Important Trio," by E d
ward F. Stevens, F.A.I.A. 
The Modern Hospital, v . 45 , Oct. 

1935, pp . 88-92. 

Hospitals 

"Sound Absorption, Insulation and Air 
Conditioning of the Modern Hospital," 
by Edward F. Stevens, F .A.I.A. 
N osokomeion V I / 1-2, 1935 pp . 104-
106. ' 

"The Future Trend in Mechanical 
Equipment for Hospitals," by J . Am
bler Johnston. 
Hospitals, v. 10, May 1936, pp . 15-19. 

"Twin Problems in Construction-In
sulation and Acoustics," by James 
Govan, G. R. Anderson and H. E . 

·Reilly. 
The Modern Hospital, v. 42, March 

1934, pp. 52-56. 

HOSP IT AL MANAGEMENT 

Hospital Management. 
Chicago, Ill. , The Crain Publishing 

Company. 
" Hospital Organization and Manage

ment," by Capt. J . E . Stone. 
London, Faber and Faber, 1932. 

" Hospital Organization and Manage
ment," by Malcolm T. MacEachern, 
M.D. 
Chicago, Physicians' Record Com
pany, 1935. 

REVERE COPPER WATER TUBE 

THE 
MALTA 

THE MALTA 
TRADE MARK 
M EANS MASTER 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

MALT A 

:Malta genuine ~Thite Pine window 
and door frames h a ve long been 
widel y recogniz ed for high qua lity . 

But NO\V, our pa tented " Supreme'' 
wea th er -stripped window fr ame, with 
self -adjustin g wea ther s trip, jamb 
clamp , s tock sash in s tall a tion , and 
other di s tinct ive features , is pro
nounced " The Ultima t e. " 

It poss ess es those ex t ra ser vice 
fea tures long desired b y home own
ers . P ositively no " jambing" in any 
season or climate; no ' 1ra ttling" ; 
perma nentl y wa ter tight-and it ' s 
easy and economical to ins tall. 

Eve r y a rchitect and contrac tor 
should h a ve complet e information 
a bout thi s newes t t ype l\fa lta window 
frame. Do not wait for it to appear 
in nex t Sweet' s Catalog File-write 
TODAY for illu s tra t ed liter a tme a nd 
de t a ils . 

Building suppl y dea ler s , alert to 
profitable new busin ess opportuni
ties, should write- OR WIRE-for 
our a ttracti ve " protected t erritory" 
propos ition. 

MFC c 0 . 
Home Office and Plant OHIO I 

AR. CH IT EC TUR A L R·E C 0 RD 
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in the 

G. E. "ALL AMERICAN HOME" 
U se of Revere Copper Water Tube in the 

G. E. All A.merican Home, at Milwaukee, 

Wis., as illustrated, typifies the trend toward 

better standards and lasting value in house con

struction and equipment. Revere Copper W ater 

Tube makes a good-looking job and gives life

time service. Its reasonable initial cost is usually 

th e final cost. \Vrite for 40- page booklet, 

" R evere C opper Water Tube." 

Revere Copper and Brass 
FOUNDED BY 

~ I N CORPOR ATED 

~ Executive Offices : 2 30 Park A venu e, N ew Yark City 
I 8 0 I 



SCHEDULE OF Ec;>UIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

QUEENS 

Control 

Valves 

Boilers 

Oil Burners 

Generators 

Refrigeration 

Ventilation 

Plumbing 

Electric 

Radio 

EVANS 

"Vanishing 

Door" 

WARDROBE 

• 
Class J 

equipped with 
either "Floor'' 
type (as illu1-
trated) or "Jamb" 
type hinges. Thia 
i1 Class D ward
robe if made with 
6u<h doors. 

GENER AL HOSPITAL 

(Continued fr<>m page 126) 

Pneuma tic Th ermostatic control- Johnson Ser
vice C o. I 
Public sp aces o nly 2, 3 

Ohio Inj ector Co.; radiator valves and traps: 
Sarco 

4-389HP tube boile rs-Union Iron Works 

Todd Pressu re Atomizing System 

2-2SOKW and l-125KW DC g enerators and 4 
valve engines-Elliot Co. 

Circulating bri ne system 
2 45-ton CO, motor-dr iven compressors -
Wittenmeir Ma c hine Co. 
3 brine c ircula ting pumps 

Mechanical supply and exhaust- corridors, 
to il e ts , kitchens, wards I 
Mechani cal ex haust o nl y : all except bedrooms 2 
Gravity exhaust o nl y : t o il ets 3, 4 

Direct connected Northwestern Motors 
Lehigh Fa n & Blowe r Co., fans 
Galvanized copper-bearing steel ducts 

Fixtures , Standard: Soapstone si nk s, ta nks in 
la 1--nr~ tNies (a) 
Laundry machinery-Troy Laund ry Equipmen r 
Co. 

3-wi re direct cu rrent 115-23 0v lighting 
2-wire direct c urrent 230v power 
Rigid con duit @ 
Submarine cable, grounds lighting 
Clock system-Telechro n C o. 
Nurses' ca ll system-Faraday 
Doctors' paging system-H oltzer-Cabot 

2 station master system - cone speakers in 
so laria and wa rd s, I , Stromberg Carlson 

icLASSROOM WARDROBESa 
- High in Quality-Low in Cost -

~ 

This type occupies a recess flush with the wall. 
Plaster back and ends. No partitions, but with 
mullions between pairs of doors. Wire me1b 
ceiling. Blackboards if required. 

The "Vanishing Door" binges on which the 
doors are bung are made with double pivoted 
arms and swing the doors back into the ward
robe entirely out of the way. Simple-trouble
proof-and last as long as the building. 

Wardrobes are furnished complete in the 
knockdown , with aJI woodwork cut to 1ize, and 
only need to be. nailed in place. The hingea 
arc easier to put on than common butt binge1. 
The entire cost of installation is small. 

We make many other types of school wardrobu. ~
f,.lly illustrated and described in Catalo11ue "N." 
c;;' P11d fnr w>t1t- rn/'v. • 

W. L. EVANS CO. 
W A S H I N G T 0 N, I N D I A N A, U. S. A. 

Samson Spot Sash Cord has never 
abused the confidence of an archi 
tect, bui lder, dealer or user. 
Known for more than 40 years 
as the most durable material 
for hanging windows. Made 
in one grade only from the 
finest 3-ply cotton yarn, 
spun in our own mills. 
Firmly braided and 
smoothly fini shed to 

addition to Sam!on 
Spot, we manufacture 
other brands of sash 
cord to meet all re• 
quiremen.ts for quality 
and pricei also braided 
cord of all kinds and 
size! including awning 
line, mason.'9 line, shade 
cord, venetian blind 
cord, etc. Samples glad 4 

ly sent upon request . 

Cornell Medical Center 

BAR-RAY PRODUCTS 
in many Hospitals 

Bar-Ray can furnish X-ray protection 
wherever X-ray equipment is used. 

INSTALLATIONS 
DROOKLYN HOSPITAL 
LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL 
PILGRIM STATE HOSPITAL 

HONOLULU HOSPITAL .. 
QUEENS GENERAL HOSPITAL 
l<INGS COUNTY HOSPITAL 

THE BAR-RAY COMPANY 
209 25th Street Brooklyn, New York 
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Emergency Lighting Plants 

that need NO BATTERIES 

START AT THE INSTANT OF POWER 
FAILURE-VITAL IN HOSPITALS 

where seconds count! 

"Self-starting" emergency light is important in 
any building where the public gathers. In a 
hospital it is almost vital. 

Sudden darkness in theatres or hotels, or 
other public places, may cause serious disturb
ances . In a hospital, the difference between 
seconds and minutes in providing emergency 
light, may mean the difference between life and 
death. 

The Bryan Emergency Plant is wholly auto
matic. At the instant of power failure it 
springs into action. No one has to start it. 
Power failure starts it instantly. In a matter 
of seconds it is pouring out a flood of light to 
meet any power failure emergency. 

Bryan Emergency Plants, for loads of 1,000 
to 50,000 watts, are wholly self-contained as 
well as self-starting. They operate without 
batteries. They are dependable-proved by in
stallations in public buildings, airplane land
ing fields and other places where light is vital. 
Complete information will be furnished if you 
wil I w rite to 

BRYAN ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
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LUCKE LEAK PROOF 
TUB HANCER1 

Makes tub a Sanitary and Leakproof unit with building. By 
elimi na ting cracks at tub edge, no lint, dust, grease or germs 
can lodge in cracks; no soapy water can drip down behind 
tub, rotting or rusting joists, or causing unpleasant odors. 
A final protection to every tub installation . Write for Catalog. 

LUCKE LEAK PROOF TUB HANGER-Box 177 
Patented U. S. and Canada Wilmette, Illinois 

Hospital 
Steam 
Supply 
Must Be 
Protected 
Underground ! 

L !TE RALLY hundreds of well-known hospitals, 
from coast to coast, are assured of dependable 

steam supply for group buildings by underground 
steam lines protected by Ric-wiL Conduit. Listed be
low are only a few of the institutions recently equipped 
with Ric-wiL. A Ric-wiL System, with genuine Dry
paC Insulation. will keep your steam lines tight, dry, 
and 90% or more efficient. Your architect or engineer 
has the data on the various types of Ric-wiL-or you 
can obtain Descriptive Hospital Bulletin direct from us. 

e ,, THE RIC-WIL COMPANY 
State Hospital for 
Nervous Diseases, 

Benton, Ark. 

Parkland Hos~ital 
Dallas, Tex . 

Union Trust Building • • Cleveland, Ohio 

Branc hes: New York - San Franc isco - Chicago 

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Lette rman General R 
Hospital 

Sa n Francisco, Cal. I 
Allen County lnfirma~ 

Huntertown. Ind . 1L 
S prin g Grove State 

Hosoital 
Catonsvi lle, Md. 

CONDUIT SYSTEMS FOR 
UNOEP~ROUND ~TEAM PIPES 

' ,, 



(Right) Illustrating large Type W 
Fan equipped with Clarage Vortex 
Control (in fan inlet), and standard 
wheel . The wheel is backward
curved-blade type with full self
limiting horsepower characteristic. 

CLARAGE AIR WASHERS are 
built in six types and many sizes 
to meet every class of service. 
Widely used for ventilation,. com
fort and process air conditioning. 

High Speed, Silent Performance! 
Recommended for Ventilation 
and Air Conditioning in Hospi
tals, Schools, Auditoriums, 
Theatres, etc. • • • Sizes to 
Meet All Requirements. 

First, because of higher oper
ating speeds, Type W Fans can be 
driven by higher-speed motors. 

Seconcl, because of exceptionally 
high efficiencies plus a full self
Ii m iti ng horsepower characteristic, 
in many cases these fans can be 
driven by motors one size smaller 

than you would normally expect. 
And they operate quietly ! 

Thus, on practically every job, 
substantial savings in motor first 
cost are not only possible but very 

probable- and operating econ
omies always the rule. 

Any size of fan can be furnished 
with Clarage Vortex Control, a 
patented device as shown above. 
Automatically or manually oper
ated, Vortex Control gives any 
desired capacity regulation, the 
fan operating at constant speed. 
It eliminates the need for an 
expensive variable speed motor 
and elaborate control equipment 
- a big saving. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 112 
covering this latest Clarage develop

ment. Once acquainted with this 

improved fan equipment, we believe 

you will wish to specify it 

consistently, due to its very 

definite advantages. 

CLARAGE FAN COMPANY- KALAMAZOO MICH. 
Sales Engineering Offices In All Principal Cities · 

DYNAMICALLY BALANCED 
Every Clarage Fan Wheel is care
fully balanced both statically and 
DYNAMICALLY. assuring freedom 
from destructive vibration. 

SPECIFY 
CLAR AGE 

tor 
COMPLETE 

AIR CONDITIONING 
• 

VENTILATION 
• 

HEATING 
• 

COOLING 
• 

MECHANICAL DRAFT 
• 

FANS & BLOWERS FOR 
INDUSTRIAL NEEDS 
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Complete/ Complete/ Complete/ 
The Crane Architect's Catalog is 
your complete source of informa
tion on every problem relating to 
plumbing and heating products ... 
valves, fittings and piping ... for 
every type of building, everywhere. 
Thousands of questions about 
plumbing and heating installations 
are answered here authoritatively 
. . . decisively ... helpfully. 

The Crane Sunnyday Sink has every con
venience that appeals la modern house
wives. It is part of the complete Crane line 
of equipment for any size of kitchen. 

r -· ·· 
' 

The Crane line is complete because 
it contains products at every price 
level for kitchen-bathroom-laun
dry- heating systems. There is a 
wide variety of choice in each divi
sion- and every product is backed 
by Crane's long-maintained reputa
tion for better design, better work
manship and manufacturing integ
rity in every detail. 

For mansion or cottage, a Crane bathroom is a p er
manent source of satisfaction-and a better invest
ment- because Crane builds every part of every 

product. 

Crane offers you complete kitchen, 
bath and laundry planning service
each prepared by experts as a result 
of exhaustive research and scientific 
study. For your convenience, Crane 
maintains 110 Display Rooms 
throughout the country. Use the 
Crane Architect's Catalog-and the 
many other aids which Crane Co . 
offers to architects. 

Among the seven types of Crane Boilers 
for hot water, steam, vacuum and vapor 
heating you will find exactly the right 

ones for the buildings you plan. 

* The new Crane Budget Plan is now available 
to your clients. Write us for full details. 

CRANE .. .. 
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S . MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO , ILLINOIS 

Br-anches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Sixty Cities 

VALVES, FITTINGS, FABRICATED PIPE, PUMPS, PLUMBING AND HEATING MATERIAL 
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M ONE L * washers offer two definite improvements. Each important. 

But distinct and separate: 

1. They cost less to operate. 

Hundreds of users of Monel washers tell us "we use less water," "we 

use less steam," "we use less soap and supplies." The "why" of that is that 

Monel cylinders have more than twice as much open area. Result: more 

rapid washing. Better circulation. Also, a smaller clearance between cyl

inder and shell. That takes less water-and less supplies. 

2. They do better work for more years. WHY? 

Mone! doesn't wear out. It is stronger and tougher than steel. It never 

rusts. Its smooth, solid surface is not corroded by soaps, sours, dilute 

bleaches. Hence-no rewashes, no snagged, torn fabrics with Mone!. Many 

Mone! washers to-day are turning out the same smooth work they did 

when first installed 10- 15- even 20 years ago. 

And for the same reasons, you get the same savings from Mone!, in ex

tractors, table tops, pails, and starching equipment. Write to-day for 

exact information. 

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 
67 WALL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

*Monel is a registered trade·mark applied to an alloy containing approximately ~ 
two-thirds Nickel and one-third copper. This alloy is mined, smelted, refined, ,_MON.EL._. 
rolled and marketed solely by International Nickel. 
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roRCED AIR SYSTEMS 

No. 431 DUCT DAMPER , 
M.OTOR - Bracket is 
a..:.ailab!e lot either 

right or left hand 
mounting. 

"GENUINE DETROIT" 
TWO-ELEVEN THER
MOSTAT - the 
!' brains" of !he heat
ing system, whether 
simple or zone con
lrolled. The "Genuine 
Deir.oil" Humidislal 
No. 197 is styled lo 
harmonize ·with !he 

Thermostat. 
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Residential buildings of the rambling 
type, those having critical exposures 
or definite divisions between. living 
quarters, servants' quarters , eic., 
present a serious warm air heating 
problem. 

Ii is often impossible to hold uniform 
temperature throughout the building 
with a single thermostat. One part 
will overheat before another gets 
warm, and, as wind direction is likely 
io vary the condition from day to day, 
no amount of balancing of ducts will 
cure the trouble. 

This type of structure needs "Genu
ine Detroit" Zone Control. The build
ing is divided into two or more zones 
with a thermostat controlling each. 
A main duct with branches leads to 
each zone. Each thermostat controls 
a damper in its duct. When a ther
mostat calls for heat in its zone, it 
opens the governing damper, which 
in turn operates ihe main heating 
unit. Dampers to zones not requiring 
heat remain closed, though the heat
ing unit does not stop uniil all zones 
are satisfied. 

As thermostats are independent, 
different temperatures may also be 
maintained in different zones, if de
sired. Also, if day and night thermo
stats are used, one or more zones may 
be changed io day or nigh! tempera
ture independently of ihe others. 

Each zone damper is actuated by a 
"Genuine Detroit" No.431 Motor Unit. 
This .is entirely noiseless, so is regu
larly mounted on the duct without 
danger of objectionable noise being 
telegraphed along the duct :to rooms 
above. A No. 255 Furnace Limit 
Switch prevents overheating in the 
plenum chamber to which zone ducts 
connect. 

Write for Bulletin 66 on the "Genuine 
Detroit" Zone Control. It is a thor
oughly sound answer to ihe problem 
of heating many types of houses 
satisfactorily with warm air. 



WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL 

For Hot Water 
Heater-s, Hydro
therapy and 
all types of 
Shower Baths. 

_.. PHONE OR WRITE FOR BULLETINS 111 

THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY 
2752 Greenview Avenue, CHICAGO e 231 East 46th Street, NEW YORK 
1801 W. Eighth Street, LOS ANGELES e 106 lam bard Street, TORONTO 

OFFICES IN 45 CITIES - SEE YOUR PHONE DIRECTORY 

A-3572 Sq.ins. 

B -3 321 Sq.ins. 

C- 2444 Sq. ins. 

D - 2193 Sq. ins. 

BURNHAM 
1160Sq. ins 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Note that the Burnham takes up practi· 
cally half the basement space of the small· 
est of the other four. And bear in min d 
there are no ducts to fill up the overhead. 

c:A-u 
Air Conditioning c£yilem 

That Takes Up 
No Basement Space 

Das No Ducts 

J AST week we made careful 
measurements of the floor 

space taken up by four of the lead
ing air conditioning basement out
fits, in comparison to the Burnham. 
The chart above, A-B-C-D. shows 
you the comparison at a glance. 
There's a lot of cursing being done 
about the space in basements that 
air conditioning heating outfi ts take 
up. There's going to be a lot m©re 
of it too, when the owners of houses 
now being built, see the huge, space
taking air conditioning equipment 
being set up in their basements. 
They are going to be no end sore 
about it, when they find the room 
they expected to use for recreation, 
a shop or a play place for the kiddies 
all cluttered up with equipment and 
ducts. 
When they get to comparing the 
high cost of their system with the 
much lower cost of the Burnham 
Air Conditioning one, put in by a 
neighbor or friend, they are going 
to be more than sore. 
Send for the Burnham Air Condi
tioning Catalog. Get the facts. See 
for yourself. 

The Burnham O<I 
Boiler takes up 
only 1,160 square 
inches of floor 
space. No other 
basement equip 
ment necessary. 

The combination 
radiator and air 
conditioner takes 
up no more space 
in the rooms than 
a grille-enclosed 
radiator. Fits un
der average win
dow. Can be re
cessed. 

BURNHAM BOILER CORPORATION 

Irvington, New York - Zanesville, Ohio 
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Partial Ros ter of Amtico /11 s tallatio11s i11 
hospitals. 

Thomas D. Dee :\Iemorial Hosp iLil 
Salt Lake City, lirnh 

Mount Morris Hospital 
Mount :Moni s, N. Y. 

Centra l Pri son H osp ital 
Raleigh, N. C. 

Jewish Women" s Conrn\ escent Home 
Boston. :JJa ss. 

Bellevue Allied Hospital :; 
New Y ork City, !\. Y. 

Palmer Memorial Hospital 
Boston, l\la ss. 

U . S. Veteran· s Hospital 
Augusta. Ga. 

U. S. Veteran' s Hospital 
Oa mp Custer , :Jlich. 

U. S. Veteran' s H ospital 
Lexington. Ky. 

U. S. Veteran" s Hospital 
Ch icago, Ill. 

and ma ·~y others. 

er 
AMTICO RUBBER TILE 

• aft tl//lee 
Floors of AMTICO RUBBER TILE are specified by leading architects 

and contractors as standard flooring equipment for hospitals and con· 

valescent institutions where durability is essential and quietness and cleanli

ness are imperative. Pleasing and harmonious effects are achieved with 

Amtico's wide range of plain and mar belized colors. 

Write for new color folder for your files or 1·efe1· to Sweet's Catalogue fo1· details 
and specificatio11s. 

AMER I c AN TILE & RUBBER co. • TRENTON, N. J. 

cA~.wciafe of PURITAN RUBBER MANUFACTURING C 0. 
Manufacturers of 

"AMTICO" RUBBER TILE FLOORING- Marble & Terrazzo Effects · "TRENT" RUBBER FLOORING-By the Roll, Plain and Marbleized Colors: 
"PURITAN " RUBBER MATS & MATTING-Plain & Designed Effects · "PURITAN" RUBBER STAIR TREADS AND NOSINGS 
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1 INSULATION 10 16 PLUMBING . 24 
SPECIAL SERVICES. & ACOUSTICS METALS SUPPLIES & EQUIP. 

2. LUMBER & SPECIAL 11 FLOORING & 17 PLUMBING 25 
FOUNDATIONS WOODWORK. WALL MATERIALS & BATH FIXTURES 

MASONRY 3 DOORS- 12 10 · HEATING & . 26 
MATERIALS METAL&WOOD PAINT AIR CONDITIONING 

WATERPROOFING 4 WINDOWS- 13 METAL &WOOD 
.GLASS 19 ELECTRICAL 27 
& STORE FRONTS. SUPPLIES & EQUIP. 

STRUCTURAL 5 DOOR & WINDOW 14 STHL&IRON EQ.UIPMENT PARTITIONS 20· LIGHTING 28 
METAL CASTINGS 6 HARDWARE 15 21 COMMUNICATION. 29 ETC. FURNITURE 

ROOFING 7 KITCHEN & SERVICE 22 
EQUIPMENT ELEVATORS 

SKYLIGHTS 8 SPECIAL · 23 & VENTILATORS EQUIPMENT 

LATH, PLASTER 
&WALLBOARD 9 

TOWARD PERfECTION 

When architects say, as many have, that Sweet's Catalog File is perfect, 

we know that they mean relatively perfect. Perfection is a large order, in 

the filling of which we need the cooperation of every reputable building

product manufacturer. The pioneers have blazed the way. Their catalogs. 

designed to give you just the kind of buying information you want and 

need, occupy well over half of the Sweet's file. Each year they are joined by 

others who previously had taken but partial advantage of the Sweet's plan. 

Each year the perfection of their catalogs adds to the perfection of the file. 

30 
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1J~, Too, KNOW HARD MAPLE as 
The Longest-Wearing Comfortable Floor 

. . a[ike 
FACTORIES 

MILLS 

WAREHOUSES 

SCHOOLS 

STORES 
• 

and HOMES 

To visit the Main Ballroom at Chicago's Drake H otel is to 
be struck by the beauty of the ebony-black floor, striped and 
scrolled in silver. To dance, is to be impressed by its velvety 
"feel" underfoot, so smooth that dancing seems effortless. 

Like most ballroom floors, this floor is Northern Hard 
Maple, selected for three reasons: its beauty, its resilient 
smoothness, its remarkably long life. 

The same three characteristics, combined so perfectly in 
no other flooring, explain Hard Maple 's widespread use in 

factories, stores, schools and homes. 
On a cost-per-year basis , Hard Maple offers unequalled economy. Out

wears any other comfortable floor. So tough-fibred, tight-grained, its resis
tance to indentation and abrasion is remarkable. Does not splinter, sliver, 
or develop ridges. Speeds up traffic. Simplifies alterations , lowers main
tenance costs. 

Moreover, Hard Maple offers unsurpassed comfort in use. Warm, dry, 
resilient, sanitary, it reduces fatigue, aids efficiency. And always, its light 
cheery color presents pleasing appearance. With the heavy-duty finishes 
available, Hard Maple's beauty is maintained under most severe traffic.These 
penetrating finishes seal its surface, keep out dirt, eliminate scrubbing. In 
"natural" or colors, to match any decorative scheme. 

In buildings of many different types, MFMA* Northern Hard Maple is 
your insurance that your clients' flooring will give lasting satisfaction year 
after year. Write for A.I.A. File Size Grading Rules and complete specifica
tions for laying and finishing. 

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
1782 McCormick Building, Chicago, Illinois 

See our ca talog data in Sweet 's, Sec. I? / 66. 
lVrite us /0 1· /oldet· on Heavy~Duty Finishes . 

Floor with Maple 
*M FM A - This trade-ma rk on Ma ple Floo ring gua ra ntees that it conforms 
to the exacting g rade sta nda rds of the M aple Flooring Manufacturers Associa 
tion. It protects you a gainst species substitution a nd inferior grade. It assures 
you of genuine Northern Hard Maple. Look for it on the floorin g you buy. 

N o other j/001·ii1g equttls Ha rd Maple's 
versatility. In the Dra ke Ba llroom, it 
ofl"ers a pe1fect j/001· f or da n.dng; matches 
its s111·ro1111dings /11 b ea uty. Fo1· th e 
Cra cker jack plant, it /1rovides foot com~ 
fort , 1·e111arkahle resista nce to the wear of 
hea vy truck traffic . 

For d i spla y rooms tTnd stores , Hard 
iHaj1le fl oori ng is a ll ide<tl choice. I t 
offer.1· resilieu ce . good a /1jJer1. ra m:e, dea 11-
li11 ess, sa nit a t i ou. easy maiuteua uce, 
dura bility , ecouomy. T his 1111ique combi-
11 a tio11 of qualities 11u1.kes versatile Ha rd 
'' 1aj1/e equally su i ta ble fo r fac t ories1 

bakeries, mills, u:a rehouses, Jt.:hools, a ud 
homes. 
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PROBLEM No. 8 

STUART GRAVES is a lawyer, and 

making out well. He and Betty asked 

you to design a house that would meet all 

of their requirements-present and future. 

With their needs in mind, what should 

the telephone arrangements be for the 

approved plans below? 

Telephone conduit in the walls, of 

course, to avoid exposed wiring and pro

tect against certain types of service inter

ruption. Leading to strategic points 

throughout the house, it will mean that 

the Graves can have their telephone 

arrangements changed easily and quickly 

without piercing walls or woodwork. 
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Architect, JOHN J. KEIL, Lima, Ohio 

For the present, one outlet in the 

master bedroom is ample for the second 

floor-to afford step-saving convenience 

during the day and protection at night. 

Later on, as conditions change, the outlet 

in the second bedroom may be equipped 

for use. Of course, an outlet in the living 

room for family use is an absolute neces

sity. It is located so that it may also be 

conveniently reached from the maid's 

room. 

This is a suggested approach to a typical problem. 
Our engineers will be glad to help you in developing 
efficient, economical conduit layouts. No 
cost. No obligation. Just call your local 
telephone office and ask for "Architects' 
and Builders' Service." 


